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Predominantly
 
Negro 
Sorority  
Seeks
 
Recognition
 
By 
fUTA
 
PEDERSEN
 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
While SJS 
sororities
 
recover
 from 
a three-
month college
-imposed 
probation,
 
a pre-
dominantly 
Negro
 sorority is 
attempting
 to 
remove obstacles in its path to 
a seat on 
Panhellenic 
Council, 
Delta Sigma
 Theta, a 
national
 service or-
ganization,
 is making
 its second 
effort  
to 
gain 
college
 imaigiiition
 after
 an 
unsuccess-
ful try last 
spring, 
according
 to junior 
sociology
 
major  Joanne
 Henry 
who 
is spear-
heading the 
sorority's
 
campaign.  
The
 College 
Expansion 
Committee
 turned 
down the
 first 
request
 
because
 "the 
time 
was not 
ripe for 
expansion,"  explains
 Miss 
Virginia
 Ellis, 
assistant  
associate dean of 
activities  and 
adviser to 
Panhellenic
 Council. 
The committee,
 headed 
by
 Dean of 
Stu-
dents 
Stanley  C. Benz,
 was unable
 to justify 
additions  to the 
Greek 
system
 because 
two 
sororities,
 
Kappa  
Delta  and Phi 
Mu had 
de-activated 
due to 
lack
 
of
 student 
interest
 
and rushers. 
Since then 
another  sorority, Alpha 
Epsilon
 
Phi, the newest member of 
Panhellenic 
Council, has de -activated. 
Delta Sigma Theta renewed its 
request 
earlier this semester, but was again rejected 
following a conference
 with Panhellenic 
Council, Dean of Students Cornelia Tomes, 
Miss Ellis, sociology instructor Harry Ed-
wards and Dr. Fauneil Rinn, associate pro-
fessor of  political science 
and  college -ap-
pointed minority counselor.
 
EDWARDS SUGGESTS RECOGNITION 
After the conference Miss 
Henry was ad-
vised by Edwards to have the sorority 
become a 
recognized  college
 
organization  un-
affiliated 
with  Panhellenic Council. She iv-
jected this, however, when Dean Tomes 
informed her that Delta Sigma Theta would 
have to disaffiliate from 
the national or-
ganization
 in order to be recognized. 
Miss 
Henry is presently 
awaiting  instruc-
tions from 
national headquarters, which 
she  
expects  before 
Christmas. 
Miss Ellis explained that when 
sorority 
and fraternity 
expansion  is approved by the 
Expansion  Committee invitations
 are sent to 
all groups which 
have indicated interest
 in 
establishing 
a chapter at SJS. 
Admission of new 
members  is determined 
on 
the size of the national
 organization, 
location of the active 
chapters, organiza-
tional structure 
and number of alumni
 in the 
San Jose ales, and 
the financial status of 
the national 
organization. 
The committee then 
selects those organi-
zations which
 it believes will 
make  a genuine 
contribution  to the 
Greek  system at SJS,
 
Miss Ellis said. 
Delta  Sigma Theta would
 have no diffi-
culty meeting 
these requirements, accord-
ing  to Miss Henry. 
Founded
 at Howard 
University in 1913,
 the sorority has 
40,000 
members
 belonging to 316 
chapters  in 38 
states, including
 several in 
the  Bay Area, 
she said. 
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Dr. 
Clark Endorses  
Interim
 Policy 
On 
Students'  
Rights,
 Responsibilities
 
Pres. Robert D. Clark yesterday Clark said, "This draft both pro -
announced 
his endorsement of an 
interium 
policy  on students' rights 
and responsibilities to become ef-
fective as 
soon  as members of the 
Academic and 
Student councils 
receive 
a copy. 
tects students rights to due pro-
cess and endorses
 my insistence 
that coercive behavior by any 
group 
toward  the total campus 
community 
will
 not be permitted. 
It is also 
consistent  with the recent 
AFT 
Wants  Faculty Vote 
On SFS 
Strike Request 
By GAIL 
KNIGHT
 
Spartan Dally Staff Writer 
Pres.  Robert D. Clark has 
been 
asked to convene a full 
fa-
culty meeting to assess sentiment 
on resolutions adopted by San 
Francisco State
 faculty. 
The 
American  Federation of 
Teachers (AFT) 
made  the request 
at an emergency meeting 
yester-
day after SFS faculty and the 
local AFT chapter had 
given sup-
port to a resolution
 calling for 
"corrective 
action, including a 
strike, if necessary, to secure 
hearings before the legislature and 
the 
people of 
California."
 
The AFT unrutimiously 
agreed  
to commend the SFS faculty for 
adopting a 
"progressive  stand and 
a step forward to gain a voice in 
academic matters." 
SJS action came as a result of 
SFS faculty 
calling
 on "faculty of 
our sister 
colleges to stand with 
us during the 
crisis
 in defense of 
our professional 
integrity." 
"This crisis
 is just as much a 
threat  to SJS as it is 
to SFS," 
said Dr. John Sperling, president
 of 
the AFT College Council. 
"The 
Trustees resolutions affect all 
state colleges." 
In other action, 
the AFT asked 
the Academic Council to 
take  "an 
expanded look" at 
a irseiution 
designed to 
establish
 bounds for 
academic freedom,
 
The 
AFT suggested reconsidera-
tion of the Council 
position and 
substitution
 of "a public educa-
tional symposium on 
academic 
freedom." The 
Academic Council 
resolution called upon each depart-
ment to hold at least one 
session 
on the "nature and significance of 
academic freedom." 
policy announcement by the Board 
of Trustees." 
The report, developed by a spe-
cial committee of faculty and stu-
dent representatives, will 
serve 
until both elective bodies can form-
ulate formal policy recotrunenda-
Clark
 'List' - 
Gets  
Support  
Of
 
Faculty
 
A petition 
being  circulated by 
"A Committee 
of Concerned Fa-
culty  
Members"  has been signed 
by 250 SJS faculty
 and employees 
according to 
Melvin  Miller, law 
enforcement 
department  chairman. 
An 
estimated
 400 additional 
signatures have 
been collected on 
petitions that have not 
yet been 
tallied, according 
to
 Miller. He 
said the purpose 
of the petition 
is to 
show Pres. Robert Clark that 
the majority of faculty is behind 
him in 
restoring  law and order 
to the campus. 
All the petitions should be in by 
Friday, Miller 
said,  and will be 
presented to Dr. Clark sometime 
during Christmas vacation. 
The petition states the signers 
"share a growing concern over the 
deterioration of responsible and 
orderly procedure on this campus." 
tions of their own. 
It includes descriptions of stu-
dent rights
 and responsibilities in 
the areas 
of
 the classroom, stu-
dent records, freedom of associa-
tion, establishing and operating 
student government, publications 
and performances and freedom of 
expression and advocacy. 
The statement also deals with 
student actions for which sanctions 
may be imposed, describes possible
 
sanctions, and establishes
 the pro-
cedures for the imposition of the 
sanctions. 
It also establishes
 the
 separa-
tion of 
authority
 between the col-
lege and the general governments 
on the local, state and federal 
levels.
 
The 
college,
 according to the 
report,  will not impose 
sanctions  
for violations
 of criminal law, nor 
will governments impose sanctions 
for violations of college 
regula-
tions. 
However, by the provisions of 
the report, if an action violates 
both college regulations and crim-
inal law, students may be subject 
to 
Proceedings
 
in 
the 
courts and 
by the college. 
"Disciplinary actions in the past 
have stemmed from panty raids 
and football rallies," says one his-
tory professor. "The code that 
covered past student conduct 
doesn't even begin 
to anticipate 
the problems 
arising from anti-
war demonstrations." 
Prof
 
Fears 
More  Violence 
By KATHLEEN 
LACKEY  
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
An SJS professor, 
injured  in 
the
 Nov. 20 Dow demonstration,
 
fears increased militancy on 
college campuses unless the aca-
demic community becomes more 
involved in the convictions 
un-
derlying 
such miliant demon-
strations. 
In the
 
opinion
 of Peter Cei-
ling, assistant
 professor 
of for-
eign
 languages
 and member of 
Professors  
Against  the War 
(PAW),  the SJS  
campus
 has not 
yet seen 
real  violence 
on the 
part of demonstrators,
 if 
"one
 
means by violence 
a concerted 
and 
premeditated  
effort,
 
to
 in-
jure and
 hurt." 
He
 is
 
quick to add,  however, 
that reaction
 to the 
Dow 
demon-
strations
 has been 
widespread.  
"Naturally, inevitably, accu-
sations and recriminations have 
been  coming thick and 
fast.  
These all concentrate on mak-
ing demonstrators appear as the 
maniac  
enemies
 of 
luxlety." 
"But,"
 he 
continued,  "there has 
been 
very 
little 
attention
 paid 
to the cause of militant demon-
strations.  
"Yes, it is regrettable to see
 
policemen 
enforcing statues with 
tear gas on 
campus.
 Yes, its a 
sorry sight to see broken 
win-
dows. But it is even a sorrier 
PETER
 
COLLINS
 
... 
fears
 
militancy
 
sight
 to see the Vietnam 
war  
carried on without public, gen-
eralized participation in the 
Issues
 on which 
it is based." 
Collins declared that PAW 
has worked very 
hard
 to pro-
mote  responsible participation 
in 
the 
war 
question,  and
 its ef-
forts have been met to a large 
extent by silence and indiffer-
ence.  
Collins says he does not be-
lieve war dissent, 
with 
its appar-
ent 
tendency toward lawless-
ness, is motivated by a 
desire to 
destroy the 
democratic
 frame-
work.  
"I think current 
dissent is the 
result
 
of widespread
 
neglect  of 
political commitment on the part. 
of the
 
articulate
 
elements  in our 
society,"
 he 
declares.  
The South 
Vietnamese  are en-
gaged in 
a struggle to 
"free  
themselves from age -long
 colon-
ial oppression,"
 Collins believes, 
"We are asking the 
Vietnam-
ese 
to See 
that our way is in 
their best 
interests, and 
If they 
do 
not  accept 
it, we are
 prepar-
ed to h"mh the
 hell not of 
them
 
'until they do," he stated. 
The USA, according 
to
 Collins, 
opposes the National 
Liberation  
Front 
(NLF),
 which is 
the poli-
tical arm
 of the Viet Cong,
 
on 
the sole 
grounds  that it is com-
munistic.  
He feels that Americans can-
not
 understand the Vietnam 
problem because we have not 
suffered colonial exploitation for 
centuries. When we did, how-
ever, we threw off our enemies 
by violent revolution. 
"If 
We were oppressed, ex-
ploited, hungry and needy, we 
might see the NLF in a some-
what different light. But we are 
not,"
 he said. "We find 
commun-
ism  repugnant." 
"We seem 
determined 
that the 
Vietnamese 
will 
share this repu-
gnant
-N.,  even if 
we have 
to burn 
them all 
to death, bulldoze 
away 
their homes 
and  
villages,
 
lineally relocate them, for their 
own good, of course, into sterile 
compounds quite different from 
the village structures which is 
traditionally theirs," he de -
el s 
res. 
Ten 
SJS coeds, four actives and six 
pledges, 
belong to the sorority's
 Citywide 
Chapter 
which  is 
headquartered
 in San 
Francisco,
 
Members
 are 
faced
 with a trans-
portation 
problem 
because  
weekly
 
meetings  
are held in 
San 
Francisco,
 Miss 
Henry ex-
plained.
 
MEMBERS 
FROM
 SJS
 
The 
Citywide
 Chapter includes 
members
 
from SJS, San Francisco State College and 
California
 
State College at Hayward.
 A stu-
dent 
chapter
 
exists at 
the
 University
 of 
California
 at Berkeley, but is restricted to 
Cal  members. 
Although
 Delta Sigma Theta is 
pre-
dominantly
 Negro, membership
 is not re-
stricted,
 in compliance with SJS's non-dis-
crimination ruling. The organization has 
traditionally been 
the  sister sorority to 
Omega Psi Phi, a predominantly Negro 
fra-
ternity on 
the SJS campus.
 
Miss 
Henry 
said  
she  
has  been 
told by 
several 
persons that the present 
is
 a poor 
OH
-0-0-0
 SANTA! cries 
Patty Beltan of 
Mrs.  
Anita  
Radov's
 Head Start Class. She received 
a gift from the honored
 guest at the Christmas
 
party 
sponsored
 by the Women 
Over 29 Club 
time
 to start a 
Negro
 
sorority
 because
 it 
would  hinder
 the effort
 to 
integrate.
 Negro
 
girls 
who  would 
integrate  
white  
sororities
 
would enter
 Delta Sigma 
Theta  instead. 
This is a 
mistaken 
idea 
because
 the 
sorority  would 
help
 knock down the
 baffler, 
according to 
Miss Henry. 
"The
 establishment
 
of the 
chapter would 
allow interacting
 with 
other 
sororities and members 
would  get to 
know each other by 
having activities to-
gether, so 
that
 in 10 or 
15 
years  no 
one 
would 
know there were 
predominantly
 
Negro  
or white sozorities." 
Major activities of the sorority are 
five-
fold:
 first, to 
perform community services; 
second, to help in the civil rights endeavor; 
third, 
to conduct a library service through 
which poor Negroes, especially in the South, 
would have access to books about Negro 
history and culture; fourth, to find job op-
portunities; and fifth, to conduct an inter-
national understanding program, 
through  
which a wing of 
a hospital in Liberia was 
built by Delta Sigma Theta funds. 
Photo by Doug Menerd 
Tuesday. Santa Claus arrived early from the 
North Pole with 
gifts  for all of SJS' Head Start 
children. 
KQED
 
Shows 
Controversial
 
Meeting  of Trustees 
Tonight  
Educational television station 
KQED, Channel 9, San 
Francisco,  
re -broadcasts tonight at 10 the 
State College Board of Trustees 
controversial three-hour emergen-
cy session held in Los Angeles last
 
Saturday. 
That session was convened to 
discuss emergency measures to be 
taken to prevent 
violence  on state 
college campuses. The meeting 
was precipitated by last week's 
violence at San Francisco State 
College. 
Policy adopted by the board at 
last Saturday's special session has 
come under extreme criticism 
from State College faculty and ad-
minLatrators. 
Tr
 us tees ordered 
mandatory suspension or expulsion
 
of any student
 or professor found 
guilty of disrupting a state college 
campus 
through violence or threats 
of violence. 
SJS' Academic 
Council  Monday 
criticized
 this 
policy
 on the 
grounds
 that discipline 
rightly  be-
longs to 
the discretion of each
 
college president,
 since he has
 first 
Final
 Issue
 
Today's  
issue  of 
the 
Spartan  
Daily
 is 
the 
last
 edition of 1967. 
The  next 
Daily  will 
be published
 
on 
Thursday,
 Jan. 4 
Included 
in 
today's issue
 is a Christmas
 special 
edition,
 
edited  by Greg Balkovek. 
The edition includes features on 
campus
 holiday parties for under -
other
 countries and the stories be
-
hand knowledge of the situation, 
and the best judgment on proper 
punishment.
 
Recently, three SJS students 
were suspended 
for disrupting 
ROTC 
drill on Oct. 3. A fourth 
was
 placed on informal conduct 
probation.
 
The trustees' policy is now in 
effect only on an 
interim  basis 
because it calls for a 
change
 in 
Title 5 of the 
State Education 
Code.  
Before it can 
become
 permanent 
policy, the 
board must 
hold  open 
hearings within 120 days in 
order 
to 
give  opponents 
a 
chance  to 
voice their dissent. 
Channel 9 
had broadcast the en-
tire three-hour 
session  earlier. 
Dumke  
Rescinds
 Limit 
On
 
SJS  
Faculty  Ratio 
The
 60-40 ratio limit
 between 
upper and lower
 faculty ranks has
 
been rescinded 
at SJS. The ratio
 
remains in effect 
at the other 18 
California  State Colleges,  
Pres,
 Robert D. Clark an-
nounced  Tuesday that 
State Col-
lege Chancellor
 Glenn S. Dumke 
gave his written approval for SJS 
to exceed the 60 per cent limit 
for the upper two 
ranks.  
In the peat, 
a limit of 60 per 
cent of the faculty could 
hold  the 
rank of associate
 and full profes-
sor,
 with the remaining 40 per 
cent in the lower ranks 
of
 assist -
and professor and 
instructor. 
The 
college
 has now reached
 
the 
60-40 level.
 Had the 
ratio  not been
 
increased only a few 
lower
 
rank-
ing faculty members 
could
 
have 
been promoted into the 
upper  
two  
hind some 
lang-standing Christ-
 levels next year.
 
mas 
traditions,
 
"San  
jelte
 
State
 
college
 
has  
reached 
this
 ratio more 
quickly
 
than the other State Colleges be-
cause of its age and its rapid 
growth," commented 
Pres. Clark. 
Thunke has not said, however, 
to what 
higher  level the ratio
 
should he raised. 
Dr. Hobert Bums, academic
 vice 
president, interprets Dumke's
 de-
cision  to mean  that at least as 
many promotions can be 
awarded  
this spring for next
 year as the 
number
 of faculty who were pro-
moted for the current year. This 
would 
amount to about
 70 promo-
tions  
said Burns. 
The 
breakthrough
 is a major 
victory 
for Pres, Clark. 
He has 
been 
pressing for 
curtailment 
of 
this  limit 
for
 at least a
 year. 
The 
Board 
of Trustees 
must  
approve
 Dumke's
 decision 
before  
it ran become
 legal. It 
is
 
expected  
that the 
Board will approve
 
the 
derision  without
 
obiection.  
I. 
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"Thaw
 
matters  
which  can 
affect
 the benefit and 
harm  of all, 
ought  
to be 
known
 and heard
 by 
all, who may thus attain the 
beneficial
 and 
repel the 
opposite."  
Marsilio 
of Padua 
KEN
 
BRYANT   
Editor KEN BECKER  Advertising Mgr. 
Guest  
Editorial
 
Yes,
 
Virginia,  
There 
Is a Santa 
Claus  
Dui.; 
-ia-on 
of 
1897. 
..iohl vrote 
a 
letter
 to 
; r
 III the Nev. 
York  
Sun
 asking I or the 
truth about Santa 
Claus. 
The next morning. after 
reeeiv-
ing the letter. 
the Sun  carried the fol-
love iii editorial. written by Francis
 P. 
Church: 
" e take pleasure in answering at 
once and thus prominently the c  - 
tounieation
 lieu, a, expressing at the 
same time our groat gratification that 
its faithful author
 is numbered among 
the 
friends
 of the Sun: 
, Dear Editor: 
I um eight years old. 
Some of toy little friends -.ty 
there is no Santa Claus. 
Pap  
pa 
says 
If you see it in 
the 
Sun,
 its so."' 
Please tell me the truth. is 
tire 
a Santa 
Claus?  
Virginia 
O'llanlon 
115 \\ e -t Ninety-fifth
 Street 
sour
 little friends are 
wrong. Tiny have been affected by  
the skepticism of a skeptical age. They 
do not believe except what they see. 
They think that nothing can be which 
is not comprehensive by their little 
minds. All minds. Virginia. whether 
they he men's or children's are little. 
in this great
 universe of ours man is 
a mere insect,  an ant. in 
his intellect. 
as compared with the boundless
 world 
about hint, as 
measunll
 by the intelli-
gence capable of 
grasping  the whole 
I 
ruth and knowledge. 
Yes. Virginia, there is a Santa 
Claus.
 He exists as certainly as 
love 
and generosity
 and 
devotion  
exist, and you know that they 
abound and give to your life
 its 
highest beauty 
and joy. Alas! how 
dreary would be the world if there 
se ere no Santa 
Claus!  
It
 would be as dreary as if there 
vs,
 re no irginias. There vvould be 
no 
childlike faith then, no poetry, no 
romance
 to 
make  tolerable
 this exist-
ence. We should 
have no 
ctijoyment,
 
except 
in sense and -iglu.
 'I he 
eternal
 
light
 with which 
childhood
 
fills the 
world  would be 
extinguished.
 
Not believe 
in s'anta
 Claus!
 You 
might 
as well not 
believe
 in fairies! 
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Augustin,  
Gregory
 Ballo-
yak. 6"-ery 
Broker,  Gary Benjamin,
 
Charles
 Betz, 
Jeff 
Brent,  Ray 
Burton,
 Mike 
Clark,  Tim 
Clerk,  
Paul Co-
hone, 
Wynn Cook, Don Co., Rhysa DAVI, Terry 
Feist, 
Days 
Fisk. Ron Hagen,
 Susan Haul, 
Arneisa  
Heaton,
 Matthew Hasty, Bob 
Kenney, 
Gail  Knight, 
Kathleen 
Lackey,  Pat McCulloch,  
Gordon 
Miller,
 
Marc Nuns,
 Charles 
Pankratz,  
Barbara  
Parker. 
John  
Poimiroo. Robert 
Shirrell,  
Susan Sistgrist.
 Judith 
Smith, Kay Threlkeld, Gina  Traeger, John Wellak 
and 
Bill  Wright. 
at 
might gt t your papa to hire men 
to ,A ate!' in all the chimneys on Christ-
mas es
 
t- to catch Salim Clans. but even 
if they did not see 
Santa  Claus coming 
down, ohat 
%%mild
 that 
prose?
 
Nobody sees Santa 
Claus.  hut that 
is no sign 
that  there is no Santa Claus. 
The most real things 
in the world are 
those that 
neither children 
nor  men 
eau see. Did 
you  ever see fairies danc-
ing 
on the lawn? 
of course not, hut that's no 
proof 
that they 
are not there. Nobody can 
conceive
 or imagine all the 
wonders
 
that are 
unseen  and miserable in 
the 
world. 
You tear apart the baby's 
rattle  and 
see 
what makes the noise inside, but 
there is a veil 
covering
 the unseen 
world N% hidt not the strongest men, 
nor even the 
combined strength of all 
the strongest men that ever lived, 
could tear apart. 
Only faith, fancy, poetry, love, 
romance can push aside that curtain 
and 
view the picture, the supernal 
beauty and glory beyond. Is 
it real? 
Alt. Virginia, in all this world there is 
nothing else 
real
 and abiding. 
No Santa Claus! Thank God!  He 
lives, and he lives forever. A thousand 
years from now. Virginia, nay ten 
times ten 
thousand years from now, he 
will continue to make glad the 
heart 
of 
childhood."
 
Guest Room 
Don't  
Blame
 
Ity M. H. NIILLER 
Department Head 
Law Enforcement and 
Admi .. istration 
Let us take a clear and unbiased look 
at the role 
of
 Law Enforeentent in the 
pr -sent and continuing civil 
rights  demon-
strations. 
avii  
rights 
leaders
 
vow  they are pro-
te.-ting against bad
 laws, bad court deci-
,ioits and/or 
injunctions.  With this con-
c.pt I have no quarrel. 
licosever, when 
denpairtrations are carried beyond 
the law and the law enforcement officer 
is called to restore order, protect private 
or public property and the peace and 
tranquillity of a society they are only 
doing their job and are following their 
orders tel uphold
 the law. They 
have taken 
a sacred oath to do their duty. 
If the law
 is wrong: if the court decision 
or court injunction is wrong let its not 
blame the police. Law Enforcement
 is an 
arm of the Executive Branch 
of govern-
ment and not a part of the Judicial 
Branch. If mu- wishes to ehailenge
 a law 
by A116111114 it and submitting  to arrest 
%shy make it difficult for the Officer? The 
officer did not make the law. 
He cannot 
change the law. Ile cannot evade his 
duty!  
Leaders  of civil rights demonstrations are 
continually, doing their cause great harm, 
not by violating a Recalled bad law, but 
by 
resisting  arrest and making it extreme-
ly 
difficult
 for law enforcement
 to 
do its 
job. You are not testing a law by resisting 
arrest or assaulting law enforcement offi-
cers! YOH are teaching and advocating 
lawlessness by 
continuing a demonstration 
beyond the limits
 of just 
testing  
or
 violat-
ing the "bad" law. Resisting arrest, refus-
ing no obey basic laws of society and as -
vaulting police officers is no way to test 
a had law or a bad court injunction. 
In general, law 
enforcement
 endorse. 
"...Heil Hershey...!" 
Thrust  
and  
Parry  
'Meaning
 in 
'Results  of 
Runoff
 
More 
Important
 Titan
 Prop 
P' 
Editor: 
Ordinarily 
I wouldn't
 want to 
mention 
Vietnam 
this close to 
Christmas. 
However, 
Tuesday's
 special 
Congressional  
runoff  elec-
tion in San 
Mateo  County 
raises
 hopes that 
by next 
Christmas there
 may be 
peace  in 
Vietnam,
 a necessary 
first  step to 
peace
 on 
earth.  
The 65,000 
to 45,000 
victory of 
the liberal 
Republican  dove 
McCloskey 
over the 
liberal
 
Democrat 
and  somewhat 
hawkish  or 
at 
least 
much  less 
dovish
 - Archibald
 is a more 
meaningful 
referendum  on 
the
 war than the
 
foolishly  worded 
Proposition P 
in San Fran-
cisco. 
Though
 the 
Democrats  have 
an edge in 
registration,  the 
county has 
elected  a very 
conservative
 and pro -war
 Republican 
congress-
man 
for  the last 
15
 years. The 
GOP would 
have  been 
much
 happier 
this
 time with 
Shirley 
Temple 
Black,  
Draper,
 or 
Whitmore,
 all pro-
.41,3ww,rn 
',1111.1.1i1=Jarilk
 
This 
Victory'
 
the
 
Police
 
for
 
equal
 rights 
for  
everyone.
 But don't
 ex-
pect
 an officer
 to take a 
beating in 
order 
to protect 
your  rights 
while  you are 
vio-
lating the 
rights
 of others! 
The law 
says that an 
officer may 
use 
sufficient force 
to make a lawful 
arrest.  
Persons
 who 
refuse
 to obey 
the  lawful 
order of an officer 
in the performance 
of
 
his duty are 
compounding  their 
offense  by 
resisting
 and assailing the 
officer.  The ar-
rest  and removal will 
be
 made! The offi-
cer  has no other 
choice.
 Therefore it 
be.
the 
demonstration,
 to c  ply will-
ingly and peaceably
 for the benefit 
of
 
themselves anti the
 servants of an orderly
 
society, tile people. 
We 
cannot obey just the laws we 
like
 
and disobey the laws we dislike. A 
com-
plete
 breakdow n of law and order would 
result. Everyone would lose because we 
would then have no rights
 left to demon. 
strait' about. Demonstrate if
 
you must but 
remember law enforcement officers must 
protect everybody's rights under the law 
as the law exists. Attack the bad laws in 
the courts, in the legislature and in the 
Ilewti 
media,  in 
the  schools,
 in
 
the 
church-
es
 anti
 in all organizations. Don't attack 
Notable
 Quotes 1 
Sen. John 0, Pastors, 
D-R.I.,
 
commenting
 
on a Senate 
resolution urging President 
John-
son to 
consider  taking the Issuers 
of the Viet-
nam war before the 
United Nations: 
All we can 
cx-pect
 them to do is bring 
the 
parties together and ask them 
to stop Shoot-
ing and start talking.
 
* 
* * 
Former  Alabama 
Gov. George 
Wallace, de-
claring
 he wUl
 run for the 
presidency
 
unless  
Republicans nominate  a 
conservative 
candi-
dates 
You can put up or shut up, 
becaUse
 if you 
don't put up, then I am going to 
run, 
and 
it 
doesn't make any 
difference  what it does to 
you or to 
anyone  else. 
WM' and all
 swamped by 
McCloskey  in the 
preliminary election 
last month. 
McCloskey of 
course  got many Democratic 
votes in that 
election,
 and those voters stayed 
with him in Tuesday's runoff.
 On the other 
hand, many pro-war 
conservative Republicans 
crossed over to 
Archibald  as the lesser of two 
evils, 
As the Chronicle points
 out, the candidates 
had almost identical
 views on 
everything  but 
Vietnam.  Roy Archibald,  an 
educator and one 
time mayor of San Mateo, is at least
 as 
well
 
known in the 
area  as McCloskey. The key 
dif-
ference between them is that although
 Archi-
bald called for an end 
to the bombing, he is 
basically
 an LI33 Democrat. McCloskey,
 says 
the  Chronicle, from first to last 
"persistently 
stressed the importance
 of the U.S. quickly 
ending its involvement in Vietnam? 
If voters 
in an area that has 
(somewhat
 
unjustly)  been called 
Qrange  County North 
can change their minds on 
Vietnam,
 who 
knows what 
may happen in 1968? 
R. 
I). Pepper, 
Asst.
 Prof. English and Humanities 
the Laws 
lass enforcement. Don't 
blame law enforce-
ment for enforcing
 the laws in existence. 
Remember it is 
only  because we have 
good law enforcement 
that
 you have the 
right and privilege
 to demonstrate in the 
first 
place! 
Ehh? 
Yes, 
Santa,
 
There  
Is 
A 
Virginia
 
By 
BOB  
KENNEY
 
Santa 
Claus  leaned 
back in 
his 
chair
 and 
looked 
dreamily  out the
 
window 
as 
Mrs. 
Claus
 went about  
fixing 
him  
another
 bour-
bon and soda. 
-1
 ou know, 
dear," 
he 
said, 
"sometimes
 1 wonder if there
 
really  
is a 
Virginia." 
"What a thing, to say!" Said Mrs. Claus. 
"Whatever
 do you 
mean." 
"Weil,"
 Santa said, stretching
 lazily, "I 
always
 
wondered
 
who I've 
been giving 
gifts to all these 
years.
 I mean, 
all  1 
do
 is 
slide down the 
chimney,
 lease
 the gifts, 
and 
lease. 
Nobody
 says:
 "Hi.
 Santa old 
boy!, or Thanks a lot, 
fella!"
 I 
mean,  
do 
they really 
appreciate  all 
that I do?" 
Mrs.  Claus set 
the bourbon 
and soda 
down 
on the table 
and slid a 
consoling 
hand across 
Santa's shoulder.
 "Of course 
they appreciate
 all that you
 do for them.
 
Remember  back 
in 1887 when 
little  N'ir-
ginia wrote a 
letter  to the Stun about
 you?" 
"Sure," Santa 
muttered.  "She wrote
 to 
ask if I existed. Now 
I'm not so sure about
 
her." 
"But
 remember what 
the editorial re-
plied? 
They said you exist 
as 'certainly as 
love 
and  generosity and 
devotion  exists'." 
"Women,"
 muttered 
Santa in a 
purely  
traditional
 masculine tone. 
"I was speak-
ing 
figuratively.
 I meant, are
 people still 
the same, or 
have they 
changed?  What 
with this 
fighting
 and hatred
 going on 
nowadays it seems
 like eserything's 
differ-
ent.  I'm afraid 
l'in  going to get 
shot down 
one of these Christmas
 Eves." 
Mrs.
 Claus gave 
him a 
knowing
 smirk. 
"I've 
heard you say
 these tl  
gs
 before. 
During 
both World 
Wars and 
several 
smaller 
ones you 
felt
 the same 
way you 
do now." 
"But it's
 different 
now, he 
said.  
"No
 it 
isn't,"
 she 
quickly  
replied.  "Peo-
ple don't
 change 
that
 much. 
It's just 
that
 
there
 are 
more  people 
now, so 
naturally 
there's
 noire 
trouble 
brewing. 
I'm sure 
they'll
 straighten
 themselves
 out. 
They
 al-
ways 
seemed  to 
in the 
past."  
"But 
every  
year
 they 
sing, 
'Peace  on 
earth,  
goodwill
 to 
men.'  Lord,
 you'd 
think  
they
 would
 stop 
shouting 
it so 
much  and
 
start  
practicing  it 
for a 
change."  
"That's  
true,"  
said  
Mrs.
 Claus
 wisely.
 
"But 
it's 
better  that
 they 
at least
 realize
 
what
 they're
 missing.
 What
 if they 
didn't 
even  talk 
about 
it?  At 
least  
wanting
 it is 
a 
start."
 
Santa 
gently 
put  his 
arm  around
 Mrs. 
Claus' 
round  jolly 
waist. 
"You're  
right  as 
usual, 
dear. It's 
just that 
some time 
I get 
so 
discouraged." 
Then
 Mrs. 
Claus  went 
to fix 
Santa  an-
other  drink. 
"Just one 
more,"  us she 
put 
it,
 and Santa 
began to 
stare  lazily
 out the 
window 
again.
 "Yes dear,"
 he muttered.
 
"There is 
a N'irginia. I 
guess there 
always
 
will  be Virginias 
as long as people
 keep 
believing 
in me." 
Stray 
Slants
 
By BRUCE ANDERSON 
Noted local philanthropist 
Harry  To-
basco has donated a $100 hand -formed 
flag
 pole to Holy City. 
For those who 
have not heard of Holy 
City it is located at 126 So. Ninth
 St. 
After the bitter defeat of Harry's favor-
ite daughter candidate, Little Orphan 
Temple,
 for ASB President this fall, Harry 
decided that politics was not his bag. 
Orphan Temple
 says he won the elec-
tion since all he wanted to do 
was  run for 
ASB president. 
The flagpole will be dedicated at 12:30 
p.m. today at the main grounds of Holy 
City. The ceremony
 will include the "Na-
tional Anthem," 
"America" and many 
more patriotic songs 
including Johnny 
Horton's
 "pT 109." 
The  dedication 
is
 in honor of 
Harry  
who leaves San Jose 
for  the Mardi Gras in 
Rio soon. Harry is forced to 
leave since 
he can no longer collect 
unemployment  in-
surance from the state at the rate  of $62 
per week. They have cut 
him to $32 per 
week
 
so he chooses to leave. 
"We've  been trying all year 
to get San 
Jose back on the right track.
 We have held 
our actions
 to the ground however, so 
we've decided to go 
the other way  and 
what could be 
higher than a flagpole?"
 
Harry
 says. 
An intensive 
survey 
has  
revealed  to 
Harry Tobacco and
 Little 
Orphan  
Temple  
that the 
smog 
produced  by 
a John 
Bircher  
driving 
to the 
store  to 
buy
 a flag 
and the 
smog 
produced
 by a 
leftist  
burning
 a flag 
is exactly 
equal. 
Harry and 
Orphan  hope 
to
 give all the 
factions 
of
 San Jose a 
chance  to share 
the  
flagpole.  No 
limitations
 will be placed
 on 
the 
type  
of
 flags
 to be flown 
from 
the 
pole
 as long as they are pretty, according
 
to 
Temple. 
The dedication 
today is the
 first 
of 
ninny ceremonies for the
 new flagpole. 
The pole 
will  double
 as a 
maypole
 on 
May 
Day  and 
be 
used 
in 
ceremonies
 hon-
oring the 
Beatles  
birthdays,
 
Betsy 
Ross's 
birthday, Olive Oyl's 
birthday,
 
National  
Flashlight Battery
 
Day,
 and a 
hoot  of 
other holidays.
 
One 
special  
ceremony
 will 
be the 
hoist-
ing 
of  
former
 
ASB  
presidential
 
candidate
 
Dick
 
Miner's  
pajamas
 
from 
the 
pole.  
Harry  
and  
Orphan
 
Temple  
refuse 
to say 
whether
 
Dick
 will
 lie in 
them 
or not
 at the
 
time.
 
Possibly  
this 
is
 the 
answer 
to 
SJS'
 prob-
lems.
 
Will
 this 
close 
the  
student
 
gap  which
 
seems  
to
 grow 
each 
year? 
If all 
the 
differ-
ent factions can 
share a 
flagpole,
 it 
may 
be a 
beginning.
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 11 1967 SPARTAN 
DAILYS 
Men's
 
Honorary Fraternity
 
Is 
Still 
Homeless 
Tau
 
Delta Phi,  men's 
honorary 
fraternity,
 
is still 
searching
 for a 
home.
 
Vhen
 
Tower  Hall was closed in 
1963,
 the
 fraternity  lost 
possession  
of 
the top three levels of the 
Tower.  The group 
had used the 
Tower as a meeting hall and gath-
ering point since 1927. 
Since Easter vacation,
 1963,
 Tau 
Delta Phi has occupied three 
sep-
arate dwellings 
near campus, but, 
for a 
variety of 
reasons,
 each resi-
dence 
was short 
lived.  For exam-
ple,
 the first
 top after 
losing the
 
Tower 
was  an 
attic 
in
 Dorilar
 I 
Hall, 
an apartment
 building on 
Fifth Street.
 The fraternity
 was 
again
 
uprooted, 
however,  when the 
college took 
over  the building 
to 
use for
 its instructional television 
center.  
TOWARD  COLLEGE 
A good case may be built to 
show 
that
 losing the Tower has 
helped
 the fraternity. Since 
evic-
tion, the group has turned toward 
the college community, instead of 
isolating themselves in their Tower 
sanctuary. 
The Tower List, often 
a subject 
HOMELESS   The 1963
 closing of Tower 
Hall  cost Tau Delta 
PH
 possession of the
 top three floors 
of the Tower. Fire 
code  
regulations  prevent the
 fraternity from 
reoccupying  its former
 
home, since state -financed 
renovation
 
did  not include the upper 
floors. 
XEROX'''  
COPIES 
10c each 
 Special Quantify
 Discounts 
 No 
Waiting 
 Copies 
Anything  Printed 
RENT 
(student rates) 
 
Elec. typewriters
 
 New portables 
 Rntal-purchase
 
 Free delivery
 
 
96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST. 
295-6765
 
Test 
your  
diamond
 
Q.IS A LARGE 
DIAMOND
 
ALWAYS MORE 
VALUABLE? 
A. Not always. A 
smaller  
stone of finer 
color  and more 
precise cuttingto show the 
firecan be 
considerably
 
more  valuable 
than a larger
 
gem 
of less 
quality.
 Cutting, 
color,  
clarity
 and 
carat  weight
 
are  all 
important
 factors.
 As 
a 
member
 of 
the 
American  
Gem 
Society,
 well 
help 
you  
strike 
the  right
 balance.
 AGS
 
affiliation
 is 
awarded
 
only  
to 
those 
jewelers 
who 
qualify
 
on 
the 
basis of 
gemological
 
knowledge and high 
ethical
 
standards. Come 
in
 soon
 and 
let 
us 
explain the
 
"Four  
C*6"  
of 
diamond value 
to 
you. 
AZ8 
MEMBER 
AMERICAN 
GEM 
MCC? 
MORTO
 
.C* 
GE, 
OLOGISTS
 
626
 
TOWN a Country Village 
San
 
Jose
 
 
241-17511
 
Open Men., 
Thurs. & Fri. 
Until  9130 
p.m.
 
of campus
 controversy,
 was pre-
pared  and 
published  after 
leaving , 
the 
Tower,  The list,
 has provided 
the group with
 a new image 
and 
a source of operating funds. 
LOSS OF  
TOWER 
The 
loss
 of the Tower also 
has 
meant 
the removal 
of the frater-
nity's most 
significent  prestige fac-
tor. 
As a result, potential 
members
 
are more 
likely  to be seriously 
interested  in the 
fraternity,  rather 
than merely 
seeking personal
 pres-
tige. 
During spring semester, 1966, 
the fraternity
 seemed to have 
solved 
the housing 
problem. At 
that time, R. 
Buckminster  Fuller, 
SJS' 
last
 scholar-in
-residence,  do-
nated 
plans for a geodesic
 dome to 
the fraternity. A 
geodesic dome
 is 
similar 
to the top half 
of a sphere, 
but, instead 
of
 a curved surface,
 
the exterior is 
made up of many 
interlaced
 triangles. 
SITE SELECTED 
The  
pledge
 
class donated the 
cardboard 
building  materials, 
and  
a site was selected 
on
 Ninth 
Street,
 across from the 
Health  
Building. Many 
members  of the 
group spent their 
spare  time dur-
ing the summer
 constructing the 
dome. 
Unfortunately, the dome 
was too 
small, 30 feet high and 35 feet in 
diameter. 
The work 
involved in 
building  the 
dome
 ran well
 in 
ex-:
 
cess 
of 
preliminary
 estimates.
 
These factors 
and the lack
 of a 
permanent
 location 
motivated  the 
group  to abandon 
the project. 
Finally, 
the fraternity 
donated  the 
plans and the 
building materials
 
to the 
School of 
Engineering.  
Tau Delta Phi 
was founded in 
1916 as a men's 
honorary frater-
nity
 for education 
majors.
 The 
group 
gradually  gained 
member-
ship and prestige, 
and in 1924 
loosened 
their membership
 re-
quirements to include all majors.
 
After residing in 
various loca-
tions near campus, the 
late
 
Thomas W. MacQuarrie,
 college 
Dr. 
Clarence R. Sands, 
Pastor
 
Berry 
Keiser,
 
Minister to 
Collectien
 
president at that time, gave the 
fraternity exclusive use of the 
Tower. Soon the 
group's  associa-
tion with the Tower became a tra-
ditional aspect of SJS campus life. 
TOWER PLANK 
A common campus sight was 
an 
extended plank 
from the front 
window
 of the Tower, A chair
 fac-
ing the Tower was attached to the 
end of the plank. The fraternity's 
pledges would periodically gather 
in the inner quad to pay tribute 
to 
the  fraternity's ritual. 
But, alas, the Inner 
quad
 is gone, 
and the eager faces of the fra-
ternity's red -tied pledges no longer 
are seen hailing the Tower. In-
stead, a 
new 
breed 
of Tau
 
Delta  
fire
 code 
violations were corrected. 
Phi's 
have taken their place.
 
Today's Tau Delt 
is not moti-
vated by the same forces
 that tno-
tivated his 
predecessors. 
While  the 
group still enjoys 
a significant 
amount of 
prestige, it is 
not as 
apparent  as before.
 The modern 
Tau Delt 
wears
 
his traditional
 red 
tie and red 
handkerchief
 only 
rarely, 
and usually 
not  on cam-
pus. 
Instead  of being
 singled 
out,  
he has become 
anonymous
 to the 
casual observer. 
MAY 
RETURN
 
But
 Tau 
Delta  Phi 
still  dreams
 
of
 returning
 to its 
beloved 
Tower.  
Unofficially,
 
this
 could 
happen,
 
IF, 
and 
that's
 a big
 IF, 
certain  
For the complete 
collegiate  experience 
worship this Sunday at 
First
 Baptist Church 
2nd & 
San Antonio 
8:30 & 11 a.m.  
Morning Worship 
7 p.m.  Evening Service 
College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C) 
9:45 a.m.  
Morning
 Seminar 
5:45 
p.m.
  Evening Forum 
Meets at Tri.0 
Bldg.,  3rd & San Antonio 
FASHION 
SHOW 
MON. 
through  
FRI.
 AT 
NOON
 
LIMITED
 
ENGAGEMENT
 
JEANNIE
 
TRACY
 
RCA 
Recording  
Star
 with the 
Voice of 
Aretha  
Franklin
 
MATINEE
 
SHOW
 
THURS.
 & FRI. 
5 
TO 8 
P.M.
 
6 
GO 
GO
 GIRLS
 
KARY
 
BAMBI
 
LINDA
 
PAT 
SUSIE 
TOBIE 
FEATURING 
LAS 
VEGAS 
TYPE  
SHOWS
 
NO 
COVER 
CHARGE  
50c 
DRAFT  BEER 
DURING
 SHOW 
TIME 
COME  TO 
WHERE THE
 ACTION IS 
COME
 TO 
THE BRASS
 RAIL 
********************
 
NOW 
APPEARING  
******************** 
TARA 
AND HER TWO 12 -ft. 
BOA  CONSTRICTORS 
ALSO 
"DIAMOND JIM" 
& THE KARATS 
FEATURING JIMMY MAMOU 
ALL THIS  AND 
NO COVER CHARGE 
AMATEUR NITE 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
LUNCHES I 
5155555  SERVED DAILY 
IN DOR MIMI
 I INNING 5005 
NO 
COVER
 
CHARGE
 
THE
 BRASS
 
RAIL
 
160 
Mt. 
View  -Atypic, 
Road,
 Near 
Lockheed  
01113INGS
 
We at the Spartan House wish each 
and  every 
San Jose State
 student a very Merry Christmas 
and the happiest of New Year's. It has been a 
pleasure serving you this past year. We thank 
you for 
your patronage 
and friendly 
faces  in 
our establishment.
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JOSEPH
 E LEV 
NE
 
MIKE NICHOLS
 
LAWRENCE  TURMAN 
/\\., \ 
/,:t
 
THE 
GRADUATE
 
ANNE  
BANCROFT
 
DUSTIN  HOFFMAN 
KATHARINE
 
ROSS  
TECHNICOLOR'
 
PANAVISION'
 
AN I 
v0455,  P CAA
 AES ',EASE 
STARTS
 
FRIDAY 
DEC.  22 
24A-8543
 
Moonl,fie 
ShoppIng  Centre 
CINEMA 150 
RI 
( 
orntr.o  Real and 
Cely
 111,1 
',on, Coro 
BUY  
NOW
 
FOR 
CHRISTMAS
 
AND 
SAVE! 
ALL
 
NEW
 
ANGEL 
RELEASES!
 
( 
REDUCEDr
 
NOW ONLY 
48
 
The main problem is that there 
is only one exit 
from  the struc-
ture, and
 that 
one  
comes
 
out  in 
the office of the college, president's 
secretary.
 
The School
 of Engineering is 
currently  conducting 
a feasibility 
study to 
determine what needs 
to 
be done 
and how 
much
 it will cost.
 
Unofficial 
estimates  range 
from 
$13,000 to 
$20,000,  a 
staggering  sum 
for a group with 
Tau Delta Phi's 
resources. 
In the 
meantime,
 the group
 is 
still 
looking for 
other 
quarters.  
While 
resuming  
possession  of 
the 
Tower
 is not 
an
 
impossibility,
 it 
is 
still far in 
the distant 
future. 
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FREE 
WITH  
THIS
 COUPON
 
1 
PAIR
 
PANTS, 
CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED 
With 
any dry 
cleaning 
order  
Coupon  must 
accompany  order
 
CLEANING
 
CENTER
 
266 East 
Santa  Clara (next to 
Luck MarketI 287-0933
 
3
 
per 
record  
re g 
5 
79 
0/0 
Includes These
 New Releases: 
0 BRUCKNER: 
Symphony  No. 5 in B Flat 
Otto 
Klomperer 
Cond New Philharmonta Orch.
 
SB
 
3709(2 record 
set)
 
El 
BORODIN:  Prince IgorBoris
 Christoff 
Jerzy Semkow 
Cond.,
 
Chorus  & 
Orch.
 
National
 Opera
 
Theatre
 of Sofia 
SCL 371413 record
 
set)
 
KABALEVSKY:
 Requiem
 
Dmitri 
Kabalevsky Cond. 
Moscow  Philharmonic. 
SRL:it 4101 (2 record 
set) 
0 BEETHOVEN: 
Sonata In C Minor, 
OP. 13 / OP. 27, No.
 2 
Daniel
 Barenboirn (piano)  S 
3624  
MOZART:
 
Concerto
 No. 28 In D 
Minor/Sonata 
No.  17 
in 
D 
English 
Chamber
 Orch. S 36430 
fl 
HAYDN:
 Concerto
 In C 
BOCCHERINI: 
Concerto in B Flat
 
Daniel  
Barenbnim
 
Cond. 
English  Chamber
 
Orch.  S 
36439  
fl 
SCHUBERT: Quintet In A 
Major, OP. 144 
Melos
 Ensemble
 S 36441 
The  Perfect 
Christmas 
Gift 
A 
MUSIC  
BOX  GIFT CERTIFICATE
 
MUSIC
 
BOX
 
San Jose's 
Largest  Record
 
Selections,
 Over
 50,000 LP's 
98 SOUTH 
THIRD
 
ST. 
(Corner of San Fernando) 
Open
 
Evenings  Until 9 p.m. 
VOUS. 
112\949/1.citgOlcifitc".4%A."
 
4,1 
reelingJ
 
and 
a 
Happy
 New 
Year 
from
 
The Men 
of 
Sig
 
ma 
Alpha  
Mu 
a(iArihtll
 411114.Ttrillit 4M14140/14
 
TV.*
 
over 5'7" 
clothes of 
individuallty  
for tall and 
longer
 waisted girls 
42 e. can anionic) 
293-7616 
Come
 
Fly With 
Us!  
Pilot 
An Airplane 
For 
Only  $5 
Cessna Center Sky
 Rovers 
One of 
our  authorized 
pilots  will take 
you up in the easy -to -fly 
Cessna 
150
 
and 
turn
 the controls over 
to
 you. 
No obligation
-But
 for 
a limited
 time we 
are  
offering
 
special  group 
rates.
 Any 
club, fraternity, 
sorority,
 or facility organization
 is eligible for a 
pilot
 
pro-
gram that
 anyone can afford.
 Individuals
 are also 
welcome!
 
Dv 
appoint-
ment 
you can fly whenever  it
 is convenient
 for 
you. Take
 
advantage
 
of 
this 
unusual  
opportunity
 to 
find out 
how  easy and 
fun flying and 
airplane
 
really is. 
COME 
IN AND
 SEE US FOR 
MORE 
DETAILS
 
Cessna Center Sky
 Rovers 
1101 
Airport  
Blvd.  
Getoral 
Xeiation 
l'eratinal  1San
 
286-0540 
for Bill 
Brodie)
 
Let SILVA 
Care For Your Car 
GET  
YOUR
 
CAR  
READY  
FOR 
WINTER
 
Expertly 
serving  SJS students for 
35 
>ear.
 at 4th and San Fernando. 
Allow Silva to fill your automotive needs. Also, 
Silva 
will "Winterize" awl protect your ear against the  winter 
ahead. 
 
Lube
 

 
Anti -Freeze 
 Tune
-Up 
 Alignment 
 
Wheel  Balance 
 Complete Brake Work 
78 S. 4th St. 
SILVA
 
SERVICE
 
295-8968
 
Late for 
Class? 
We'll  Park 
if for 
You.
 Low 
Rates.  
MONO
 
SALE 
MONO
 
SALE
 
NEW!
 WILD!
 
POSTERS
 
ALL 
MONO 
ALBUMS
 
IN STOCK
 
199 
to 
299 
DEC. 
14-24  
MONO
 
SALE
 
MONO
 
SALE
 
NON SUCH 
SALE 
ALL L.P.'S 
NEW 
NEW 
BEATLES
 
STONES
 
379  
399  
REG. 
5.79 
REG. 5.79 
IJIMI
 HENDRIX
 
'Gil
 THAT FEELING" 
376 
REG. 4.79 
NEW 
AIRPLANE
 
376
 
REG.  5.79 
OPEN 
9:30  
..m.-9  
p.m.  
DISCORAMA
 
RECORDS
 
227 
S. FIRST
 STREET
 PH. 
286-5837
 
OPEN
 
SAT.
-I0  a.m.-630 
p.m. 
SUN. -9:30
 
a.m.-7  p.m. 
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'Guys 
and 
Dolls'  
Musical 
Auditions  
Set For January 
Preliminary
 auditions for 
the 
musical. "Guys 
and  Dolls" will 
be held Tuesday and 
Wednesday,  
Jan. 2 and 3, at 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
and again at 7 p.m. in SD 226. 
Tryouts will also be held 
Jan.
 
4 
at
 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in SD 226. 
This production 
is to be tour-
ed by SJS for the 
USO  in the 
Pacific area, 
Including Japan. 
SJS's college theater group is 
the only one to be 
selected  by 
the American Educational 
Theater Association to tour the 
Pacific area during the 1967-68 
season. 
All SJS students are 
eligible 
to audition 
since the touring 
company will 
only number 16, 
the 
emphasis  will be on versa-
tility. Members
 must be able to 
act. sing, dance and handle 
backstage 
assignments. 
Those finally selected will be 
enrolled in an 
afternoon com-
plex of classes
 where the pro-
duction will be 
prepared  under 
the direction of Hal 
J. Todd, 
professor of 
drama; Dwight 
Cannon, instructor
 in music; 
and Carol Haws,
 associate pro-
fessor  of 
physical
 education. 
Art Gallery Sale 
The annual 
Christmas  art sale 
in the Art 
Gallery  continues 
through tomorrow.
 Works for 
the sale were juried 
by the Art 
Gallery committee. 
Fifty per 
cent of 
the receipts
 go 
to 
the 
artist,  while the 
other 50 per 
cent 
goes
 to the Art 
Gallery. 
'Karen's
 
Baby'
 
Depicts
 
Man's
 
Power  
Structure
 
By
 LARRY
 
JAMISON  
In 
Eddy 
EmanuEl's  
new  play, 
"Karen's  
Baby,"
 the 
characters
 
represent  
more  than 
the roles 
they 
play.  They 
expose 
the  pow-
er 
structures  
existing
 in our
 so-
ciety 
and  the 
human
 frailties
 
that
 
feed
 on 
them.
 
By 
presenting  this 
play  off-key 
from 
reality,  EmanuEl 
has been 
able to 
magnify  the 
conflict  be-
tween 
the 
power-holders and
 the 
power -seekers. The play, which 
was
 
presented  Tuesday night 
and 
last
 night, was written in 
partial 
fulfillment  of a 
master's 
degree  in 
playwriting.
 
Pose  er-holder 
Oscar  Farber, 
played
 by Ron 
Kasdon,
 is a suc-
cessful
 insurance 
company  pre-
sident 
who 
boasts
 to his
 em-
ployees: 
"I'm the president 
and 
everybody  
ties
 my shoes."
 Every-
body
 does tie
 his shoes
 except 
for power
-seeker Al 
Asher,  play-
ed 
by Randal 
Chleoine,
 who uses 
Were 
War  
Crimes 
Operational
 Need?
 
By
 RI('H SHYPERTT
 
The 
famous  
Nuremberg
 war 
trials posed 
the question 
of 
whether 
German military
 lead-
ers were guilty 
of
 war crimes 
or just 
following
 dictated
 orders. 
Author Gwyn 
Griffin's  latest 
novel, "An 
Operational 
Neces-
sity,"
 probes deeper by baking 
if a German 
U. -boat officer
 can 
be 
held  responsible 
for machine-
gunning helpless
 survivors of a 
torpedoed 
French ship. 
If res-
cued, the survivors 
easily could 
have directed 
Allied  planes to 
destroy the 
disabled  U-boat and 
crew. 
The U-boat captain 
felt the 
safety of 
his men forced his war-
time murder into a justified
 act 
of an operational
 necessity. 
But the German captain vio-
lated his own military code.
 "In 
war at sea the killing 
of ship-
, 
Current
 
Happenings
 
, 
STAGE 
At
 the Curran 
Theater
 in San 
Francisco,  "Show 
Boat,"
 by 
Jerome
 Kern and  Oscar 
Ham-
merstein II. The show 
stars Pat 
O'Brien,  Maureen Bailey,
 John 
Tyers, Eddie Foy 
Jr.,  Gale Sher-
wood, Sandra 
O'Neill  and Aud-
tie 
Christie.  
On 
the 
Air
 
TELEVISION 
KNTV, Ch. 11, Today 
8:30 a.m. - - SJS 
Reports: Cam-
pus 
News and Sports 
KTE11, Ch. 54, Today 
Noon  SJS Reports 
RADIO 
KSJS-FM, 
90.7 num., Today 
4:55 p.m.
 --- Spartan 
Newsline:  
International,  
National,  State 
and Local News 
with Larry 
Galvin
 
5-7 p.m.  Music 
and Commen-
tary 
5:15 p.m.  Voices of Vista 
5:30 p.m. 
 Lockheed Digest 
5:35 p.m.  Sportsline: Campus 
and Nationwide Sports Cover-
age  with Hal 
Ramey
 
6:30 
p.m.   House of Science 
6:55  p.m.  Spectrum: 
Campus
 
News with Valerie Dickerson 
and Dave Silverbrand 
7:15 p.m.  Gramophone 
Shoppe: Classical 
Music  and 
Composers 
with  Steven Rob-
ert
 Waldee 
8 p.m.  Music and Commen-
tary 
8:55 p.m.  Spartan Focus: 
An Intensified Look at an 
Important Current Event In-
volving
 the Campus Commu-
nity 
9 p.m.  Sign Off 
KXRX-AM,
 1500 kes., Today 
8 a.m. -- Spartan Spectrum 
8:05 a.m.  
Spartan Sportsline 
At the 
Gaslight  Theater,
 3166 
Monterey 
Road,  "Frosty, or, 
Slippery 
When  Wet," at 8:30 
p.m. tomorrow 
and  Saturday. 
King 
Dodo, Saratoga, "Wake 
Up, Darling," at 
8:30  p.m. Satur-
day. 
MUSIC 
Christmas 
concert  with 
Vince
 
Guaraldi and 
the  San Francisco 
Boys 
Chorus performing 
jazz 
and Christmas
 music 
tomorrow  
night 
at
 8:30 at 
Masonic  Audit-
orium in San 
Francisco.  
The Oakland
 Ballet 
presents  
Tchaikowsky's 
"Nutcracker" at 
the 
Foothill  
Theater,  Los 
Altos,  
Sunday
 at 2:15 
and  8:15 
p.m,
 
ART 
The
 Avery 
Brundage  
Collec-
tion 
of
 Asian 
Art,  
"American
 
Craftsmanship  
in Silver 
from 
Samuel 
Kirk and 
Son," at the
 
M. 
H.
 de Young
 Memorial
 Mu-
seum in 
San 
Francisco.  
"French
 Masterpieces
 from 
French 
Museums,"  
at the Cali-
fonda 
Palace  of the 
Legion of 
Honor, San 
Francisco. 
Triton 
Museum, 99 South
 Sec-
ond 
St.,  
paintings
 by 
Robert  
Moesie,  Early 
American 
Art, 
photography
 by 
Robert 
Toren,  
paintings
 by Mike 
Cunningham.
 
"Master 
Drawings."
 
At the
 
Upstairs  
Gallery,  
Sun-
nyvale,  a 
Christmas  
show.  
'The Per(ect
 
Cltri4titure
 
qijt 
"The 
Marching
 
Spartans"  
Recorded 
by
 the 
SJS 
Marching  
Band 
On sale 
now at the
 
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 
. 
afuttp
 
aft 
- 
 
q,
  
" 
No
 
alt" 
NA 
Flowers
 by 
Rose 
Marie  
9th 
and Santa
 Clara 
295-4321
 
wrecked
 persons 
who  have 
taken
 
refuge  
in
 
lifeboats
 is 
forbidden,"  
declared 
the Supreme 
Court of 
the 
German  Reich.
 At the 
same
 
time, a 
combatant  in 
direct
 peril 
may  claim 
exemption
 from cer-
tain
 articles of  the 
Laws and 
Usages 
of
 War as "an 
opera-
tional
 necessity." Yet
 it is a 
claim which 
must be immensely 
difficult to 
justify adequately
 
after the 
event. It is this 
deli-
cate
 balance 
which  forms 
the
 
heart of 
Griffin's  most 
import-
ant novel 
to
 date. 
After the 
war,  Gaston 
Gueroult, the 
lone
 survivor of 
the doomed
 French 
freighter,  is 
used as 
an
 accusing 
witness
 for 
avenging Allied justice. 
Griffin 
effectively  places 
the  
reader in 
the  position of 
juror 
as the 
book's trial 
unfolds.  
The reader hears
 both sides 
of the story 
 from the
 crew 
members of the 
German sub-
marine  and the 
sailor  of the 
torpedoed 
French  ship. 
"An
 Operational 
Necessity" is 
a provocative 
novel  of men at 
war, their
 wartime 
acts  and how 
they 
justify
 them. 
a 
blackmail  scheme
 to get an 
early promotion 
from Oscar. 
Kasdon does a 
convincing  job 
of playing Oscar and 
delivers  
some 
of 
the funniest lines in 
the play. 
Karen Black,
 recent winner 
of the Kaucher
 Interpretative 
Contest, does well 
portraying the 
emotion
-charged
 Karen Asher. 
Pregnant again 
after losing her 
first 
baby,  she is 
determined  to 
have 
this
 one. She allows
 this to 
become 
a strong driving
 force 
behind her 
actions, failing
 to 
realize 
that she is 
pushing Al 
too 
far.
 After he has
 been fired 
from his 
job and then 
commits 
suicide, she
 realizes 
that
 it is 
indeed "Karen's
 Baby." 
Playgoers
 were 
presented
 an 
interesting  technique
 called 
"freeze action" 
during  the per-
formance, which was 
well  hand-
led by the cast. One of two sets 
of opposing players would say 
a few lines and then stand 
mo-
tionless while the other players 
spoke, The technique served to 
emphasize particular 
points of 
the play and 
to isolate players. 
The overall 
affect  was one of 
eeriness as the frozen
 players 
reminded one 
of
 stroboscopic 
light shows. The 
experimental  
electronic music used in the play 
added to 
the  off beat flavor. 
Radio  Glee Show 
The Men's and Women's Glee 
Clubs will be presented
 in a one 
hour  radio program 
of Christmas 
music. The program
 is entitled 
"The Seven
 Joys of Christmas," 
and will be 
directed
 by Brent 
Heisinger, assistant 
professor  of 
music. 
The program
 will be presented 
on 
radio  station 
KXRX
 Monday 
at 
9 p.m. and 
Sunday,
 Dec. 24 
A. J. Brommer,
 
FIRST IMMANUEL
 LUTHERAN 
CHURCH AND 
STUDENT CENTER 
Lutheran Church  Missouri Synod
 
374 South 3rd 
Stroot 
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and I I a.m. 
2  Blocks From Campus 
College
 Discussion Group 
Every 
Wednesday  Night at 7 p.m 
Pastor 292-5404 
R. Nicholus, Vicar 
SPECIALIZING  IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS: 
PORSCHE, 
MERCEDES
 AND VOLKSWAGEN. 
GARAGE
 EUROPA 
850 
LINCOLN
 AVENUE 
1
 
295-9082
 
 
-MOTORCYCLES
 
TRIUMPH  
NORTON
 
HODAKA 
DUCATI 
MOTO-GUZZI
 
VESPA  
See 
and  
test
 
drive  
all
 new 
models
 
today  
THE  HOUSE OF 
EXPERIENCE . 
. . 
BROOKS
 
CYCLERY
 
1615 
Almaden
 
Rd. 
San  
Jose 297-7390 
LIVE
 
ENTERTAINMENT
 
Ricarzoos
 
- 
9ecieicit,rt
 
DINNERS 
218 Willow
 Vt. 
294-4009 
6 
Nights  a Week 
FEATURING:
 
 Mon. -Faces
 of Jazz 
 Wed. 
& Sun.The New 
Liberty
 Singers 
 Thurs.-Brown & Shelton 
 Fri. & Sat. --The 
Aristocrats 
Open
 Daily at 4 p.m. 
Entertainment  
Starts at 9 p.m. 
  for raloors) 
Foreign
 Students
 
Form
 [
Entertainment  
Pact
 
i 
By PAT 
TORELLO
 
l'ampus Life 
Editor 
Representatives
 from nine 
countries formed 
an alliance 
Saturday night and the 
result 
was a 
delightful  evening of en 
tertalnment  called "It's a Small, 
Small 
World."
 
SJS students from Mexico, 
Korea, Lebanon, Indonesia, Po-
land, the
 United 
States,
 
Persia,  
the Philippines and India per-
formed traditional 
dances and 
Instrumental
 music from 
their 
countries  Saturday
 night in 
Mor-
ris 
Dailey
 
Auditorium.
 The 
event was sponsored 
by 
the In-
ternational  Student
 Organization 
(ISO) and
 directed by 
Sara 
Shahabi,  senior 
math  major from 
Persia. 
The  performers
 took the 
audi-
ence on 
a "guided 
tour
 of the 
artistic moods
 of each country.
 
The quiet, 
plaintive
 grace of 
Oriental 
dancing was 
presented 
by 
two  native 
Koreans.  
Mrs.
 
Woo 
Chang  Brolly, 
director of 
the International
 Student Cen-
ter, performed a royal 
Korean 
court dance.
 Miss Woo-In Lee, 
invited here by the Music
 De-
partment, 
presented
 Korean 
image and fan dances. Miss Lee
 
Is a graduate
 of Seoul National 
University in Korea, and is 
Mrs.
 
Brolly's 
sister. 
The hearty and vigorous music 
of Poland was
 introduced by the 
Polish National Alliance 
Group, 
composed
 of three 
couples
 in 
colorful red and 
white  costumes. 
They 
performed  lively 
Polish  
folk dances. 
Farid  
Shurryto from Lebanon 
presented the 
subtle
 melody and 
rhythm 
of
 Arabian flute
 music 
with a faint 
drum  background. 
The United States, represented 
by the 
"Weird
 Herald" band, 
rocked forward with 
a beat not 
quite so 
subtle and a melody not 
quite so soft. 
Miss Shahabi 
introduced a 
note of soft, graceful
 gaiety as 
she
 performed Persian "flower" 
and "cossack" dancing to 
Persian 
music.  The flowing movements 
of the Royal Indonesian 
Dance  
of Bali was performed by Miss 
Sri Hartoni, freshman from In-
donesia. Bahram Behroozi, from 
Persia, played sensitive classical 
guitar music and was 
brought 
back for an encore of "Male-
guena."
 
Other acts in the program 
were: "Introduction to the 
Mex-
ican Culture," a presentation of 
traditional costumes,
 an expert 
roping act and the Mexican folk 
YOUR  
CO-PILOT
 
FOR  
LIFE!
 
This
 chronograph with
 stainless 
steel waterproof case 
has been 
especially  designed for pilots. It 
is shock resistant and antimag-
netic. 
The Central chronographic hand, 
which 
indicates  seconds and 
Vsth of second, is 
connected  
with two recorders:
 a minute 
recorder, up to 15 minutes 
(at 
the 
3 
o'clock position)
 and an 
hour 
recorder,
 up 
to
 12 
hours 
(at the 6 o'clock position). 
The 
turning  
bezel  with
 its 12 
divisions
 indicates 
the 
time  si-
multaneously
 in two 
or 
more 
time
 
zones as well 
as making 
it 
possible
 
to
 fix a time 
to 
re-
member 
(departure  or arrival 
time).
 
This
 
chronograph  is 
all right for 
"Yachting"
 
For my 
inforMation,please  send rne,free: 
the catelcgue of 
new  
Breq1Ing  
models  
the address of Braining dealers 
nearest  me. 
name
 
Address
 
City 
State  
Lip 
2/57 
BREITLING
 
dance
 
by
 the 
Cornision  Honor -
Urea 
Mexicans,
 
moderated  
by 
Mrs. 
Amelia 
Rogers;
 "Around 
the World
 with Earl 
Hansen's  
Accordion,"
 a 
presentation  
of 
well-known  
international  songs 
by the 
senior 
speech  major;
 
"Exotic  
Hawaiian  Kam,"
 per-
formed
 by Miss
 Eleanor 
Rama; 
a Judo
 demonstration 
by stu-
dents from the 
Physical Educa-
tion 
Department;  "Philippine 
and Indonesian 
Candle Dance" 
presented by Miss Rama and 
Miss Hartoni; and two 
Indian  
dances  gracefully performed by 
Trimmers Durrurl and his wife 
Indira 
Michael O'Flynn, assistant 
professor of electrical engineer-
ing, served as master of cere-
monies, and 
costuming
 and ar-
rangements were done by Mrs. 
Louts Menendez, 
wife of the 
SJS soccer coach. 
When the 
evening ended 
the 
participants  sange "It's
 a Small 
World" -- and the 
program  was 
proof 
of the delightful
 result 
when 10 countries get together 
to prove it. 
Santa Under
 
Seige;
 
Kids
 
Deluge  
Mails 
By JAMES
 RAGSDALE 
SANTA, Idaho  (API -- San-
ta's workshop is under siege 
these days by hundreds of 
smallfry  from throughout 
the 
nation  who,  are bombarding
 It 
with Christmas letters. 
And 
working night and day 
in the name of 
Santa  Claus to 
answer the children's letters
 is 
Santa's 
only  mailman  a 
woman. 
Herself jolly and plump, 
dim-
pled 
and  bespectacled, Regina 
Freda sees 
that
 almost all of 
the wishful smallfry who write 
receive a personal, 
handwritten  
reply 
from Santa. 
Mail by the bag and box ad-
dressed to Santa 
Claus  arrives 
in this 
sleepy and snow covered 
northern Idaho logging village 
each Christmas
 season.  
Answering 
that mail becomes 
the job of Mrs. Freda, the 
post-
mistress who is 
viewed by San-
ta's population of 100 as a 
sort 
of postal service heroine. 
Her workshop is a cubicle of 
a post office sharing the same 
building with Santa's 
only gen-
eral
 store, which Mrs.
 
Freda and 
her husband operate. 
"These children are so de-
lightful. Just think how
 terrible 
It would be not to hear from 
Santa," she said, explaining she 
often works until 3 am, getting 
out replies for the morning mail 
pickup.
 
In addition, when letters fail 
to contain return envelopes and 
stamps  which is most of the 
time  she foots 
the bill for 
stationery and cost of stamps. 
"Sure it 
costs,  
but we 
don't 
even think about it . A kid 
doesn't 
care  about a nickel 
stamp," she said. 
Mall
 this year has ranged 
from New York to Portland, 
most of 
It
 in the almost illeg-
ible scrawl of children. 
"They're  so concerned for 
Santa, It really 
is touching," 
Mrs.  Freda said, thumbing 
one 
day's batch of mall. 
The
 children offer Santa 
everything from 
advice on not 
catching a cold to a treat of 
cookies and 
milk
 on Christmas 
eve. One young New Yorker 
even provided a scrawled street 
map, showing he lives three 
stoplights and to the left from 
Robin's
 house. 
BEAU
 
TIES
 
ENGAGED
 
Barbaro 
Dolan, junior art 
till. 
jot',
 front Claremont to Alan 
Wilkinson, senior business 
and 
industrial management major 
and member of Sigma Chi Fra-
ternity
 from Riverside. A 
sum-
mer 
wedding
 is planned.
 
Prella 
Schnieder,
 junior liber-
al 
arts major from St. Joseph's 
Missouri to Kirk Brewer, 
senior
 
business and 
industrial manage-
ment major and 
member
 of 
Sigma Chi Fraternity 
from Cor-
ona. The wedding Is set for 
December
 29. 
Janet 
Gurnee,  senior home eco-
nomics major and member of 
Phrateres International  from 
San Jose to Andrew
 Brune, Jr., 
senior 
journalism major at the 
University of 
California, Berke-
ley 
and  member of Sigma Delta 
Chi 
from
 San Jose. The wedding 
is 
planned for June. 
Susan Brix, 
senior  english
 ma-
jor from Los Altos to Phil 
Brooks, senior industrial man-
agement major from Redwood 
City. The wedding date is set 
for 
June 22, 
Cathy Bacon, senior social 
service major and member of 
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority 
from Alexandria, Virginia
 to 
Jerry Gaustad,
 senior political 
science major and member of 
Sigma Nu from 
San Leandro 
The 
wedding
 is planned fur June 
PINNED 
Marie 
Zwick,
 senior occupa-
tional
 therapy major and
 mem-
ber of Alpha 
Omicron Pi soror-
ity from San 
Leandro to John 
Violet, senior 
aeronautical
 oper-
ations major 
and  member of 
Sigma 
Chi  Fraternity from Fall -
brook. 
Cherilyn Gllboy, junior busi-
ness major from Kentfield to 
Pat 
Haven. senior art major and 
member of Sigma ('hi Fratern-
ity front San Rafael. 
Gayle 
Ward,  sophomore sociol-
ogy major and member of Kappa 
Alpha Theta Sorority front Car-
mel to John Abernathy, sopho-
more math major and member 
of Theta Chi Fraternity from 
Lodi. 
Jeannie Bohon, senior social 
science major and
 member of 
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority 
from Van Nuys to  Rolf Werner, 
senior business and member of 
Delta Upsilon Fraternity
 from 
San 
Carkx:. 
Jeanne Rublek, senior art edu-
cation major and member of 
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority 
front Hayward to 
Gary  Stepan -
sky, senior physical education 
major and member
 of Sigma Nu 
from
 San Leandro. 
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Home
 Ec Students 
To View Clothes
 , 
With
 
'Future'  Look 
Students
 in Home Economics
 
125,
 "History of 
Costume,"
 will 
be 
seeing a preview 
of fashions 
termed the "look of 
the  future," 
today  at 4:30 
p.m.
 in HE25. 
Gary Stanley, who designs 
fashions
 under the 
label "Avant-
garde," will 
present  a 
fashion
 
show of his unique clothes and
 
talk to 
the class on changing 
syles.
 Five 
or sin girls who 
sew 
or 
design jewelry
 for
 him
 will 
be modeling the
 clothes. 
Stanley
 is a graduate of Leigh 
High School with an emphasis 
In art. Soon 
after he graduated 
he started a boutique
 clothes 
shop 
with  his high school 
Eng-
lish teacher. The 
shop, called the 
Purple Sun, 
is located in the 
basemen  of the 
Kaleidoscope 
Bookstore
 on First Street. 
According to 
Miss Anna Lose, 
professor of 
home economics 
and 
the class
 instructor,
 "Stanley's 
clothes 
have
 real swing to them. 
There 
are never any 
two  alike. 
Much 
of the material and 
ac-
cessories
 he uses for his 
clothes 
are 
purchased 
from  
Goodwill
 In-
dustries
 and remade into 
the 
new 
styles.  
Another 
Season
 
of
 
Missed
 Kisses? 
Reach for 
Some
 
of 
That  
Green  Stuff 
By MAVIS KOLEADA 
If you are 
walking in the 
middle of campus and happen to 
notice some 
females  clustering 
about ivy-covered 
Tower Hall, do 
not be alarmed, They are 
prob-
ably just searching
 for mistle-
toe. 
Legend has it that at the end 
of the year, if a girl receives no 
kisses under the mistletoe she 
will not marry in the new year. 
It's that time of year again 
and some unmarried 
members  
of the fair sex may be beginning
 
to wonder,
 "Is it because I 
wasn't 
kissed under the mistle-
toe last year?"  - 
Regardless, this year they plan 
to be prepared and see what 
happens. 
So, 
young  ladies, this year 
plan to have
 plenty of that 
green stuff handy 
(mistletoe,  
that
 is) and 
when 
the opportun-
ity 
presents  itself, 
be certain 
that a berry is removed with 
each kiss.
 But remember that 
when all berries are gone, the 
bough has 
lost
 its matchmaking 
influence.
 
The powers of mistletoe do not 
Buffet Dinner Slated 
The annual Christmas buffet 
dinner will be held Sunday in 
the Spartan Cafeteria for fa-
culty, administrative staff, their 
family and guests. Serving w,11 
begin at 
5 p.m. and will be con-
tinuous 
until 7 p.m.
 
stop there, 
however.  This 
fam-
ous green plant
 is also handy 
after marriage,
 to be used as 
a 
symbol  of 
peace.  In 
Roman  
times, for 
instance,  when enem-
ies met under the
 mistletoe, they 
laid aside their
 weapons, kissed 
each other, and 
declared  a truce 
(until the next day).
 
One may 
wonder how the 
legend concerning
 mistletoe as a 
universal symbol
 of harmony 
originated,  
According to Scandinavian 
myth, Baldur the beautiful, god 
of light and spring, was plagued 
by dreams that his life was in 
danger. 
His mother Frigga, goddess 
of 
love, traveled over the world 
asking everything from earth, 
air, fire, and 
water to promise 
not to hurt her son. However, 
she
 failed to confront the mistle-
toe. 
Students 
Sponsor
 
Party at 
Agnews
 
A 
recent  
Christmas  
party,  
sponsored by 
Recreation  196, 
was  held for 150 
emotionally
 dis-
turbed adults at Agnews State 
Hospital. 
Fifteen students from the 
class organized 
games,
 relays, 
and Christmas -tree making for 
wards 11 and 15 at the hospital.  
"Oedipus Complex,"
 a rock and 
roll band, donated its services 
for the evening. 
SUCCESSFUL
 
SECRETARIES 
Grace  Ball 
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE 
San Francisco by the Golden Gate 
FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES 
 Executive Secretaroal Course for College Women 
General
 Secretarial Course 
Legal Secretarial Course 
 Electronics 
Technical  Secretarial Course 
Medical Secretarial Course 
NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE 
62.1% Of 
students enrolled have had 
one to four years of college.
 
ENROLLMENT 
DATES:  FEB. 12, JULY 8, SEPT. 
23 
Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell 
San Francisco, California 94102 
Drive-in and Dining Room Service 
TICO S 
'TACOS
 
Feliz
 Navidad* 
*MERRY CHRISTMAS 
from Tico's 
Phone  
Orders
 
297-8421  
4th and
 St. James 
4ramPimmowiememPouvarowmw
 
madmftwimemososionorniamiftimaliviewase
 
Loki, god
 of fire, 
jealous of 
Baldur,
 and 
knowing
 of Frigga's
 
oversight,  finally
 had Baldur
 
slain  with a dart 
of mistletoe. 
The 
tears  of 
Baldur's
 mother 
became  the white 
berries  of the 
plant,  and she 
decreed
 that mist-
letoe 
would never 
again  be used 
as a weapon,
 and that she would
 
place a 
kiss on anyone 
who 
passed 
under it.
 
FROM EUROPE
 
CHARTER 
JET FLIGHTS 
One Way 
Paris to 
San  Francisco 
August 3. 1968 
A limited
 number of 
spaces  is 
available for students, 
staff,
 
and faculty of The 
California  
State  
Colleges.
 
FARE: $225 
ONE WAY 
For information: 
Office of 
international  Pro-
grams The 
California State 
Colleges,
 /600 Holloway
 Av-
enue.  San Francisco, Califor-
nia, 94132 (415)
 469-1044. 
WEEKEND 
SPECIAL  
Claim
 
Your
 
Steak
 
at 
Angelo's  
72 E. Santa Clara 
Free Parking
 at 38 S. 3r1 Street 
FREE Glass 
of
 Milk With Your Steak 
Saladg,arbliackebdrepaodtato, 
NEW 
STEAK
 
STEAK
 
RIB
-EYE  
Salad, 
baked  potato, 
bread and 
butter 
$2.25
 
$1.35 
ANGELO'S
 
,C 
STEAK 
OUSE
'all 
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SHOP
 
SAINTS
 
CLA 
1elt/TEI..4.1AM(
 ET & SAN 
CARLOS, SAN 
JOSE 
CARD
 ISSUED 
TO 
)E.N
 
ITLES  
BEARER  
TO A 
DISCOUNT
 
ON 
ALL  
FOOD
 
PURCHASED
 IN 
THE 
PUB.  
PUB 
SPARTAN 
CLUB CARD 
GOOD FOR: 
10% 
Discount for you and any number of 
friends in your party 
FREE, with 
first use of card, any 
"Master-
piece from Our Fountain." Thick
 milk shakes, 
mountain sized
 sundaes, refreshing
 sodas and 
assorted 
soft drinks. 
Discount 
good 
anytime.  
Cards
 available
 right
 now, 
for a 
limited
 time, 
at the 
PUB.  
Just
 $1 
GET YOURS 
TODAY!
 
usiTs.t. 
of 
etLainte
 
Claire
 
 
N.' 
MARKET AT SAN CARLOS 
OPEN DAILY 7 a.m.-11  p.m a 
imumotiouilinuommummoninommumoomummlinumoommunnimmommounioussionoulino  
A 
lecherous
 
fellow  
called
 
Pops
 
At 
wooing 
the  
ladies
 
was  
tops;  
They'd
 
love 
him 
to 
bits
 
When  
he'd
 buy 
them
 
a 
Schlitz
 
And  
give 
them 
the
 
kiss
 
of 
the  
hops.
 
r-
6SPARTAN  
DAILY  
Thursday, December 14, 1967 
Before  
or 
After  
Skiing,
 
Get
 
Your  
"Kicks" 
. . . 
With a pair of girl -pleas-
ing rough -outs. Sturdy and 
rugged.
 yet right in style 
for casual dates. Cool with 
a pair of jeans. Join the 
students who get their 
"kicks" at the Working 
man's Store. 
Men's rough -outs 
$23.99 
Ladies'
 rough. 
outs 
$21.99 
"Western Outfitter
 For Men And Women" 
WORKINGMAN'S 
STORE  
218 W. Santa Clara St. 
Downtown San Jose 
 Open
 Mon. 
& 
'Hums 
9 
Presenting
 
The  
Drinking  
Song 
for 
Sprite:  
"ROAR
 
SOFT-DRINK,
 
ROAR!"  
(To 
the  
tune
 of 
"Barbara
 
Fritchie")
 
Traditionally,
 a lusty, 
rousing fight 
song  is 
de rigour
 for every worthy
 cause and 
institution.  
But we 
wrote a song for 
Sprite anyway. 
We'd
 like you 
to sing It 
while drinking
 Sprite, though
 this may 
cause some 
choking  and 
coughing.  So 
wnat?
 It's all in 
good, 
clean fun. And 
speaking  of good, 
clean
 things, 
what about 
the taste of 
Sprite?
 It's good. 
It's 
clean.  However, 
good  clean 
things
 may not exactly
 be 
your  idea of 
jollies.  In that 
case,  remember 
that 
Sprite is also 
very refreshing.
 "Tart and 
tingling," 
in fact. And 
very collegiate. 
And maybe we'd 
better 
quit  while we're 
ahead. So here
 it is. The 
Drinking  
Song For Sprite. 
And  if you can get a 
group  ..:gather 
to 
sing it --we'd 
be very surprised.
 
Roar,  soft 
drink, 
roar! 
You're  
the
 loudest
 soft 
drink 
we ever sawr!
 
So 
tart and
 
tingling,
 
they  
couldn't 
keep you 
quiet: 
The perfect
 drink,
 guy, 
To sit
 and 
think  by, 
Or 
to
 bring 
instant 
refreshment
 
To
 any 
campus  
riot!
 O00000h--
Roar,  soft 
drink, 
roar! 
Flip your
 cap, 
hiss  and 
bubble, 
fizz  and 
gush! 
Oh we 
can't  think 
Of
 any 
drink  
That 
we would 
rather 
sit 
with!  
Or
 (If we 
feel like 
loitering)
 
to 
hang out 
in the 
strit 
with!  
Or 
sleep 
through  
English 
lit' 
with!  
Roar! 
Soft drink!
 Roar! 
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh,
 SPRITE! 
SPRITE. SO 
TART  AND  
TINGLING,  
WE JUST 
COULDN'T  
KEEP
 IT QUIET 
Master 
Jewelers 
72 SO.
 FIRST ST.
 
WESTGATE 
SHOPPING
 
CENTER  
SAN  
JOSE
 
1600 SARATOGA AVE. 
PHONE  
297-0920
 PHONE
 379-3051
 
710  DEL MONTE
 CENTER 
CARMEL HILL 
MONTEREY 
PHONE
 375-6577 
Roman  
numerals  
punctuate
 the
 hours
 
distinctively.., 
by 
OMEGA
 
A  
145 
white  or 
yellow 
gold,  $150 5
 
lell white r 
711105 
tole. SUS 
Reviving  a 
bygone 
era, the 
newest 
look in 
time  is 
Roman!
 Elegant
 and 
handsome,  
the 
classic
 design
 
of the 
Roman 
numerals  
accent the
 slim, 
modem  
cases  with
 singular
 
distinction.
 
Inside
 beats 
the 
ultra.precise
 
Omega  
movement,  
backed 
by an 
international
 
guarantee  
honored  in 
156 court
-
tries.
 Choose 
an Omega 
for a lifetime
 of proud
 
possession.  
Master
 
Jewelers
 
72 SO. FIRST 
ST. 
WESTGATE 
SHOPPING
 
CENTER  
SAN 
JOSE 
1600 
SARATOGA
 AVE.
 
PHONE 297.0920 
PHONE 
379-3051  
710 DEL
 MONTE
 CENTER
 
CARMEL  
HILL 
MONTEREY
 
PHONE  
375-6577  
Wrestlers
 
To 
Battle 
BC Today 
The 
Spartan 
wrestling 
team 
fleets its toughest
 test of the 
sea -
;on 
today 
when 
it travels
 to 
Fresno
 for an 8 
p.m. dual 
match. 
Last FridaY and 
Saturday
 
the 
Ipartaris
 
participated  
in the 
Marc
 
siand 
Invitational
 and came
 
hrough  with a 
second place
 finish 
tehind,
 you 
guessed  it, 
Fresno 
state, 
It was 
Fresno  
State  that 
took 
first place 
honors
 at the
 San 
Jose 
Invitational
 held 
Dec. 2. 
In
 that 
tourney,
 the 
Spartans 
earned 
a 
seventh 
place finish.
 
The  
Bulldogs
 hold 
a 
consecutive
 
win string
 of three 
over the 
Spar-
tans
 -- 
something  
no
 other 
team
 
can claim
 - so 
there 
will
 be an 
added
 
incentive
 
for 
Mumby's
 
charges. 
Mumby 
cites 
four
 FSC 
wrestlers  
who
 will 
furnish  the 
toughest 
op-
position
 for the 
Spartans. 
They are 
Ron  
Moran,
 Steve
 Niles,
 Mike 
Oallego 
and 
Frank  
Kirby.
 
Spartan  
stalwarts  
include  L. 
Q. 
Starling
 1115 
lbs.1,  Loren 
Miller, 
who 
was named
 the 
"most 
out-
standing
 wrestler"
 in the 
Mare 
Inslanci  
Invitational,
 (152 
lbs.), 
Jim 
Bridger 
1167  lbs.) 
and
 Joe 
Aquino
 
Rounding  out the 
line-up will be 
Bob Bailey (130 
lbs.),
 Steve Vol-
mer  (137 
lbs.),
 John 
Wallbrink  
1145  
lbs.),
 Dave Allen 1160 
) 
and Roger 
McCloughery 
(177 lbs.). 
This will be the final
 
match  for 
the Spartans
 until Jan. 
5 when 
powerful San Diego 
State  comes) 
to town. And 
then on Jan. 6 
UCLA, one
 of the top-rated 
wrest-
ling teams in California. 
will  battle 
SJS In Spartan 
Gym. 
KSJS To Cover
 
Basketball Games 
All of the Spartan 
basketh,t11 
team's  1967-68 home 
games  will 
be broadcasted over KSJS-FM 
(90.71, with Hal Raney at the 
mike. 
The schedule is as follows: 
Jan. 6  Santa Barbara, Spartan t 
Gym 
Jan. 11  St. Mary's, Spartan' 
Gym 
Jan.
 13  Pacific, Civic 
Feb,  2  Santa 
Clara,  Civic 
Feb.
 22  U. of San
 Francisco. 
Civic 
Feb. 24  
Santa Clara, Civic 
Feb.
 29  Loyola, Spartan 
Gym I 
March 
2 Pepperdine
 
Air time
 for all of 
the  gamesi 
will be at 7:30 p.m., with the 
ex- , 
ception  of the Feb. 24 game with I 
Santa Clara which  
will begin at! 
:35 p.m.
 ! 
_ 
LOREN 
MILLER ... 
Outstanding  Spartan 
wrestler 
The 
citpark
 
By 
BON HAGEN 
Spartan 
Daily  Sports 
Writer  
Just  one more 
day  then two 
weeks  of forgetting 
the books 
and 
"letting
 it all hang 
out"  on the 
slopes.
 
Better 
conditions  exist this 
weekend with 
no
 snow predicted
 
by the weather 
bureau and the 
main interstate 
highways open 
all 
the  way to the 
state line. It 
will  be cold, 
however.  
Skiers returning 
from excursions last
 weekend report 
that  
rocks on 
the  upper slopes 
of Heavenly and 
Squaw make for
 
cautious
 
Except  for Sierra 
Ski Lodge. Echo
 Summit and 
Soda  Springs, 
all 
major  resorts 
are open 
daily.  
INTERS?'
 ATE
 
HO: 
Sugar Bowl
 reports 72-92 inches, Donner Ski 
Ranch has 66-80 
inches,  Soda Springs, 
36-40  and Bear Valley 
reports 
24-48 inches
 of snow. 
HIGHWAY 50: Heavenly
 Valley reports 24-72
 inches with full 
operations  including 
the Tram and the 
four chairs. Echo 
Sum-
mit 
reports  40-60 inclie.s 
while  Sierra Ski 
Ranch
 reports over 36 
inches. 
HIGHWAY  89: Squaw 
Valley reports excellent
 conditions with 
48-72 
inches  (watch for 
rocks
 on higher slopes).
 Alpine Meadows
 
has 48 
inches,
 Tahoe Ski Bowl
 reports 48-60 with 
all facilities 
operating except
 for the T -Bar, and  
Homewood reports 48 
inches.. 
In 
other areas, 
Mammoth
 reports 30-40
 inches, Boreal 
has  48 
inches. Badger Pass 
reports  excellent 
conditions
 with 36 inches, 
and 
Mt.  Shasta has 
40-72 inches.
 
In 
Nevada,
 Slide 
has  ,10-72 inches, Mt. Rose reports 36-72 
inches and
 Incline has 
36-70 inches. 
Close to 
home. Dodge Ridge reports 
excellent  skiing condi-
tions
 with 48-58
 inches. 
"Work  
of
 Art" 
One 
Day 
Service  
Sweaters  & 
Cashmere
 Coate 
Our  Specialty 
105
 DISCOUNT
 
WITH ASII 
CARD
 
Art Cleaners 
400 E. Santa 
Clara 293-4900 
-Vheur
 
4/deem/if:my/
 ."///e(,tlii,)
 
ART 
FILM
 
MOVIE
 
GUIDE  
NOW 
PLAYING
 
43 I /, 
.11716 
sr)e-,-) 
LIMITED 
ENGAGEMENT
 
ENTHRALLING
 
JAPANESE
 EPIC 
IT'S THE 
STORY 
OF
 JAPAN 
"DAI
 
CHUSHINGURA"
 
(A 
MATTER
 OF 
VALOR)
 
ONE  
COMPLETE  
SHOW  
AT
 7:30 
P.M.  
"DAI
 
CHUSHINGURA"
 AT 
8 P.M. 
2nd WEEK
 
EXCLUSIVE
 
AREA  
ENGAGEMENT
 
I 
ACADEMY
 
AWARD
 
WINNER
 
TIPIF
 
"An  
extraordinary
 film" 
NEW
 
YORK  
TIMES
 
WAR
 
GAME
 
PETER
 
SELLERS
 
WILD CO 
HIT   
"DR. 
STRANGELOVE"
 
Ex -Spartan Netter 
In Mexican 
Tourney  
Raul 
Contreras,
 senior advertis-
ing major,
 will be participating in 
the Mexican 
National Tennis 
Championships in Mexico City, De-
cember
 25-31. 
Should Contreras 
become one of 
the winners in the Mexican Na-
tionals.
 he will represent 
Mexico  
in the Olympic 
Games  this
 sum-
mer. 
Contreras played
 on the SJS  
tennis
 squad last 
spring. He holds 
many awards for
 his tennis 
tal-
ents; last year he 
placed first in 
the 
Ojai  International
 Collegiate]
 
Tournament
 in LAM 
Angeles. 
standing
 
more 
freshmen 
a 
Walton's
 
Polo
 
Team 
water 
team
 
Awards  
awards 
will go to 
the 
senior,
 
junior  
and 
sopho-
 
polo players and 
team 
captain
 tonight 
gathering at 
Coach  
home. 
ow-
the 
at 
Lee 
STUDIO
 
196 
SOUTH
 
PIRST
 ST 292-6778 
siDNET  
POITIER
 
t'TO
 
SIR.  
WITH
 
LOVE'  
plus 
"WHO'S
 
MINDING
 
THE  
MINT?"
 
DISCOUNT
 
WITH
 
ASS 
CARD
 
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
 
1/4-1b.
 
with 
burger  
phone 
the 
orders  
297-9806
 
HENRY'S  
DEC. 
Basket
 
purchase 
at 
the  
accepted  
515 
S. 
16, 17,
 
of a 
regular
 price 
HAMBURGERS
 
10th  
Street 
ONLY
 
18, 1967 
Burger
 25c
 
basket 
of
 
c
 
69 
total 94c
 
San Jose 
CHAPEL
 
OF 
RECONCILIATION
 
---p- 300
 S. 
10th
 St. 
 --v. 
i.:  
I'.
 
"r;' 
REGULARLY
 
, 
, 
SCHEDULED
 
SERVICES 
WILL 
4. -
: 
 
Pr 
RESUME ON 
THURSDAY
 JAN. 4 
.-g,esso...s4a
 
"s ....._
 _ 
...._-_-,  
- 
God, who in 
earlier times many 
different 
glimpses
 of the
 truth in the 
words  
of
 the 
propSets, has now, at the 
end of this present age, 
given 
us 
the Truth in his 
Sol.  through whom He made the 
whole  
universe,
 and to 
whom
 
he
 has ordained that all creations should 
ultimately  baling. For the 
Son 
reflects
 the glory
 
of God, and 
bears the very stamp 
of his nature. 
Hebrews
 I:I-3 
A JOYFUL AND BLESSED CHRISTMAS 
RELAX 
REFRESH  AT 
HOWARD'S  
.t5'
 
1 - ill )101, Ill 
OPEN 
, 
TUESDAY 
1 
 
6,i4. 
through
 
SUNDAY 
, 
, 7 a.m.-10:30 p.m. 
When 
you're  worn from a day 
of schooling or studying,
 stop 
here 
. . . relax with the 
refreshing  cool taste of 
our flavorful 
fountain snacks. 
They  are always good. 
HOWARD'S  
CRYSTAL
 CREAMERY
 
7th and Santa Clara One Block from 
SJS 
SAN
 JOSE STATE CHARTER FLIGHT 
SP 
A   Flit' r_.._6, \ 
__ 
, 
cp 
(0) = E  
SUMMER 
DEPARTURE:
 
RETURN: 
../. 
, 
'68 
JUNE 23 
SEPT. li 
, 
$ 
INCLUDES:
 
Non
 Stop
 Jet 
portation
 San 
Round
 Trip. 
3 
Powered
 
Francisco
1 9 
Trans-
-London
 
Contact
 
Barbera 
Kyr,.  
Additional
 Group
 flights 
to 
Lisbon, 
London, 
Amsterdam
 
294-2916 after 5 
-,.m. 
Group 
Leader  385 
S.
 
5th  San 
Jose
 
Don 
McEwen  
4950 W. 
Hamilton  378-4177 
Ask about our
 
SENIOR
 FINANCE 
PLAN 
 NO 
IMMEDIATE
 CASH OUTLAY 
FOR 
QUALIFIED
 STUDENTS 
 YOU 
CAN  
START 
MAXIMUM 
PROTECTION
 
RIGHT  NOW 
 FOR
 
FULL  INFORMATION, 
CALL
 
TODAY
 
Thursday. 
Dcs.ember  14, 1967 
SPARTAN 
DAII.VT 
Sizzling  
Guards
 
Blister 
Spartans
 
By DENNIS 
ANsTINE
 
Spartan Daily 
Sports
 Editor 
A 
56 -point
 scoring output by 
guards DeWayne 
Brewer and Ken 
Gustafson and a 10 -point
 explosion 
within  two 
minutes
 during over-
time, 
shot the 'Athletes in 
Action'
 
Chargers to a 
97-85 win over the 
Spartan cagers last night in Spar-
tan Gym. 
The 
outside shooting
 of 
Brewer and Gustafson sparked the 
Chargers to an 18-point 
outburst
 
in the 
five minute 
overtime  
after 
Brewer
 had 
tied
 the score 
79-79 
at the end of regulation time with 
two jumpers in 
the last minute.
 
With 4:42 remaining
 in over-
time,  Brewer
 hit a 
jumper
 from 
the top of the
 key. Forward 
Larry 
Westphal  
scored  on 
a driving 
lay -
in,
 and then 
center  Tom 
Schoeneck
 
stole a 
rebound 
from 
SJS'  Bob 
Scutt,
 and 
scored. 
Seconds 
later 
Brewer
 hit 
another  
jumper 
and 
the 
visitors  led 
89-79 with 
2:21 
left. 
Scott  made 
up for 
his  earlier 
mistake  
with  two 
quick 
buckets,  
but 
the damage
 was 
already  
done
 
and 
the 
Spartans
 couldn't
 stop the 
- 
Chargers
 from adding 
to the score-
board. 
Trailing
 most of 
the game, 
Sparta 
spurted in the final
 minutes 
of the regulation 
period, but the 
sizzling B
 
icwer  
couldn't  be 
stopped,
 
The 
Spartans led 
79-75  with 1:09 
left, 
but  Brewer's 
two  field goals 
quickly 
tied it up. Spartan coach 
Danny  
Gibes
 
called
 a time out 
with 20 
seconds remaining 
but  
SJS' strategy back -fired 
when 
guard Tim Holman missed a 
jumper from the free throw 
line 
as
 the buzzer sounded. 
SJS' 
offense  sputtered 
through-
out the game with forward Bernie 
Veasey and Holman the only 
Spar-
tans shooting consistently. Behind 
44-41 at halftime, the Spartans 
gained their first lead at 51-50 
with 15:35 left 
in the game. 
Veasey  finished with 21 points 
and  was 
rugged
 
on 
the boards 
with 15 rebounds. Holman hooped 
14, including seven of 10 
field 
goals,  and Don McConnell 
followed 
with 13 
points.  Dietriek 
had a poor 
game, hitting 
only three of 
11 
field 
goals  
for  
nine 
points. 
Coppola
 
Faces
 
Gym  
Stars  
in 
L.A.
 
Meet  
While
 the 
Spartan 
gymnasts
 
take 
a breather 
until the 
middle  
of January, 
senior 
Tony 
Coppola  
will
 compete 
in the Los 
Angeles 
Invitational
 this 
Friday.  
Coppola will be going against 
the 
best
 of 
Southern  
California,  
particularly
 UCLA 
and USC.
 
"We are
 curious 
to
 see how 
Tony will 
do
 against 
some
 of these 
guys,"
 coach Clair 
Jennett com-
mented.  "USC 
and  UCLA 
domin-
ate the 
gymnasts down
 there and 
they 
have some 
of the 
best
 strong-
men around."
 
Although the 
program of stars
 
Is not 
confirmed,  
according  to 
Jen-
nett,
 he said 
Coppola
 could face 
Kanati 
Allen,  who finished
 third 
In the 
NCAA  all-around 
last
 year, 
SALE! 
Books up to 
95% off! 
BOOKS 
INC.
 
Town & Country 
Village  
Stevens  Creek & 
Winchster  
SAN JOSE'S 
BIG  BOOKSTORE 
OPEN  EVENINGS & 
SUNDAY 
Serving California 
Since  1851 
65.000 BOOKS  75,000 CARDS 
BEST SELECTION OF 
FINE GUITARS IN 
THIS
 AREA 
iltcCord
 
&mac
 
810 Town & 
Country  Village 
San Jose 
The "tuff
-look"  on campus 
PAPER*
 
MINIDRESS 
decorated 
with 
circle 
pattern 
of 
the 
peace  
symbol
 
A 
throwaway
 
garment
 
with a 
new  flair for 
fashion.
 fun and 
social  
significance.
 It's 
strong 
...won't fray
 or split... 
retains its shape
 and 
body. Dries in a jiffy. 
Needs 
no
 ironing. 
Retains
 fire 
resistance
 
after
 limited 
washings.
 
One  piece sleeveless 
wraparound dress with 
scooped
 
neckline.
 
Black  
background
 with dove. 
white
 
peace  
symbol.  
Worn wrapped left over 
right, right over
 
left
 
or
 
with opening
 at back. 
SIZES: 
$ 
Small.  
Medium
 3 
and
 Large 
Ready-made  PAPER NECKTIE $2 
with
 peace symbol 
pattern  
Send
 check 
or money  order (No 
C.O.O.'s).
 
State
 
dress size 
and  or necktie.
 Add  230 
for first
 class postage
 and 
handling.
 Woe 
loral rases it 
applicable.  Orders filled 
within two
 weeks of receipt of order
 
PITCH -01a' 
P.O. Box 4148 
Morris Heights Station 
Bronx, N.Y. 10453
 
100% 
RUMAT*  
Spunbonded  
Polyester 
Sandy Bassitti, 
Ken Sakoda and 
Mickey 
Chaplan. All 
are  from 
UCLA. 
Former Olympian
 Doug Sake-
moto of USC is also a 
probable. 
competitor.  
Coppola 
will meet some 
"old 
friends in Sid 
Freudenstein  and 
Dan Millman 
of U.C. Berkeley 
and 
Rich Grigsby of 
Valley State. 
Grigsby won 
the All -Around 
title in 
the San Jose Invitational
 
last week, Coppola 
finishing  fourth 
and 
Freudenstein  fifth. Freuden-
stein, likewise, 
won the title the
 
week before
 in Sacramento.
 
The Spartans 
return to action 
Jan. 12 
when  Cal and Arizona 
State 
come to Spartan 
gym. 
0111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111P-
Intramurals I 
FALL SPORTS 
Swimming entries
 are due Fri-
day, Jan. 5. 
Competition 
begins 
Thursday,
 Jan. 11. 
The  pool will 
Is'
 open for practice 
beginning 
Tuesday,  
Jan.
 2. 
The 
annual pre-season 
basket-
ball 
tournament will 
be held 
Thursday, Jan. 
4.
 There will
 be 
a 
team captains and 
officials 
meeting  
Wednesday,
 Jan. 3 at 3:30 
p.m. in 
MG201.  
Me and Them won 
the wrestling 
tournament 
by edging Alpha Thu
 
Omega, 41-40. Alpha Phi
 Omega 
was  third with  37 
points
 and Delta 
Upsilon
 Fourth 
with  36. 
Winners 
were Bob Dollar (123), 
Dave  Cole (130), 
Ron
 Asa! (137), 
John Morrell (145), Al 
Gabaldon
 
(152),  John 
Perez
 (160), Blake 
DeLuca
 (167), Dick Wade 
1177). 
Dave  Long (191), and Ron 
Verdi  
(Hwt.).
 
"It was one of the closest 
tour-
nament we have had
 in years," 
said director
 of 
intramurrds
 
Dan 
Unruh. 
Moulder Hall took over the 
bowling league lead from 
Lambda  
Chi Alpha. 
defending champs.
 
Moulder
 has a team 
pin total of 
10,883 and 
a record of 20-7. 
Lambda
 Chi Alpha 
has a 19-8 
mark and a 
12,257  pin total. 
THANKS  
FOR  THE 
BOOST  
Spartan 
guard  
Dave  
Malkin
 (35) 
appears  to 
get some 
uninten-
tional 
help
 from 
Nevada's 
Hugh 
Gallagher  
in
 
last 
Friday's  
game
 in 
Spartan  
Gym.
 The 
6-2,  
 
 
by 
Jim K., 
(85 185 pound
 
sophomore
 has 
shown 
improvement
 
this
 year, 
especially  on 
defense  and 
has  played 
well for 
SJS coming 
off  of the 
bench.  
Swimmers
 
Swim
 
Some
 
for
 
Simon
 
Swimming,
 
swimming,
 and 
more 
swimming.
 
That's 
what  it 
takes 
to
 
condition
 
the 
Spartan 
mermen
 
'for 
their 
season 
opener
 Jan. 
5 
against
 
Simon  
Fraser  
University.
 
Mentor
 Tom 
O'Neill
 is 
running
 
his 
charges
 through
 short
 sprints,
 
repeats,
 and 
longer 
distance
 
work-
outs 
to 
prepare
 for the
 nine 
nieet  
schedule  
and  the 
NCAA 
regionals.
 
Going  
through  
the 
regular  
work-
outs 
are 
Jack
 
Likins,
 
Steve  Ho
-
Santa
 
Clara,
 
USF
 Dons 
In 
Rugged
 
Tournament
 
Santa
 
Clara  
and  
University
 of 
San 
Francisco,
 
co
-favorites
 for
 the 
West  
Coast 
Athletic
 
Conference
 
basketball  
title 
for the
 
1967-68
 
Frosh  
Wrestlers
 
Lose
 
by 
Forfeit
 
The 
freshmen
 
wrestlers
 
suffered
 
their 
first 
loss  of 
the 
season  
Tues-
day 
to 
Cabrillo  
College,
 but 
there's  
more
 to 
the 
story.  
Coach
 
Hugh  
Mumby  
couldn't  
round
-up 
enough  
freshmen
 and 
had 
to 
forfeit
 10 
points.
 The
 final
 
score
 was 
Cabrillo,  
24 and
 SJS,
 19. 
Winners
 for 
the 
freshmen  
at 
Cabrillo  
were 
Terry
 
Kerr,  
Paul
 
Cunningham,
 Al 
Morash,
 Blake
 De-
Luca 
and 
Ron  
Wright  
Today
 the 
Spartababes
 
accom-
pany
 the
 
varsity
 
wrestlers
 as 
they  
journey
 to 
Fresno
 State 
to 
battle  
the  
Bullpups.
 
tulle
 
oak1014Se
 
HAY
 
YOU.
 
MERRY
 
CHRISTMAS
 
Try 
our . 
. . 
Small
 Steak 
Round 
Steak 
Steak
 Sandwich
 on 
French
 Bread 
Jumbo Burger on 
French Bread 
Choice New York 
Cut Sirloin 
$1.45 
51.45 
51.35 
S.95 
$2.31
 
Eaeh 
one, 
a complete
 meal 
545 S. 2nd St. 
Free
 
Parking 
season, tackle 
two rugged oppo-
nents Friday when the 1st An-
nual Cable Car 
Classic
 gets under-
way 
in San Francisco's
 Civic Au-
ditorium. 
Santa 
Clara,
 winner 
of its first 
two
 games, 
meets 
powerful  
Loyola  
of Chicago
 in 
the
 opener. 
Loyola
 
upset 
high
-ranked
 Kansas
 Satur-
day 
night 
83-73 
and  owns
 a 4-0 
ecurd.
 
USF
 battles 
Western 
Kentucky 
in the 
night-cap.
 The 
Dons 
are 
2-1 for the
 season, 
defeating
 Ore-
gon State 
63-52 
and  Stanford
 
66-60, 
and 
losing
 to 
California
 
78-74. 
Kentucky
 has a 
3-1 mark.
 
The 
championship
 and 
consola-
tion  contests
 will 
be played
 Sat-
urday 
night. 
berg,
 Jim Triplett,
 Guy Wells, 
Bill 
Luwcett,
 Bob Nansen
 and Larry 
Wright. 
Varsity divers 
Jim Self and Den-
nis Jones
 have been 
working on 
their routines 
with O'Neill 
for  a 
month.  
Two 
swimming 
hopefuls
 for the 
varsity, have been
 absent due to 
injuries.
 Dennis Belli
 Is
 
out  with 
a knee injury and
 Tim Halley 
with  
a broken
 nose. Both were 
stars On 
the water polo 
team  this fall. 
The
 
fresh picture is 
not too 
bright, according 
to O'Neill. Only 
four swimmers 
have
 come to the 
workouts and 
unless  more men 
show up, SJS may not field a 
freshman team this year, he said. 
STAMP
 
IT! 
ITS THE RAGE
 
REGULAR 
MODEL
 
ANT  $ 
3 
LINE  TEST 
2 
The finest 
INDESTRUCTIBLE  
METAL 
POCKET
 RUMEN 
STAMP. 
'a 2". 
Rend check
 or money order. Be 
sow  to include
 Yo., Zip 
code.  N. 
poitege  or handling
 charge.. Add 
iiIm 
tax. 
Prompt 
shipment.
 
Satisfaction
 Guerenteet1
 
TICK 
MOPP  
co.  
P. 
0.
 am 
18623 
Lenox  Swore
 Station 
ATLANTA, M.,
 30326 
ON 
CAMPUS  
WORSHIP
 
Services:  11 a.m. 
Chapel of 
Reconciliation
 
Tenth and 
San Carlos 
UNITED CHURCH
 OF CHRIST 
DISCIPLES  OF 
CHRIST 
PRESBYTERIAN
 
"Strange, we toil to 
fashion
 for our unseen ends 
The splendors
 which 
the tarnish of the world 
doeth  mar, 
When  all the lasting glory of 
our life depends 
Upon a 
little  child, a stable and a star." 
Campus
 Pastor: Don Emmel 
Anonymous
 
Phone 
298-0204 
(Collegiate services will resume January 7th) 
Spartababes  
Play
 
Hamilton  
Spa 
rt a ba 
caael'H
 
tackle  
a 
tough Hamilton
 
Air  Force 
team 
tomorrow  
night at 
8 at 
Hamilton  
Field.  
Ilamilton, 
probably
 
the
 best 
non
-varsity 
team in 
the Ray  
Area. 
spurts  a 
great 
leaper
 in 6-6
 John 
Gilliam  
and 
has  two 
fcamer
 SJS 
players
 in 6-5 Bill
 Clegg
 
and
 
6-5ka  
, Frank 
Tarrunts.  
SJS,
 who 
has a 
record 
of 
6-1,
 
beat 
Hamilton  
last 
year 
84-69.
 
They 
are 
led by 
center
 
Darnell
 
Hillman.
 
forward  
Buzz
 
Nyquist.  
and
 Guard
 
Dave  
Than°.  
_ 
THE
 
NEW  
WINESKIN  
College
 Student 
Center 
10th
 & 
San  
Fernando  
 
STUDY
 
CENTER
 
 
LOUNGE
 
 
RECREATION
 
FACILITIES 
 
SUNDAY  
STUDENT  
ACTIVITIES  
10 A.M. Seminar 
6 P.M.
 Studnt Supper
 (Sod 
All  Students 
Welcome
 
8 A.M. 
M;dnight 
Daily  
SAN 
LEANDRO
 CAREER
 DAY 
San 
Leandro  High 
School 
Gymnasium  
Wednesday,  December
 27, 1967 
9:00  
a.m.-5:00  
p.m.  
What's your
 cup of 
vocational
 tea (or 
coffee)?  Industry,
 Bank-
ing,  Retail 
Sales?
 Regardless
 of your 
career
 objectives,
 there's 
a good chance 
that you will find
 a position 
compatible  with 
your 
needs at the 
San  Leandro 
Students  Career 
Day.  Here is 
your opportunity
 to discuss 
employment 
opportunities 
with  
representatives
 of 
over 20 
leading
 San 
Leandro  
companies.  
Come in 
and  look us 
over  no 
appointment
 necessary 
 
and the
 
coffee's
 
on us. Representatives
 
from the
 following 
companies
 will be 
on hand to 
help answer
 your 
questions  con-
cerning
 your 
future 
career: 
Bank of 
America  
Bank of California 
Blakernore
 Equip. 
(WABCO)
 
Boy Scouts 
of America 
Caterpillar
 
Tractor
 
City  of San
 Leandro
 
Continental
 
Can  
Daily 
Review
 
Fairmount
 Hospital
 
Freiden Inc. 
F. W. 
Woolworth
 
General Electric 
General 
Foods 
Macy's California
 
International  
Harvester  
D.
 W. 
Nicholson
 
J. C. Penney 
Co.  
San 
Leandro
 Hospital 
Simmons
 
Company
 
Consolidated Frightways
 
United California 
Bank 
Sponsored by 
SAN 
LEANDRO 
CHAMBER
 OF 
COMMERCE
 
858 E. 14th 
Street, San 
Leandro,  Calif. 
...Jwa.3
 
11w  
night  
/?e/ore
 
and 
all through 
the place 
delic  
aromas  were 
wafting  of 
juicy 
lobsters and
 steaks 
the
 candles 
were lit 
with  the 
greatest of care 
the fire 
twinkled  
merrily,
 spreading
 
warmth 
thru 
the air 
the 
mahogany
 gleamed
 
the brass 
glistened,
 too 
in anticipation 
of
 a visit 
front old 
St. You -Know
-Who
 
in the 
Christmas  tradition,
 we ask 
you to sample 
great food 
and good 
spirit  in 
quantities  
ample  
if/he
  Seven 
Saili 
4942 
Stevens 
Creek  Blvd. 
246-6658
 
Wreward.
 
Wrangler'.  
Wremember,
 
the"W" is silent. 
Pick
 up Wrangler jeans
 for their 
lean, rangy look and get a 
reword
 Wrongloka,  
the
 wrin-
klefighter finish. it means 
neat-
ness 
forever,
 ironing never.
 
Many great jean 
colors  and 
fabrics
 to choose from. These 
new wide wale
 corduroys. 
$6.95.
 The Mr. Wrangler* hi. 
roll
 
hopsack 
shirt.  
$5.03. Every-
thing wears better
 because 
there's
 
KODEle  in ita 
muscle 
blend of 50% Kodel poly-
ester/50°4  combed 
cotton.
 
KODEL 
Hoffman's
 Men's
 Wear 
Workingman's 
Store  
ACSCP
 
Proposal
 
Profs  
Request
 
Less  
Units  
Association
 
of
 California
 
State  
College
 Professors
 
(ACSCP) is re-
viewing
 four 
proposed
 options 
for 
action 
to reduce 
state 
college
 pro-
fessors'
 teaching
 load.
 
The 
Executive  
Committee  of the 
State 
Council 
of
 the 
ACSCP  re-
solved
 to send the 
proposals to 
all chapters
 to determine
 the in-
terest 
and desire 
of faculties
 in 
using 
sanctions
 to reduce 
the unit 
load from
 12 to nine 
units.  
The SJS 
chapter
 has been 
asked 
to state 
its preference
 of the 
proposals
 and 
decide how
 much 
Police Seek
 
Witnesses
 
For 
'Angels'  
Prosecution
 
San Jose
 Police are 
looking  for 
additional witnesses
 in an effort 
to 
strengthen their case 
against 
two Hell's Angel 
motorcycle  club 
members
 arrested during SJS 
Dow 
demonstrations  
Nov.
 21, according 
to Sgt.
 Joseph Escobar of the San 
Jose Police 
Department,
 
Douglar
 Flynn Orr and Michael 
F. 
Valosick,  Daly City 
Angel  mem-
bers, were 
arrested by plain 
clothes
 police when they 
turned 
on a crowd 
of SJS students with 
axe 
handles. They are 
charged 
with assault with a 
deadly weapon 
and face 
preliminary
 hearing to-
morrow.
 
Manuel 
Silveria, 21, junior so-
ciology major, and Dennis L. Har-
vey, 24, and 
Robert  B. Avakian, 
24, both non-students also will ap-
pear at the 
hearing.  All face 
charges of battery on a police of-
ficer and disturbing the 
peace. 
Escobar 
requested 
that 
persons
 
directly  
involved
 or struck
 by 
either of 
the two 
motorcycle  
club 
members  
contact
 him or 
Sgt.
 Bruce 
Moore 
at
 the 
Detective
 Bureau,
 
San 
Jose Police 
Department.  
- 
- 
support
 the 
SJS  
faculty
 will 
give 
the
 concerted
 action.
 
The 
proposals
 are 
designed 
"to 
improve
 the quality 
of
 the 
teach-
ers' 
work," 
according  
to Dr. 
James  
Clark, 
ACSCP 
executive  
commit-
tee. 
The 
excessive  
unit
 load is 
cited  
as a 
major 
reason 
for  the 
faculty  
turnover  
rate in 
the 
California
 
State 
Colleges 
as 
approximately
 
twice 
that 
predicted  
in the 
Master  
Plan. 
An 
ACSCP  
petition
 
calling
 for
 
retention
 
of the 
semester
 
system  
at 
SJS  has 
been 
signed 
by 550 
members
 of the 
faculty.  
The
 petition
 will 
be 
submitted  
to 
state  
legislators
 and 
college  
of-
ficials
 by 
Jan.  1, 
according  
to Dr. 
Robert  
Wrede,  
president  
of the 
ACSCP.  
The 
present  
system  
of
 six -week
 
GetAcquainted
 
and 
four
-week  
summer
 
sessions  is 
Party
 
Scheduled  
By Business 
Club
 
The 
Associated 
International
 
Etudiantes  in 
the
 Sciences 
of
 Eco-
nomics and 
Commerce
 (AIESEC)
 
will hold 
a party 
at Plateau 
7, 
Jan.  4, at 5 
p.m.,  to 
acquaint
 fac-
the
 most 
compatible
 with
 the 
aca-
demic
 needs 
of the 
elementary
 and 
high 
school
 
teachers  
who  
attend
 
at 
that
 time.
 
Critics
 of 
the  
quarter
 
system  
say 
that  
breaking  
the 
present
 two
 
semesters
 
into 
three  
terms  
would  
require  
increased
 
faculty,
 
adminis-
tration  
and  
overhead
 
costs  as 
well 
as 
an 
increase  
in 
teaching  
loads. 
ulty 
members  
and
 businessmen
 
An affiliate
 of SAM,
 the group
 
Spartaguide
 
with  the 
organization.
 
solicits
 local 
businessmen  
to pro-
vide traineeships
 for foreign
 stu-
"We have films of persons who 
dents 
who wish 
to study the
 
.4tudent 
InItlath.e,
 5 
p.m.,  
New -
were
 struck and appeared to have
 
mechanics  of 
American 
business  
"(r)
 Center. 
Cerele 
Francais,
 6:30 p.m.,
 
Build -
an
 
exchange  group 
of
 foreign stu-
' 
sign  up 
on 
door
 of 
1-A. 
dents,  who are 
placed in 
manage- 
sign
Club, 
5:30 
p.m., 
ment 
positions
 with such
 corn -
Cafeteria
 A. 
Mr. Joe
 Lewis,
 on 
ponies
 as 
IBM 
and 
FMC.  While 
«aiming a 
salary of not less
 than 
What 
Israel  
Wants?"  
and Mr.
 
60 
per  
week,
 
these  
students
 
Mohamed
 Assof
 on 
"Federation
 of 
5 
 
I 
usually 
graduates, learn 
how 
South
 
Arabia."
 
lPhil000phy
 
Club. 
4:30 p.m.,
 1275 
American 
business is 
run. using 
this
 knowledge to 
improve the sys- 
Dry 
Creek Road.
 
tern of business 
in their own coun-
 
OASIS.  
12:30 
p.m.,  
SD222.
 Open 
tries,
 
to 
all 
students
 
interested  
in corn -
The original 
organization 
was 
munications.
 
formed in 
France. in 
1948. San 
JANUARY  3, 
1968 
Jose State's
 chapter 
of A1ESEC
 Young
 
Republicans,
 7:30 
p.m., 
"ante
 
in campus  in 1964. 
HE5.
 
been hurt 
during
 the melee," Es-
cobar said. "These are the people 
we need to have testify, but as 
yet few have come forward." 
Trial 
for the five 
is expected in 
early January. 
Earthquake Talk 
Earthquakes and
 their effect 
upon structures 
will  be the 
basis  
of Thomas D. 
Wosser's  speech in 
Eng. 
326  tonight
 at 8. 
The discussion is sponsored by 
the American 
Society  of Civil En-
gineers. 
aiRiSTMAS
 wRAppiNg 
Luxurious gift wrap
 for Christmas morning.
 
Our  
soft 
blue
 or pink feminine
 short robe in 
easy 
care
 Amer 
triacetate/nylon fleece
 
and  
ruffled  
in 
gleaming  
satin. Sizes 
8-14. $28 
0-1R,OrDIITe
 
SAN 
ANTONIO  CENTER
 
IN 
MT.
 VIEW 
AT 
EL
 CAMINO 
REAL AND SAN ANTONIO RD. 
VALLEY
 FAIR CENTER
 
IN SAN 
JOSE AT 
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. & FREEWAY 17 
SHOP MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY NIGHTS UNTIL CHRISTMAS 
8
-SPARTAN
 DAILY 
.40
 
Thursday. 
December
 14, 1967 
crccfg.4a4tA
 
Spartan
 Daily 
Classifieds
 
406 
The Spartan
 Daily does 
not 
knowingly(
 
Accept
 
advertising
 from advertisers who 
practice 
discrimination
 on 
the  basis 
of 
race, 
color, creed 
Or 
oral
 origin. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
II 
POETRY  
WANTED  FOR 
Anthology.
 In 
dude 
stamped
 
envelope,
 Idlewild 
Pub-
lishing 
Company.  
543 
Frederick,  San 
Francisco.
 
NEW
 PRICE!!! 
SPARTA  EUROPE 
'68 
$319.
 
June 
23.Sept.
 II. Non-stop S.F.-
London round
 trip. Call 
Barbara  Kyne, 
oroup  
leader,
 
294.2916
 after 5 p.m. 
JEWISH 
STUDENTS:
 PARENTS 
mem. 
tiers  of SJ's 
Temple
 Ernanu.el? 
Care  to 
have
 the Synagogue 
speak out on rail
-
vent  moral issues 
such as poverty, 
civil 
rights,
 Vietnam war, the 
draft, the 
right  
to 
dissent,  
napalm/  Call 
244.9841, 
ENGLISH  FISH & CHIPS 
REGULAR $1 
ORDER  -now 50c 
during  
month of 
December  at 
Farrell's  English 
Fish & 
Chip
 Shop. S. 
11th
 & San Carlos. 
Open 
4-10 p.m.
 daily. 
EASTER
 WEEK HAWAII
-9
 DAYS 
APR. 644. $259 
includes  PanAm jet. 
meals & champagne en route. 
Waikiki
 
hotel, Lei greeting,  transfers and sight-
seeing.  Call Barbara Kyne at 294-2916
 
after 5, or 293-1033.  
MUSICIANS NEEDED: TO start
 up 
groovy Rock
 Band Mosic. Contact Frank. 
Markham
 Hall. Ram,
 
t2 
II.
 294-6019.  
MERRY CHRISTMAS
 
Glynn  
Falcon 
GEORGE ORWELL'S ANIMAL FARM, 
in full 
color 
animation,  plJs W. C. 
Fields, plus Laurel and Hardy 
will be 
shown Thurs. 1 p.m., 3:30 p.m. in Morris 
Dailey 
& at  8:30 
p.m.  in JC141.  
EUROPE - $241 
FULL ROUND 
TRIP
 PRICE
 
286-6111
 AFTER 6 P.M. 
GARY LEMKE 
FEW SEATS AVAILABLE 
AUTOMOTIVE 
(2) . 
METROPOLITAN,
 
ECONOMICAL.
 gond 
1469 ... i2 
Lo,' 
'66 
HONDA 305 rambler.
 Like new 
condition. See 
to 
appreciate.
 
Many
 ex 
stems. 
$475.
 Call 
298-4643.
 
'54 FORD.
 '57 engine, A
-I
 cr.. 
New clutch, generator,  tires. et*,7. 
Call 297.9699.
 Ask for Paul,
 T... 
FOR SALE: '61 Comet. $150.
 M . 
Aker.)
 292-8544 after
 5 p.m.
 
'MI 
MORRIS,  
GREAT  times 
& new bat-
tery. Ne..
 win"- ' 
ol' 
seat  covers 
before 
Dec. 20 1:  
'58 AUSTIN HEALEY, :250. Needs 
some 
work. 244-20
 5.  
'65 VW.
 MOVING - 
must sell. $1125. 
Excelie-t
 
cona':-.,  
Call  
245-3724.  
'53 CHRYS. 2 
dr,  
tinted 
glass, radio 
dual speakers, hydro -vac brakes. 
new 
Atlas  
Rd. Masters tires, dual bat., 18 
vclt 
start. sis.. 
S -W gauges, tech.. 
padded
 dash,
 Engine 
331 hemi, all M,T 
equip.,  alum rods, I I-1 pistons, crank 
support.
 Isky 5059 cam,  
ad.  rockers, 
Heads  2- steel valves, 
ported  
polished:  
many extras. new 
shocks,  
brakes: valve 
springs,  starter, gen., 
6.carbs/rnanifold.
 
Header
 
flanges,  coilectors 
seatbelts,
 
ready to 
run,
 
street/strip.  $475. 
292-
3775. Must see to 
appreciate. 
'67 CHEV. IMPALA,
 2-dr. Fact. air. 327 
Cu.
 in dual exhaust,
 tinted glass, 
power  
steering. 259-1419  after 
4 p.m. 
'63 CHEV. 
IMPALA convertible, 
excel-
lent 
cond,
 auto trans, 
power  steering, 
R 'H. 
$1295. Call 
792-3020  after 
6 p.m. 
'64 
F-85 coup V6. Floor 
stick.
 R/H. Es' 
cellars} condition.
 
$850. Call 867-9215.
 
'66 VW 
GOOD  condition.
 Radio. 
Must  
sell. Call 
269.6247.  
MAKE 
OFFER:  1965 
HONDA  DREAM.
 
Low
 mm 
sage 
30Sc.c. Like new
 356-2052. 
DAIMLER,  
'62 glass bodied Herni, 
140 
MPH. 
chrome/wires,
 
must sell. 
dam. 
Whole  drive train 
just reblt. 
295.7177.
 
FOR 
SALE  131 
YASH1CA 
35MM camera. 
Electric  eye, 
case, flash, 
4.5cm 
lens, 
(/I.8. 8-1/1000 
shutter.
 227-6164.
 
$50.   
MART 
METAL 
SKIS,  200cm 
w/boots. 
(Men's
 size 91, 
bindings  & poles.
 2 pr. 
stretch  
pants, short, 
33-34
 
waist.
 
$75. 
All ex. 
cond. 
356.7339.   
PORTABLE
 TYPEWRITER
-Royal Safari. 
Still has 
warranty.
 $70. 
292.0243. Ask 
for 
John  
Quinn.
  
RADIAL  DRILL 
PRESS, 32",
 $31.50.  Belt 
sander,
 $14.95, 
Joinier.plannr,
 
$29.95. 
Bench 
saw, 
8", $29. Lathe, 
$15, All new 
tools.
 
292.0409  or 241  
1943.  
TYPEWRITER
 119661  SCM.) Excellent 
condition.  
Hardly 
been 
used. 
00. 
(Orig. 
price 
$104. Contact
 Donald 
Chung  297-9733.  
KASTLE 
METAL SKIIS 
with bindings 
2I3CM.  $30. Call 
292-1830.   
SKIS, YAMAHS, EPDX1. 
210CM.
 Poles 
and 
bindings.
 
835
 C. 71.9  103.
 
EUROPE - $241 
FULL ROUND
 TRIP PRICE 
286.6111 
AFTER  6 P.M 
GARY 
LEMKE 
FEW 
SEATS  AVAILABLE
 
HELP WANTED 14) 
GIRLS-GIRLS 
TELEPHONE SALES 
PART
 TIME after school. No exp. net. 
just
 
a 
pleasant  voice.
 
Hourly 
wage
 + 
bonus. SJ Jr. Chamber of Commerce 
Promotion. Apply 
Consume!,
 
Sampler
 
Adv. 
586  N. 
1st
 
St. rm. 226. 292.2422 
HASHERS
 NEEDED
-Alpha 
Chi  Omega. 
225 
S.
 
11th St. 293-9919 9-11 a.m. and 
3:50-5
 
p.m. 
X-MAS  JOB
-2-5
 p.m. M -Sat. 
Pickup & 
deliver for 
photo  co. 286-8732 
after
 
p.m. 
SALESMAN
 WHO 
CAN work in 
college  
mkt., train 
and sell while in school at 
8150
 to 
$200 
per  week with 75 yr. old 
respectable 
life ins. co. Must bo tug-
vessive.  Phone 
378.4177.
 
TRUMPET
 PLAYER FOR top 
bay area 
reccrdmrg group. 
Experienced  in SOUL 
nnu.. r Coll  Barry
 
at 
252-9616.  
EUROPE - $241 
FULL 
ROUND  TRIP 
PRICE
 
236.6111
 AFTER 6 
P.M. 
GARY 
LEMKE 
FEW SEATS AVAILABLE 
HOUSING (51 
ROOM IN MENS'
 DORM 
contact
 Ron-
ald 
Johansen,  Markham
 Hall,
 294-6019. 
FOR RENT: CABIN,  
Santa  Cruz Mtns. 
By week,  
weekend
 or day. Call 287-0204. 
CONTRACT FOR 
SALE: Halls of Ivy. 
Call 286-8495.
 
G32I6R3L.  ROOMMATE 
WANTED  for spring 
semester at 470 
apt. S. 
11th
 
St.  298- 
FEMALE ROOMMATE
 NEEDED irr, 
mediately. 
$40/mo.
 
2 blocks from 
SJS. 
385 
E.
 William
 St. 
#18.
 295-1471.  
NEED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to  share 
2 bdrm. 
apt.
 Spring
 semester. 
$99  S. 
10th St. #34.
 293-2882.  
APARTMENT FOR RENT 778 S. 10th 
St. From Dec. 15 $120/mo. I bdrm. fare. 
Call 286.7635 after 6 p.m. 
1 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED  apt. for 
rent. 
Call 293.5760 after
 5 p.m. 475 S. 4th 
St.  
GIRLS, APARTMENT, 
between 8th & 
9th St. 385 E. 
San Fernando.  
EUROPE - $241 
FULL ROUND TRIP PRICE 
286-6111
 AFTER 6 P.M. 
GARY LEMKE 
FEW SEATS AVAILABLE
 
MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED: 3 or 
4,
 
bdrm.
 flat, $160/mo. Don, 298-4319 
or 
295-7399.  
1057 AND FOUND
 (61 
LARGE TAN GERMAN Shepherd lost 
in area of 
10th  & William. REWARD. 
298.4083. Dog ans. to Bacchus. 
LOST: SNAKESKIN purse end can 
of
 
16rnm film. 
Keep $$ and turn in 
to 
security  garage.
 
PLEASE.
 
Basil 
Fattah.  
EUROPE - $241 
FULL
 ROUND TRIP PRICE 
286-6111 AFTER 6 P.M. 
GARY LEMKE 
FEW 
SEATS AVAILABLE 
-And all at once an angel of the Lord came and 
stood 
by 
them,
 and 
the 
glory
 of the Lord 
shone  
about 
them
 
en that they were overcome 
with 
fear. 
lint
 
the 
angel 
said 
to them, 
Do
 not be 
afraid; 
behold,
 I 
bring  you good 
news
 of a great 
rejoicing  for 
the  
SS 
hole
 
people."  
-Luke 2 :9-  10 
vt,. 
1011117-.e5' 
PERSONALS
 
171 
CUSTOM MADE CONTEMPORARY 
wedding rings. 
Original  jewelry in cast 
gold &  
silver.
 
Geo.
 
Larimore
 354-1273. 
FREE YOGA CLASS - ALL STU-
DENTS. 1 
month of 
an intro, to 
Yoga. 
Call
 8 a.m to 10 p.m. 
daily:  286-5487. 
EUROPE - 
$241 
FULL ROUND 
TRIP
 PRICE 
286.6111
 AFTER
 6 
P.M. 
GARY LEMKE 
FEW SEATS 
AVAILABLE
 
SERVICES 1111' 
RENT
 A STEREO OR 
TV FROM Esche's.
 
Free delivery, 
free service. No 
contract, 
Call 251-2598.  
EXQUISITE. 
REASONABLE  TYPING
 
done by miss 
Carey  - call 293-4700, 
Close to SJS. 
Mimeo  slightly higher 
our page 
TYPING.
 EXPERIENCED 
AND
 
feat. 
Term
 
papers.
 etc. Call 264-8592.
  
TYPING IN MY HOME. 
IBM Pica. Call 
243-6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m  
EXPERT TYPIST - 'THESIS, term 
papers.
 
etc.
 Phone 258.4335.  
TYPING 
- THESIS, TERM papers, etc. 
Experienced
 and fast. Phone 
269-8674,   
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - 
Aware 
Photography.  Absolute 
artistic  quality. 
Thom Dunks 287-1795.  
TYPING, EXPERIENCED, FAST, neat 
work.
 21/2 miles  from SJS. Thesis,
 term 
tapers etc.  
298-4104. Mrs. Aslanien.  
MATURE WOMAN desires typing at 
home.
 Reasonable 
prices. Call 
244.6581.
 
TYPING, 
PROMPT, reasonable rates. 
Call 264-8630. 
Avoid the January rush 
to 
complete 
those
 term papers.  
EXPERT TYPIST - fast. will do all kinds 
of typing on 
electric typewriter. 
Reason.  
able rates. 
292-3901.
 
TRANSPORTATION
 191 
5399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27 
return Sept.
 4. French 
study 
course 
included  at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE 
PARIS, German 
course  available 
too. 
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,  
Beverly
 Hills 12131 
274.0729   
EUROPE '68 $329 round
 trip jet pm,. 
LA -London -LA. June
 
(9
-Sept. 9. $379 
round trip jet 
Oak..Lon-Amst.-Oak.  July 
12 -Aug.
 13 Prof. David 
Mega
 1445 Mel' 
wood
 
Drive.
 San Jose 
286.8781.   
LIGHT PLANE TO LA can tale 2-3 
passengers.
 Share part of 
expenses.
 
Leaving 12-22 - return 12-26. Contact 
Ted
 
295-5058.   
RIDE
 WANTED TO and 
from East Coast 
(Pa.)
 
for 
2 students over Christmas
 va-
natiP-
 Call 
Joan  293.9453.
  
EUROPE
 - $241 
FULL ROUND 
TRIP
 PRICE 
286-6111 AFTER 6 P.M. 
GARY  LEMKE 
FEW SEATS AVAILABLE 
WANTED
 RIDE TO 
N. Y., Dec. 15. Will 
..mhare 
all expenses. Eric 
Rothchild. 29$-
7177.
 
essk 
The 
Spartan
 Daily 
classified office will 
be closed tomorrow 
Friday, 
December  15. 
However,
 it will
 be 
open  
again  on 
Tuesday,
 January 2 
of 
the 
new 
year. 
Best
 
wishes for a Merry 
Christmas and a 
Happy
 New Year!
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Share  With Others 
Students Give
 
Parties 
By PATSY
 MILLER 
Spartan Daily 
Feature
 Editor 
While  most college 
students  are 
thinking of midterms,
 last minute 
shopping  and Christmas 
vacation,  
several SJS 
organizations  are 
help-
ing 
to make 
Christmas
 a merry 
time for 
others. 
Angel 
Flight,  a women's 
society 
which 
assists the Air 
Force ROTC,
 
and Arnold 
Air  Society, 
members  
of the Air 
Force  ROTC, held 
a 
Christmas
 party 
Saturday  at 
Mc-
Kinnen  School
 in San 
Jose. The 
center 
of attention
 was 
a red -
clad 
fellow  bearing
 gifts for 
the 
children.  
Holidays
 
Have  
No
 
Christ
 
In 
Russian
 
Celebration
 
By 
PAUL  
COHTJNE
 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
Again this
 year, Christ will
 be 
out of Christmas
 in Russia. 
At the time of the Russian Rev-
olution 50 
years  ago, the 
Commun-
ists removed
 Christ from 
their 
Christmas. 
It
 was 20 years 
later, 
In 1937, that 
the officially atheistic
 
Communists 
allowed
 the Russian-
ized Santa Claus,
 with his 
sackful
 
of goodies, 
reindeer,
 and his 
fam-
ous "ho -ho -ho" 
to return Jan 
1, 
rather than Dec.
 25,  
Moscow's 
Catholics  attend 
ser-
vices at the 
Church of St. Louis
 de 
France, 
established  
by
 French 
businessmen
 before  the 
revolution  
and since
 operated 
by the Polish 
Catholics. 
Dec. 
25,  foreigners
 attend
 reli-
gious  
services  in 
private 
apart-
ments 
made over
 as 
miniature  
chapels,
 or 
in
 embassy 
meeting
 
rooms.  
American  
diplomats  
often  
treat
 themselves
 to 
dinners  of 
tur-
key 
and 
cranberry
 sauce 
shipped 
Into 
the 
country
 by the
 embassy.
 
For 
the masses
 in 
Russia,  the 
main 
Christmas 
celebration
 falls 
on Jan. 1. 
But 
the  major 
religious 
celebra-
tions
 do not
 begin 
until Jan.
 6, the 
eve of 
the orthodox
 
Christmas.
 
The 
Russian 
orthodox  
Christmas
 
falls 
on
 Jan. 7. 
Moscow's 
patriar-
chate 
followed  the
 Julian 
calendar
 
through
 1917, 
rather 
than  the 
Gregorian  
calendar  
used  in 
the  
west.  
And so 
in Russia,
 according
 to 
your
 faith, 
or
 lack of 
one,  you can
 
celebrate
 
Christmas
 Dec.
 25, New 
Year's 
Eve,
 or 
Jan.  
7.
 
Ivan will 
center
 
his
 
mid -winter 
merriment
 on Jan. 
1. He will 
wish  
his fellow 
citizens 
"Happy  New 
Year,"
 with 
no 
thought
 of 
a 
"Merry
 
Christmas."  
The  lights, 
colored  glass 
balls, 
wreaths, 
and silver 
stars  which 
festoon  
downtown
 Moscow,
 are 
called 
"New 
Year's
 
decorations"
 
for 
shoppers
 busily 
buying  "New 
Year's 
presents."  
Toddlers 
are  told that
 if they 
are bad, Ded 
Moroz  (Grandfather 
Frost)
 will not 
bring them 
any 
presents on 
New Year's  
day.
 
According to Valerie Dickerson,  
Angel  Flight information 
officer, 
the two 
organizations each year 
have an outing or party for
 the 
children as their service project. 
Alpha Chi Omega sorority
 and 
Kappa Sigma 
fraternity  also spon-
sored a party last Saturday for 
Alviso youngsters. The 
children,  
aged five 
to 10, received toys, 
played games and joined in Christ-
mas carols. 
Elves, Santa and children, two 
to 12, invaded Chi Omega sorority
 
house Sunday as the coeds' special 
guests. 
The children, from the 
Story Road area of Project
 Head 
Start, were treated to games, re-
freshments and a Spanish pinata 
full of candy. 
The  Chi Omega 
Knights presented stories and a 
pantomime. 
The Dull Skulls, a four 
member vocal group, entertained 
the children. 
The project is in its 16th year 
and is directed by Pat Kelley, 
senior English major and House 
President Carol Palm. 
The 
SJS  Wesley Foundation, 
campus organization of the Metho-
dist Church, entertained more 
than 500 youngsters and their 
families 
at
 a special Christmas 
party in Spartan Stadium last 
week. The youngsters, from "cul-
turally 
disadvantaged"
 homes, are 
participating in a tutoring program 
sponsored
 by the foundation. More 
than 200 youngsters participate in 
the program,
 in which 
college stu-
dents visit  them once a week in 
their homes to help with their 
school work and other problems. 
One of the most ambitious and 
most publicized events on campus 
is the "Swing-A-Thon," sponsored 
by Sigma Nu Fraternity and 
Kappa  Kappa Gamma sorority. 
The 
"Swing-A-Thon,"  now 
in its 
sixth year, is 
coordinated  with the 
Marine 
Corps Toy for
 Tots Drive.
 
The
 Sigma Nus
 erect a 
swing  in 
front of 
their fraternity 
house and 
swing 
around the clock 
asking SJS 
students
 to contribute
 toys. The 
drive netted 
approximately 
$4500 
worth of toys during
 106 hours of 
swinging  from 
Dec. 2 to 
Dec.
 S. 
Members
 of Phrateres are 
help-
ing
 to make Christmas
 for Ag-
(Continued on 
Page 5) 
Yuletide Spirit 
Enjoyed 
by
 
All  
By GEORGE 
DRUMBOR 
"Buon Natale." 
"Chook 
Shun&
 
Tahn."
 "Felices pascuas." In 
Ital-
ian, in Korean, in Spanish, in lang-
uages from 
Swahili to 
Swedish;  
from German
 to Vietnamese, area 
residents will 
exchange Christmas 
greetings 
with SJS students this 
holiday season. 
An estimated
 200 foreign stu-
dents from SJS and other
 area 
colleges will spend all or part 
of 
the Christmas holidays as guests 
of local families through 
the  
Friendship 
Families  program of 
the
 International Student
 Center, 
174 S. 13 St. 
The program 
provides an ex-
change of customs 
and traditions 
between the American families and 
the 
foreign students. Foreign stu-
dents
 living in school residence 
halls, faced with moving
 into 
ho-
tels 
or sleeping on floors
 or sofas 
in friend's apartments
 when the 
dorms close for the holidays,
 find 
a 
chance to observe 
American  
Photo by Doug 
Menerd 
CHRISTMAS IS FOR KIDS and many SJS organizations 
made 
it a happier one for San Jose area youngsters. Here Santa
 en-
tertains the children 
at
 McKinnen School at a party sponsored 
by Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society. 
family life from within as well as 
a much needed place to stay. 
Mrs.  Louise Hall, a 
volunteer
 
worker at the International 
Stu-
dent Center, assigns 
interested 
students to families that have re-
quested for student 
guests.  Accord-
ing to Mrs. 
Woo-chang  Brolly, di-
rector of the center, many area 
families  "have been very help-
ful." 
Mrs. Alice 
Hinson,
 1072 Ernpey 
Way, San 
Jose, hosting foreign 
students for the
 fourth consective 
year, said, "We 
ask  them to share 
our customs 
with us." But, she 
added, "We are grateful when they 
don't 
feel  compelled to 
change  
their customs."
 The students, she 
said, "are 
invited
 to bcom part 
of
 
our family." 
Her 
remarks
 were  echoed 
by 
Mrs. Ruth 
Stanley, 1177 
Husted
 
Ave., San Jose,
 who said, "They 
fit 
right  into our family." Accord-
ing
 to Mrs. 
Stanley, she has 
never 
had any 
problems with conflicting 
customs. 
Mrs. Hinson recalled a Moslem 
student guest who, 
according
 to 
his religious convictions, had to 
fast during the day. She said her 
family  normally has their big 
Christmas
 dinner on Christmas
 
Eve
 and their guest 
was  able to 
join 
the celebration with 
no prob-
lem. 
Mrs. Brolly 
said that 
there  are 
normally over 
200 foreign students.
 
interested in 
spending the holidays 
with local 
families.  According to 
her, the only 
problem is that 
many  
foreign 
students
 move frequently
 
and do not 
keep the center 
inform-
ed of their addresses.
 When fami-
lies attempt 
to
 contact the 
stu-
dents to extend their 
invitations,  
many  are unable to 
reach the stu-
dent.
 
Any foreign 
students 
interested  
In spending 
Christmas 
with  local 
families  may 
make
 arrangements
 
by 
contacting 
either  Mrs. 
Brolly  
or Mrs.
 Hall at the 
center, tele-
phone 
295-1412.  
The 
International 
Student Cen-
ter is 
a non-profit 
community 
or-
ganization
 which 
provides  recre-
ation
 facilities, 
housing
 and em-
ployment placement,
 emergency 
financial  aid and
 general 
informa-
tion to foreign
 students. 
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Yuletide
 
The 
Tinsel
 Nightmare
 
By CAROL  GRINAGER 
"I am 
often  lonely, yet I get lonelier 
during Christmastime, even though I'm with 
my family," confessed a 
San  Jose State 
student. 
You think 
that can't be? 
Christmas
 is P 
time of merriment,
 love, and giving. Three 
persons
 directly connected with SJSa 
sociology professor, a 
psychology
 professor, 
and a college chaplainseem
 to believe dif-
ferently. 
"Christmas
 has become," 
declared  Dr. 
Harold Hodges, head
 of the sociology de-
partment "a nightmarish phantasmagoria 
of laughing, jolly, Santa Claus 
faces.
 Its 
main 
purpose
 is 
to sell 
anythingincluding  
more 
war 
toys to children.
 It 
promises
 to 
join 
such  
holidays as 
Mother's
 
Day 
and 
Valentine's
 
Day in becoming 
a commercial 
gimmick,"
 he 
said,  
Dr. 
Hodges  
said 
that
 
Christmas,  
which is 
now 
"garish
 
and 
trashy,"
 is 
becoming  a 
parody of 
itself
 
in
 that it's on 
its way in 
becoming 
everything
 it shouldn't be. 
People 
celebrate the
 
spirit
 
of 
generosity  
for a 
few  
official days of 
the
 year
 and forget
 it the 
rest of the time. 
Thus, 
Christmas
 
has  
become  
increasingly  
contrived.
 "It is less 
and 
less an occasion 
for 
spontaneity,  
warmth,
 
and 
selflessness
 
and 
increasingly  a 
Scroogian
 
affair  con-
cocted 
of 
commercial
 
hard 
sell 
and a series 
of 
spirit -sapping 
drinking  
bouts,
 filled 
with 
shallow  
gestures of  
conviviality
 
and pseudo-
merriment," 
believes  Dr. Hodges. 
The 
spirit
 of Christmas,
 
with  
its 
wonder  
and 
innocence,  has 
passed, 
continued
 
the 
sociologist. It is a "romantic 
fiction,"
 
and 
in becoming
 so institutionalized,
 
has  lost
 all 
vitality 
and original purpose. 
Even 
Christmas
 
carols  
have 
lost
 all 
sense  
of message
 for they 
are, 
according  
to Dr. 
Hodges, "akin to 
hearing 
the 
Star 
Spangled  
Banner played
 over and over." 
Christmas today has
 another drawback. 
More people
 are lonelier today 
than ever be-
fore, and 
Christmas
 only brings
 this lone-
liness into sharper contrast.
 
"Christmas, 
which  evokes 
reminiscences  of 
the warmth and 
security  of childhood, 
is 
especially 
lonely
 today because, 
as a nation, 
we 
have never 
been
 so far from 
childhood. 
We 
have become brittle 
and super -sophisti-
cated,"  stated 
Dr.  Hodges. 
Dr. 
John
 Kelly, assistant
 professor of 
psy-
chology,  believes 
that some people
 say, "It's 
Christmastime!
 It's 
time  to turn 
on
 the fun 
button!"  
He 
claims that 
there  is an 
ambiguity  of 
Christmas.  
People
 want it 
to
 have meaning,
 
but 
have  trouble 
finding  it. 
"Christmas  is 
perhaps a 
time  when 
they
 are looking
 for a 
favorable
 response 
from others 
and do not
 
know 
if they
 
will  get it. They 
are testing 
their trust
 in others,"
 said Dr.
 Kelly. 
It is also 
a time 
when  people 
are trying
 
to 
fulfill  the needs
 of intimacy,
 affiliation,
 
and closeness.
 "If these 
needs are 
met, it Is 
almost  like 
getting  a 
booster
 shot," he 
said. 
Dr. Kelly 
pointed out 
that whether
 or not 
Christmas is 
lonely is 
dependent 
upon  in-
dividual 
expectations.
 Because the
 holiday 
has 
the 
connotation
 of 
togetherness,
 one's 
loneliness  is accentuated 
when 
he 
sees 
others
 
around him 
having a good time. 
Contrary  to Dr.  Hodges
 
statement,  Dr. 
Kelly believes that much 
of
 the 
spirit  of 
Christmas
 seems to be 
operating
 
through  
the 
year 
(charities,
 civil 
rights
 
movements,  
etc.),
 and
 at Christmas 
"there
 is a kind of 
cessation
 because people 
become  
occupied 
with 
other  
things."  
Dr. Kelly also 
expressed the
 idea 
that 
many 
young 
people  
today are 
down  on mo-
terialism,
 thus searching 
for  the 
real  mean-
ing 
of
 life 
and
 
real,  genuine
 
relationships.  
"If this trend continues," he said, "there 
may be a 
movement  away from the com-
mercialization of Christmas." 
From the viewpoint of the Rev. Roy Hoch, 
Lutheran Campus Pastor, the average col-
lege student tends to be embarrassed by 
Christmas and ignores the theological impli-
cations of it 
Though  "it is fashionable at Christmas-
time to tip our  hats to God in 
general,"  
Christmas  has become a cultural phenomena, 
"involving a recital that shows that 
we
 are 
concerned about one another," said 
Pastor 
Hock 
The Lutheran minister 
stated  that emo-
tional 
problems
 are intensified during
 the 
holidays, and those
 persons with the 
least 
identity sense loneliness 
the strongest. 
"In Christmas 
we
 invest so much 
emo-
tionally that, as it 
approaches,  we depart 
from 
reality
 and are doomed because no 
day 
could ever provide
 for us what 
Christmas
 
"DADDY, WHY 
CAN'T  I have more toys" 
Christmas  is com-
mercial
 for 
many 
families  this 
year.  It 
is supposed to be? A ques-
tion 
that
 
haunts
 the 
minds  
of SJS students as 
they seek to find a 
more
 meaningful Holiday. 
should
 provide," 
he
 said. 
Homesickness,
 a form of 
loneliness, is 
often 
felt by many 
who  wish for a 
faith 
they once had 
but  no longer 
adhere
 to. 
Hoch  defined Christmas as a 
community
a communication 
between God and 
man.
 
But he warned, "If the world 
will  not under-
stand the 
basic  messagethe message of 
love, concern, acceptance, 
forgiveness,  and 
mutual responsibil
 tycivi I iza lion as we 
know it will probably end." 
Photo by Jim 
Koski 
NOT
 ALL STUDENTS
 enjoy Christmas.
 Some spend 
it  in local 
pubs 
wishing that
 it had
 never
 come.
 Some
 have to think 
things  
out for themselves  
without 
help from 
family  or 
friends.
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Greeting
 
Cards
 
As
 
Ancient
 
As
 
Time
 
Itself
 
By PAT WA 
NEK 
If there
 is anything
 that takes
 
the 
merry out
 of Christmas
 it's 
probably  
the
 task of 
selecting, 
signing, 
and  sending 
greeting 
cards.
 The 
instigators  
couldn't 
have 
imagined 
what
 they 
were
 
getting us 
into. 
The tradition 
of
 sending holiday 
greetings 
is ancient. The
 Chinese, 
Egyptians and Romans
 are known 
to 
have
 exchanged
 tokens, such as 
copper
 coins, as well 
as 
verbal 
greetings,  with 
the coming
 New 
Year. 
The
 National
 
Association  
of
 
Greeting 
Card 
Publishers,  
says
 the 
first 
known  
holiday  
greeting  
card
 
was 
designed 
for New 
Years.  It 
was a 
woodcut  
printed  in 
1450
 in 
the 
Rhine 
Valley,  
Germany,  
pic-
turing 
the 
Christ
 Child 
and Holy
 
Mother in 
an ancient 
ship  manned 
by 
angels.  
The  
greeting?
 "A 
Blessed and
 Happy 
Year."
 
r, 
 ra. 
424)0 
 
The
 Valentine is 
believed to have
 
Ihad
 a great
 influence on 
the 
Christmas card, for 
both  convey a 
message  of love. 
I It was not until the
 
1840's
 that 
the first
 Christmas card 
was pro-
duced, the 
valentine being 
more 
than
 a century 
old  at the 
time.
 
Christmas  greetings had 
previous-
ly been 
exchanged  by 
letters.
 
In 1843 the 
practice  began.
 Sir 
Henry 
Cole,  known in 
his
 home of 
London
 as an 
"energetic  
reformer
 
Isi 
r 
and 
man of 
wild  
theories,"
 asked 
his artist 
friend, 
John  
Callcott
 
Horsley,
 of the 
Royal 
Academy,  
to 
design  a Card for 
Cole's personal
 
use,
 
The  card 
Horsley
 presented 
was 
of three 
panels, 
51/8
 
by 31/4 in-
ches,  about 
the size of 
a postcard.
 
It 
was  printed 
with
 a lithographic
 
stone  on 
stiff  
cardboard
 with 
dark 
sepia.  It was 
hand colored
 and 
looked 
much like an 
etching. 
family 
party, 
wine 
glasses 
raised 
in 
toast  
to
 the 
recipient.
 The
 side 
panels
 depicted
 
popular  
Christmas
 
charities
 of 
feeding
 the 
hungry
 and 
clothing  
the 
needy.  
The  
greeting:  
"A 
Merry
 
Christmas
 
and  a 
Happy  
New  
Year
 to 
You,"  the 
old New 
Year's
 tradition
 to the 
new  one 
of
 
Christmas
 
greetings
 
were  
com-
bined.
 
Cole's 
edition 
of the 
card was
 
published 
at Felix 
Summerly's
 
The  center 
panel  
consisted
 of a 
Home
 Treasury
 Office, 
an art 
 
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HAPPY
 YULE, 1843 
LONDONERS 
were the first to receive Christmas cards when they appeared in 1943. 
Above is the first 
commercially  produced card known as the Cole -Horsley 
card. 
: 4 
Highway Patrol  
Cautions  
Holiday
 
Travelers 
Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle 
all the way, 
oh
 what fun it is to 
ride in a 1000-horsepower two-ton 
hunk of steel, rubber, glass and 
plastic. 
Crunch 
Ho, ho, oh! Christmas vacation 
is two weeks of travel. Meeting old 
friends, going back home, going 
skiing  or visiting some vacation 
area, these 
are some of the diver-
sions during the end of December 
THE 
COLLEGE
 PLAN
 
exclusively 
for 
TIIE 
COLLEGE
 MAN 
from 
coast  to coast
 
the 
leader in 
insurance 
sales 
to college 
men. 
because 
...
 Guaranteed
 by 
a top 
Corn 
pany 
. . 
No War 
Clause 
. . . Exclusive Benefits
 at 
Special
 Rates 
. Premiums 
Deferred
 
wail 
you are out
 of 
school 
For Your 
COLLEGE MASTER
 
outline ... contact 
Jim Marge. 
Prank Neel, 
Jim 
Eaton  
Darwin
 
Sheep  
Cam Sawyer Gary Beckwith 
Fidelity  Union Life I aaaaaa co 
606 
S.
 iiNh St. 
286-6700 
in which SJS students will be par-
ticipating. 
Along with all this joy and life 
comes death. Auto fatalities in-
crease drastically during this 
period. Roads
 are wet. We are 
filled with the Christmas 
spirit, 
whatever be its brand. 
California  Highway Patrol Cap-
tain, R. P. 
Bliss of San Jose says 
that driving conditions in 
the  snow 
are excessively more critical
 for 
the 
inexperienced  winter 
driver. 
"Far too 
frequently,  motorists 
treat the 
snow driving 
tips  we 
give them 
as
 relatively unimport-
ant, or even trivial." 
"A driver who tries to 
drive 
those 
slippery
 roads as fast as he 
does in the summer
 stands a good 
chance 
of having an accident,
 and 
if 
he follows another 
car too 
closely he 
will
 find he has 
no 
stopping  or slowing 
distance at all 
when he 
needs  it," Captain
 Bliss 
warns. 
"If he applies
 his 
brakes
 as 
he 
HEARKEN!
 
Hie ye 
hence  to 
SHAKEY'S  
Irons 
whence  
commeth
 good 
things  to eat 
and  drink and 
much merriment. And  
at 
ape -
Mal 
student
 rates, yet.. 
r TAN 'II
 
hi/A
 
A4-133ULKEY'S-cei
 
STUDENT
 
PRIVILEDGE  CARD 
1115
 crinotS 
51155 
tS A STUDENT 
T 
SIGNED 
7107-e-Tt-
on 
any 
PIZZA
   
14 P 
/11.196611 
DARTS
 
IRIS 
0855
 30 
1565 
580 Meridian Road 
and
 
I 1 lb Saratoga
-Sunnyvale
 Rd. 
does down 
here  instead
 
of 
gently
 
pumping them, he's headed for 
trouble  usually in the form of 
a snow bank or another car. As 
to his car, he should know that 
driving these
 roads may take 
much  more gasoline, 
and  put an 
extra load on his battery. 
"If he doesn't have enough gas 
in the tank, or 
if his battery is 
down,  he may stall in 
the roadway 
and become 
a part of the prob-
lem.
 
"He 
should
 be 
sure he has 
plenty 
of anti
-freeze in the 
radiator,  that 
the 
windshield  wipers 
are in good 
working
 order, and
 that his 
muf-
fler 
and  exhaust 
system  are in 
good  repair. 
Anything 
less  can 
cause 
him 
trouble
 in the
 snow. 
"Finally,
 each
 motorist
 should 
take  a chain 
repair kit 
along with
 
his 
tire
 chains,
 because 
nothing 
Is 
more 
frustrating
 
or 
potentially  
useless
 
than
 
broken
 tire
 
chains,"
 
Captain 
Bliss 
concluded.
 
If 
you drink,
 don't 
drive. 
We
 
can't
 ask you
 not 
to
 have 
a good 
time, 
but why
 turn 
a good 
time 
into a 
funeral.  
If
 you 
drink,  have
 
a non
-drinking
 
friend  
drive  you
 
and your
 date 
home, 
or
 have 
the 
parties 
at your 
place. 
Even one
 
drink 
lowers 
your 
reaction  
time. 
XEROX 
° 
COPIES
 
10c each
 
 
Special 
Quantify  
Disces,ts
 

 No 
Waiting 
 Copies 
Anything 
Printed 
RENT
 
(student 
rates) 
4
 . 
 
Elec. 
typewriter'
 

 
New
 
portables
 
 Rental
-purchase  
 Free 
cllivery  
 
 
96
 R. SAN NORMAND° 
ST. 
291-6765
 
shop in 
London,
 by 
Joseph
 Cun-
dell. 
The  
addiess  
was 
printed  
at 
the 
lower
 left 
of 
each  
card.  
The  
shop
 and 
Christmas
 
card  
were
 two 
of 
Cole's  
attempts
 to 
revive 
the 
arts and
 crafts
 following
 an 
indus-
trial  
revolution.
 
The
 design 
of the 
card 
brought
 
sharp 
criticism 
from some 
because 
of 
its 
"supposedly  
dissipating
 in-
fluence 
by 
encouraging  
drunken-
ness,"
 although
 
Victorians  
were 
noted for 
their love 
of fine 
food
 
and 
drink. 
In 
1846, 1000
 copies 
were  made 
and
 sold for 
15 cents 
each. The
 
English 
postal 
reform  had 
made 
one
-penny  
postage
 
possible,
 enab-
ling 
wide 
distribution.
 
Today a dozen
 specimens 
of the 
card are 
known  to 
exist.  The 
most
 
perfect, an 
unused one, 
is in the 
Hallmark 
Historical  Collection,
 
Kansas City,
 Missouri. 
1848 brought the next
 
Christmas
 
cards,  designed by W. 
M.
 Egley. 
He 
was  the first to 
include 
now 
popular mistletoe, holly and ivy, 
and did so with good reason. 
When we think of mistletoe, we 
see a bunch of smooth, green 
leaves hanging from a ceiling or 
doorway with 
someone  underneath 
being kissed. However, in Norse 
mythology, the parasitic plant was 
revered for its healing properties. 
Former enemies sealed
 their peace 
beneath it with a kiss. Also, mis-
tletoe is traditionally hung from 
oak beams, 
preventing  the build-
ing from 
being  struck by light-
ning. 
Holly,
 perhaps the most 
popular
 
sign of Christmas, is traditionally 
associated 
with the suffering and 
blood of Christ, with 
its  thorny 
leaves and red berries, giving it a 
religious significance. 
Ivy has been a symbol of cons-
tancy for centuries. 
There is no history of cards 
fol-
lowing Egley's attempts until the 
1860's and 1870's.
 Card designs, 
mainly landscapes, children, wild-
life, flowers, and kittens, were 
printed in large editions in England 
and Europe. The machines and mass 
production of the 
Industrial  Revolu-
tion had made possible
 large numb-
ers 
of cheap color prints. 
Santa Claus, 
although now 
changed from 
his first appearances, 
was  found on cards in the 
1860's in 
a series
 published by 
Marcus Ward
 
of England.
 
The  first 
"Letter 
from 
Santa"
 
card, 
published  by 
Charles 
Goodall  
in 
England,  was 
sent  to Queen 
Mary 
in the 
1870's, 
then a 
child.  It 
was  a 
four
-page 
card  with 
pictures
 filling 
in 
missing
 words, and
 signed
 by 
Santa. 
It was also during the
 1870's that 
Christmas cards became popular in 
America. Louis Prang, "Father of 
the 
American  
Christmas
 card," per-
fected and 
used  multicolor printing, 
offering
 up to 20 colors on one card. 
Prang is credited with the first 
religious  scenes on 
Christmas cards. 
His Nativity designs started an in-
creasingly popular practice. 
Early 
in the
 
20th century,
 the 
poinsettia appeared on American 
cards,
 and has since become a rival 
of holly as the Christmas symbol. 
The poinsettia legend is one of a 
poor Mexican boy, Pablo, who had 
nothing to take
 to the 
Shrine  of 
the 
Nativity. He picked a branch of 
"leaves of the forest weed" tq of-
fer the Christ Child. As he placed 
the 
leaves 
under  the altar,
 the top-
most ones turned a brilliant scar-
let. His humble gift 
was,
 like a 
miracle,
 turned to a beautiful 
flower.
 
Types of Christmas 
cards, such as 
comic trick and wartime cards, 
were further specialties in the de-
velopment of greeting 
cards. 
After World 
War II, the studio, 
or contemporary card
 appeared in 
Christmas as well 
as other greet-
ings.
 Traditional designs, however,
 
are  still far 
more 
popular.
 
According 
to Steve 
Shannon,  
ex-
ecutive 
director of the
 Greeting 
Card  
Association,
 estimates 
are 
that 60 
million 
families  
will
 send 
season's 
greetings
 this year
 for a 
total of 
over four 
billion, 
making  
1967
 the biggest 
season ever for 
greeting cards. 
He also says 
that  
Uncle 
Sam  will make 
over $200 mil-
lion in 
postage  this 
Christmas  sea-
son. 
Perhaps it is the
 pressure of the 
greeting 
card industry 
that has 
forced 
us
 to send 
cards  each 
year,  
or 
possibly
 it is 
the 
emotional
 de-
sire
 to preserve
 a Christmas
 tradi-
tion. Over
 a century 
old, it is 
still 
an
 age-old
 
tradition
 of 
exchanging
 
love 
and joy 
with  
friends.
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SPECIAL 
STEAK
 
$
 
99
 
DINNER 
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till 
interlude 
3rd & SANTA CLARA SAN JOSE 
One insurance
 company tells 
us,  be regulated 
 and if the 
privi-
"driving  is a privilege, 
not  a right. lege is 
abused,  it can and 
should
 
As a privilege it 
can and should be 
taken away." 
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America's  Most 
Beautiful.
 
HOFBRAU
 
isxtlientic
 German
 food 
Imported
 and 
domestic
 brews
 
on 
tap  
Live  music 
Friday and 
Saturday
 night
 
GARDEN CITY 
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1110E0110C
 
51 S. Market St. 
San
 
Jose
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NOW  
 
RENT
 
TO
 
OWN  
MOYER
 
MUSIC
 
Largest
 
Selection
 
of
 
Guitars  
in 
Town  
Folk 
Guitar
 
$400 
per month
 
and up 
5161 St   
Creek  
Rd.  
(at 
Lawrence
 
Station
 
Rd.   
across  
from 
Fututema
 
Sow!)
 
2411-9888
 
Elec.  
Guitar  & 
Amp.  
from 
$600 
per 
month  
and  up 
Guitar  
Lessons
 
Available
 
841  
San  
F  
do 
bisss  to 
Western  
Union 
Office
 
(between
 
2nd & 
3rd 
ifs.) 
298-5404
 
Xmas
 
Carols
 
Once
 Banned
 
By 
STEVE 
REED
 
The 
holiday  season 
gives
 the 
San 
Jose 
student  a 
long  
awaited
 chance
 
to 
appreciate  the 
tradition
 of the 
Christmas  
carol.  Few 
eieminents  
of Christmas 
take 
the edge off all 
the 
worn
 out 
cliches  
about  
love,
 
peace on 
earth, and
 good 
will  
toward men
 like the clear
 warm 
voices of carolers. 
The 
songs  
of
 the
 
Christmas
 
sea-
son
 
have been 
around 
longer
 
than
 
the 
now 
dominant  traditions
 of 
gift 
wrapped
 
war  toys and 
greet-
ing cards from long forgotten 
friends.
 
Hundreds
 
of
 
carols
 were
 written 
In 
England
 during the 
15th 
and 
16th centuries.
 
Many 
had pious 
lyrics, but some
 were plainly in-
tended 
as drinking songs
 to ac-
company  
the  
merrymaking.
 
Puritans 
took
 
a dim 
view of 
carols and
 in 1647,
 after 
they  won 
control of 
Parliament,
 and made 
It a crime 
to sing or 
publish  a 
Christmas carol. 
This 
law was repealed 
at the 
time of the 
Restoration,  but it 
was not
 until the 18th 
century
 that 
caroling 
began to make a come-
back.
 
One of the 
most
 beloved modern 
carols resulted from 
the untimely 
breakdown
 of a parish church 
organ in a little Austrian village, 
Just before Christmas in 1818. The 
parish priest, Father John  Mohr, 
wanting to ease 
his  congregation's 
disappointment, wrote a three -
stanza poem.
 
The church organist, 
Franz Gru-
ber,
 composed a melody to go 
with 
It. At midnight
 mass, with Gruber 
playing a 
guitar for accompan-
iment, the two men 
sang  their 
hastily 
completed  carol. It's called 
"Silent
 Night." 
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SHARING IS especially enjoyable during the Christmas season. 
Trees are
 
golden  
and 
moments are tender,
 
especially  in 
a 
quiet  
corner at SJS. 
Baking
 For
 
Holidays
 
By 
RHYSA DAVIS
 
Spartan Daily
 Staff Writer 
It's that time of year again
the time
 to begin thinking about 
holiday recipes for
 the family. 
While mixing bowls, spatulas 
and spoons are 
essential,
 frostings 
and fancy trims are 
also
 needed 
to add color to the 
sweets  of the 
yuletide season. One other very 
Important
 
ingredient
 is a good 
recipe. 
Everyone 
will  be able to get Into 
the  holiday fling by 
following one 
CIGS 
19'
 
Kleenex
   
10c 
3 Hershey Bars   5c 
2 
Rolls  Toilet 
Paper  10c 
1 Roll Jumbo
 Towels 19c 
1 Box Cheer 
Soap  24c 
2 Bars
 Ivory Soap
 5c 
Ajax 
Cleanser
 ....... Sc 
Crest 
large 
size   29c 
One Item
 With 
Minimum 
Purchase
 of $2 
CASH
 
DISCOUNT
 
ON MAJOR 
BRAND  
GASOLINE
 
Puritan
 Oil Co. 
4th & William
 
6fh & 
Kayos 
10fh & 
Taylor
 
13th & Julian 
of
 these simple sugar and spice 
recipes. 
HONEY 
WALNUTS
 
1 ti 
cups sugar 
Dash of salt 
VS cup 
honey 
Li 
lb.  
walnut  
meats
 
is teaspoon vanilla extract 
First mix sugar, honey and salt. 
Bring to a boil with Si cup water 
In a saucepan. Cook without stir-
ring until 
small amount of mixture 
forms a firm ball when dropped 
Into very cold water (242 F. on a 
candy thermometer). Remove from 
heat and stir in remaining ingredi-
ents. Let cool slightly. Stir until 
thick and creamy, then put on 
waxed paper and separate nuts 
with two forks. Makes about one 
pound.
 
HALF 
'N' HALF 
From 1 package all-purpose 
cookie mix prepare 
dough  for 
rolled cookies, as label directs. 
Start heating oven to 375 F. On 
floured cloth -covered board, with 
floured 
stockinette -covered rolling 
pin, roll dough 1/4 inch 
thick.  With 
34 -inch cookie cutter, 
cut cookies 
out. Bake cookies on ungreased 
cookie 
sheets
 for 12 minutes or I 
until golden
 brown. Cool on wire 
racks. Combine 3 cups confec-
tioners'
 sugar with enough water 
to make a glazeabout 3 
table-
spoons. Use to 
generously frost 
half of top of each 
cookie.  Then, 
into glaze stir cup cocoa 
and 2 
teaspoons water use to frost other
 
half of top of each cookie. Makes 
12 dozen. 
YUM
 YUM WILD TURKEY 
1 wild turkey Salt and pepper 
(15
 
lb.)
 
2 cups chopped 
1 cup 
chopped  celery 
onions ni cups white 
Bacon fat 
. 
wine 
1 muslin cloth about 16" sq. 
Clean 
wild  turkey and cut up. 
Wash in warm water. Dry no out-
side. Brush with bacon fat. Salt 
and 
pepper.  Stuff with onion, cel-
ery, and 1 cup of 
white wine. Stw 
bird closed. Place turkey
 in shal-
low pan. Dip cloth in 
bacon  fat 
and 
cover  turkey with it.. Roast in 
slow oven (300 F.) for 3 hours. 
Baste several times with drippings 
in pan and 
remaining  wine. If 
turkey varies
 in size from recipe 
(15 pounds) allow 
20 minutes per 
(Continued
 Front 
Page  611) 
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For
 
Two Or 
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Winter
 Is 
a 
Time
 
To
 
Share
 
By BILL OALSTAN 
Winter has brought change to 
San Jose, 
changes  which make it 
a nicer place. 
The summer 
sky is usually 
empty. But now, great lines of 
clouds make a heavy black ceiling 
over
 
Tower 
Hall.  
The 
nimbostratus  
send their liquid cargo beating 
down, and the grassy quad turns a 
bright green 
against  the dark sky. 
Downtown,
 there's a bell-ringer 
at every 
corner.  As you walk 
along; it almost sounds like San 
Francisco, where
 impatient cable 
car gripmen clang at 
cabs
 to get 
out of the way. The "clack -clack. 
clack" 
of
 the cable running 
under 
the street is missing,
 but there is 
a San Francisco
 feeling in the 
air.  
The rain and wind 
has  made the 
air clean 
and fresh and good
 to 
breath.
 You take in 
great  gulps 
of it and let 
it out of your mouth. 
A little cloud forms
 when your 
breath
 
hits the 
cold  air 
(Jost  
cold 
enough to make your step 
vigorous 
and bouncy). 
Some girls
 still wear 
miniskirts, 
but now
 they 
also  put 
on
 long 
wool 
socks  that 
come
 up to their 
knees.
 It gives 
them a 
little
-girl 
look,  but 
they're  even 
cuter all 
the 
same.
 
When it 
isn't 
storming,
 the sky
 
Is
 
as 
clear
 and 
crisp  as an ice 
cube.
 Standing
 on the 
fourth  floor 
of 
the  
Education  
Building,
 you'd
 
swear
 you 
could  
reach
 out and
 
touch
 the 
foothills.
 The 
moun-
tains in 
back of 
them 
are  
topped
 
with a 
fresh 
coat 
of
 snow, 
which 
means
 
that
 
someone
 will 
probably  
drive 
up and 
bring 
some 
back  
for
 
a 
snowball  
fight.  
Everything  
is 
richer
 and
 warmer
 
and 
friendlier.
 A 
cup 
of
 coffee,
 hot 
and  full 
of 
strength,
 
seems  
almost  
Intimate. A 
bowl 
of
 vegetable
 soup 
does 
more
 than 
satisfy
 hunger
it 
warms  
your
 soul. 
Best
 of all, 
there's a 
feeling  that
 
you 
should 
share 
the  
magic
 of 
winter
 with 
someone 
else.  Two 
people 
kicking  at 
the
 fallen 
leaves
 
Is better
 than 
just
 one. 
BAHA'l
 
FIRESIDES
 
Monday:
 15101 
National 
Ave. Los 
Gatos 8 
P.M. 
Tuesday:
 1050 
South 
Twelfth  
::.-.7A
 S.J. 8 
P.M. 
Wednesday:
 15101
 National
 Ave. Los
 Gatos 
7:30  P.M. 
Thursday:  881 
Daffodil 
Drive  S.J. 8 
P.M.  
Friday: 232
 South 
Tenth  ....I-2 
S.J.
 8 P.M. 
Saturday:
 2576 
Suisun  Ave. 
S.J.  8 P.M. 
Sunday:
 1028 
Mallott 
Drive  S.J. 8 
P.M. 
Phone: 
248-5081 
All 
WelcomeRefreshments--No
 
Collections  
IF 
YOU'RE  
DRIVING 
HOME
 
FOR
 
THE
 
HOLIDAYS,
 I  
TAW
 
TWO
 
FOR  
THE
 
ROAD.
 
Christmas
 
Comes  
But Once 
a 
Year.   
... gut these 
gifts from ALCO
 keep right 
on
 giving 
Why write those 
letters 
when you 
can tape 
'ern?  
Now
 ... 
make 
your letters
 really
 "talk!"
 
Record
 
them on o new 
RCA 
Victor  
tope
 
recorder.
 
And,
 to get
 you 
started  
on
 this 
exciting
 new 
way to 
correspond-
 
a 
wonderful
 new
 "Talk
-
A
-Moil"  Kit 
designed
 for 
use 
with all RCA 
Victor
 
battery. 
operated
 
reel-to-reel
 
models. 
Each 
kit 
contains
 two
 2" 
reels  
of 
recording
 tape,
 two 
empty 
reels and 25 
moiling
 envelopes. 
Don't
 write 
letters 
-tope  
'em
 with 
this new
 "Talk
-A
-Mail"
 
Kit from 
RCA  
Victor!
 
Get 
this
 
"Talk
-A 
Mail" 
Kit 
FREE
 
When
 
you 
buy 
an 
RCA 
VICTOR 
Portable
 
Cassette
 
Recorder
 
$5490
 
with
 
cam  
PANASONIC
 
?AO. 
BY MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC 
3 -BAND 
PORTABLE 
Car Radio
 
with AM/FM and Marine Band 
CAR BRACKET OPTIONAL.
 
Easy to 
instoll, 
easy
 to slide 
out 
to take with 
;,ou  
to
 
beach,  
boot 
or picnic
 Battery 
operated.
 
NEW 
Panasonic 
Portable
 
Looks 
like a 
camera.,.
 sounds
 
like
 
a console. Flat 
shape  is 
comfortable
 to carry
 
and  easy 
to 
set 
down. 8 transistors, I 
diode, 41/4" 
high; battery op-
erated.
 
Alco 
'95
 
Price
 
1 " 4  
CAR
 
STEREO
 
TAPE 
A fully automatic
 Solid State, 13 -transistor 
unit 
with balanced channels and filtered music. 
10 music Watts per channel. A continuous -
play.  4 -track unit which plays up to 2 hours 
of 
tape.  
Simply insert cartridge
 and you have 
music!
 
Free 
Bonus 
One 
Recorded  
Tape Value 6.98 
'699'  
Matching  
Speakers,
 
Pair 9.95 
HIGH 
INTENSITY
 
DESK
 
LAMP
 
Great 
for 
studying
 
Are 
deal 
gift  for 
nny 
borne,  
,iCP Of 
shop 
'4" 
SAN 
JOSE
  
10 SOUTH 2ND ST. 
or 79 SO. 3RD ST. 
Phone
 297-7111
 
home
 
electronic
 
centers;
 
A division 
of Alco 
Paramount/Nelson's
 
CAMPBELL
 
1625 CAMPBELL AVE. 
lapwite
 
t,eSsd 
Natal 
Phone 
379-7210
 
MT.
 
VIEW
 
2510 EL 
(AMINO
 REAL 
limns
 Iffn  
CI
 
Phone
 
948-8273  
If YOU RE 
REALLY
 TIRED 
NOTHING
 REPLACES
 Si I EP 
501 
EVEN  BOCCI 
" 
4/1.-8PARTAN  
DAILY 
Thursday, December 14, MD 
7 
THF DiSTINCTION 
of being the first SJS ski 
casualty  is claimed 
.i. 
Talmadge.
 Talmadge took advantage 
cf 
the excellent 
' 
facilities
 at Squaw
 
Valley
 and plans to return to the 
soon es his broken 
thumb  has healed. 
spse 
-4_,....e.acce..e..0:04CresC00000030000Creare
 
S 
455 E. William 
St. 
brer.ar,`    
TO 
ALL
 
-rn 
, 
GILDED
 
CAGE  
!,k 
294-7629
 
Students 
Migrate 
To Winter
 
Wonderland  
Its sids4
 1.1111LE offers
 
camp
 grounds, fishing, and lopportunity
 for novice 
and ex -
White %civet is draped
 about 
a field day for the amateur pho- 
perienced  skiers to escape to the 
ur
 f 
tagrapher. 
Blanketed by one to slopes on 
the weekend. Member-
eet.
 
' three 
feet of snow, the serenity !ship fee is minimal and entitles 
You start your decline, 
snow  
,ind
 peacefulness of Yosemite
 is the member to discount sates on 
hiding  in your face, the 
wind
 
unmatched,
 
clothing, equipment
 lift 
fees.  and 
nipping at 
your  cheeks, 
and  
as  Mammoth, 
230 miles away, lodging. 
boasts  4,000 skiable areas and
 is
 
The  club sponsors ice skating. 
season which 
extends from No- ski trips, and helps in 
sponsoring 
vember to June. 
The  300 motels the Winter Carnival. A 
weekend
 
have difficulty in accommodating of 
skiing costs  $20-25, according; 
the hoardes 
of refugees from Los to Bob 
Kraft, ski club president. I 
Angeles and Northern
 California. Squaw Valley, probably
 the most 
Six chaii
 lifts
 deposit passengers at reknown of the 
three areas, is 
250 
for the collegian each season. 
Prices for lift tickets, lodging 
and transportation have increased 
again this 
year. Yet places are 
available fur college students dur-
ing the holidays at minimal ex-
pense.
 
Lodging may be obtained week-
days 
near
 
Stateline  for
 about
 $2.50 
a night per person, if the group 
  
OVER 21? 
NEED 
$51 
DO THIS NOW! 
BLOOD IS NEEDED 
Mon. thru 
Fri.  7 a.m.-3 p.m.
 
294-6535 
40 Bassett St. 
San Jose 
DONT
 LET
 
SANTA 
FORGET...
 
remember
 
Its 
never too 
late
 to choose 
a diamond 
ring
 
from 
Proctor's.
 There are
 many new
 gor-
geous
 creations
 to select 
from,  many 
so new 
they 
have 
arrived
 for 
Christmas.  
And they 
are values! 
A. Ladies' Diamond Watch 
Band
  
565.00 
B. 22 -diamond watch, Elgin 
jeweled 
movement  $99.50
 
C. 
Tru-Fit  Pearl ring 
with 
5 dia-
monds
  $75.00
 
D. Man's 
diamond
 and "Linde" 
Star Sapphire ring 
.$175.00
 
E. 11
-diamond 
Pearl  Pendant, 
$32.50
 
F. 
Miniature
 diamond ring 
Tie 
Tac  
514.95
 
G. 
Tru-Fit 
diamond  
solitaire set, 
$150.00
 
H. 
Men's  
Omega  Seamaster
 
watches
 
from 
$120.00
 
I. 
Ladies' 
Omega
 
automatic  
watches
  
from 
$130.00
 
.I. 
Nano 
ve r 
matched  
diamond 
set  
$225.00
 
K. 
Double row 
12 -diamond 
wed-
ding 
ring  
$139.50
 
ewe 
91 SOUTH
 FIRST 
STREET 
ILO
 
January
 
Ii 
a 
popular
 month for 
buying 
diamonds.
 
This 
may too because  
no many folks
 receive 
gifts of 
money  for Christmas 
... and what could
 
be more 
thrilling than to invest 
it in diamonds. 
There is a 
diamond
 for every member
 of the 
family! 
NO
 
MONEY  
DOWN
 
TERMS
 
TO SUIT 
YOU 
307 TOWN & COUNTRY
 VILLAGE 
race 
down  the slopes,
 you 
leave the 
world  of textbooks, mid-
terms,
 and all-night
 study. 
Enter a 
winter wonderland of 
East of San Jose, Squaiv 
heavenly 
Valley,  and Mam-
moth await
 a throng
 of Christmas 
the 
top
 of the 11,000 foot peak. miles from San Jose.
 46 
miles 
Irma
 
vacationeers.
 The three ski 
resorts 
German 
beer,  dancing, and a  Reno, Nevada, and 30
 .miles 
from
 
provide some 
of 
the finest 
skiing
 
'warm  fire at the Rathskeller
 
wel-
ts the 
country.  
I come wearied skiers for night -
Far the 
non
-skier,
 
Yosemite
 
I ime entertainment. 
N it 
'rail Park,
 
2110 
miles
 
away,
 
The 
ski -liii  
.it  SUS 
proiiles an 
Lake Tahoe. No 
longer a
 
hisses 
for expert skiels, Its sublime ter- ! 
rain and conditions are ideal fin 
the traer,W1.. skier, 
Snow 
Vacationing
 Is 
Cheaper
 
For 
Penny  
Pinching  
Skiers
 
By JOHN 
POI:HIROO 
includes 
at
 least four 
persons. 
Add  
skier  less 
motalii
 
and 
confine him 
Spartan
 Daily Staff Writer 
another
 dollar for weekend 
bug
-
Skiing becomes more expensive ing 
For a little work, you can ob-
tain a night's lodging at Our Lady 
of the Snows. 
Catholic  Church, at 
Squaw Valley. Usually an hour 
snow shoveling will suffice. 
The more heartier skier parks 
his ear or camper, 
or
 Vulks%4agen 
bus
 in a ski area parking lot. curls 
up in a heavy sleeping bag and 
gets his lodging for the 
rice
 of a 
sore back. 
There is no 
method of relieving 
, the price of a lift ticket.
 A 
fev
 
lyears ago 
it was possible to 
woii:  
a few hours for the price of a lift 
ticket,
 
but 
this
 is no 
more.  
Six  
dollars can get you membership 
to the United States Skiing As-
sociation
 
I USSAI, 
which will give ' 
the 
member
 discounts on lift 
 
tickets.
 
Unfortunately,
 the less 
expensis%!
 
areas 
such as Bear Valley and 
Sugar Bowl are 
hard
 to reach and 
lack any
 reasonable 
lodging. 
The average 
lift
 
ticket will
 cost ! 
between
 $6 and $7 a 
day. Three-
day tickets 
or five-day tickets
 re-
duce the cost of the
 lift tickets, but 
restrict
 the skier to a specific 
area. ' 
Transportation will cost 
about  
$15 for
 a weekend at 
Lake Tahoe. 
This can
 be reduced by 
the  mint-
ber of skiers in the ear. 
Packaged bus 
trips seem inex-
pensive, but
 they often 
are more  
expensive
 than 
traveling  by 
auto-
mobile, 
especially 
should  be bill
 
be divided 
among the 
riders. 
Also,
 bus packages
 give the 
to more expensiv% lodging. Average 
lodging at these areas 
should be 
estimated from $9-$13. 
For those skiers planning
 to 
lodge
 in 
the Lake 
Tahoe  
area, 
Heavenly Valley, Slide Mountain 
and 
Mount Rose offer fairly inex-
pensive 
skiing.
 They are 
still  ex-
cellent areas for the
 beginning 
through 
advanced  skier. 
Skiing can be 
inexpensive.  It is 
just a matter uf knowing whete to 
go and how
 to get 
there.  
ASTOR'S 
COIN
-OP 
AUTO 
WASH 
5 
Min. 
Wash  25c
 
4 Min.
 Wax 
50c 
Its 
so easy 
and  fun! 
Elapsed
 Time 
Indicator  
Eliminates  
Guesswork  
2 
LOCATIONS
 
732 
S. 1st St. 
(Bet. Virginia
 & 
Margaret)
 
804 Lincoln Ave. 
OM Sono!) 
TRY US 
FOR YOUR
 
COMPACT,  
BOAT
 OR 
HONDA
 
Lodging is 
expensive  for 
studio
 
or
 regular 
size 
apartments.
 
Heavenly Valley 
is
 perhaps the 
most 
poiailar  resort 
aznong at
prices 
are  one-thfrd 
to one -
:half lowei 
than most. The
 abund-
!ZIIHT of 
gambling  casinos can. in 
; some instances, take the
 edge off 
Mc! 
low rates. 
The upper reaches
 of Heavenly's 
slopes
 are scattered with racers
 
and expert skiers, and the aerial 
ildnimay to those areas are tray
-
by 
more sightseers than ski -
:Ts. The 
lower
 slopes, 
however,
 are 
good  for 
beginners
 
and  
average
 
skiers.  
If the vacationer
 is not 
inter-
ested in 
racing down the
 slopes. 
he can indulge 
in saunas, 
cocktail
 
and 
fondue  parties, ice 
skating:
 if 
more 
adventuresome,
 he 
can 
watch the 
brave one 
soaring
 from 
the Olympic ski 
jump at Squaw 
Valley.
 
Whether a novice 
or
 experienced 
skier,  a spectator,
 or nature
-lover,  
the 
snow-covered 
mountains 
are  
the 
place 
to 
go.  
$SAVE--SAVE--SAVE
 $ 
The
 
Coin
-Op Car 
Wash  
Va 
 
Cars
 
New  71/2 
Minute
 
Time  
Cycle  
 
ns 
 
Cycles
 
Normal
 Motor
 Wash 
only 50c 
Commercial
 Coin -Op
 Car 
Wash  
1090 
N.
 9th 
294.6308 
Special
 Rates 
To
 Groups 
Open 24 hrs. 
AHAPED
 
for 
BEAUTY...
 
.24 -V._ --t
 
Carved
 
in for 
4ZVALITY
 
ACASTILLO,
 
from
 
$275. 
BAFTERGLOW,
 from 
$225. 
CINCARNATION.  
from
 
S225.  
Hudson's  
Jewelers
 
56 South 
First  Street 
Convenient 
Christmas
 Layaway 
Open Thursday
 Nights 
SPARTAN 
BOOKSTORE 
Wishes You 
A 
MERRY
 
CHRISTMAS 
and 
HAPPY 
NEW 
YEAR
 
*We 
will
 he 
open
 during the 
Christmas
 
holiday  
Monday
-Friday 
8: 
a.m.
 to 
5:
 
p.m.  
cpaptatt 
Sookotore
 
"Right 
on 
Campus"
 
SJS
 
Winter
 Carnival 
In 
Final
 
Preparations
 
Final plans 
are  now being 
made 
for the 1968 SJS 
Winter Carnival, 
to
 be held at 
Heavenly  Valley 
during
 semester
 break. 
The 
final
 planning will be done 
dui ing a 
2 -day meeting at Heaven-
ly Walley) just after Christmas," 
according  to Kathy Eddins, car-
nival chairman. "Our (ASB) com-
mittee 
will  meet with the Heavenly 
staff and work out the 
details
 of 
dances and 
other 
the races; 
events."  
The 
entire Winter Carnival pro-
gram emphasizes 
maximum  enjoy-
ment 
coupled with maximum 
economy.
 The Winter Carnival 
Discount Cards 
will entitle the 
holder to at least $15 
in discounts. 
Discounts
 include $10 off of the 
standard
 ski lift rates, $3 off dance
 
admissions  and numerous 
room
 
rate and 
meal
 discounts. Tickets 
will
 go on sale January 2 
in the 
Student Activities
 Office. 
An 
additional  
service  
will
 
Pro-
vide students needing 
transporta-
tion to the 
carnival area with 
a 
$6 
savings
 on round 
trip  bus tic-
kets at a price of $7.30. 
Activities 
and events included
 in 
the 
1968 carnival will 
include in-
tramural 
and individual 
races,  
dances and lessons. 
"Racing schedules 
will  be final-
ized during Christmas 
vacation but 
tentative plans include obstacle 
courses, uphills
 and beer races In 
addition to  the more conventional 
forms of edmpetition," according 
to Miss Eddins. 
NEWMAN
 
CATHOLIC STUDENT
 CENTER 
Daily 
Mass   Mon., 
Tues., Thurs. 
 4 P.M. 
Fri.  
11:40 P.M. 
Sunday Mass  5 P.M. 
Staff  Father L. Largente 
Father D. Fosselman
 
Sister M. 
Antoinette
 
Mr. Sheldon Tracy 
79 S. Fifth St. 
295-1771  
Y-ItS.W:-..DIVS'SSASAVVSASASIW.L.A.W.00SWAR`AA'
  
MERRY
 
CHRISTMAS 
and 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
from 
The 
*atm  
ileu,tie 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
AND EVERY HOLIDAY
 
610 Coleman
 Ave. 
and 
The Purple 
Pu4469
 Cat
 
NEXT DOOR 
640 Coleman
 Ave. 
uI 
.1' 
s.  
\ 
, 
f 
Hr:111-
Hip
-Nick
 
, 
7Vits,K9.° 
To Buy Skis 
'Think
 Snow' 
By JOHN 
POIMIROO
 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Selecting
 the right ski is a long 
tiring thing to do, unless you have 
predecided what you want to buy. 
There are: 
Epoxy  skis, metal 
skis, wooden skis, shortee skis, 
slalom skis, downhill skis, combin-
ation skis, giant slalom skis, and 
countless
 other varieties. The be-
ginning skier usually spends three 
or four weekends with rental skis 
before
 he 
falls  in 
love with 
the 
sport,
 and then it's too late to 
quit. 
So for the skier who is troubled 
about what kind of ski to buy, 
whether he is a beginner, inter-
mediate  or advanced, here are a 
few tips to buying skis. 
If you are a 
beginning
 skier and 
short on cash, a wooden 
ski  might 
be best for you to start on. Sur-
prisingly, there is 
one  ski. Thun-
derbird, which offers to 
the be-
ginning skier good sharp edges 
and good controlability 
for less 
than $50. It is not 
recommended
 
that a beginner invest a lot
 of 
money into a 
very
 expensive ski 
such as 
$125 or above. 
CHEAP SKIS FIRST 
A ski, any
 ski, has a definite
 
life
 
wan of perhaps 
from two tcS five 
seasons of 
skiing. To purchase 
a 
good ski would be to place a lot 
of
 
money 
into
 an item which 
will  
only help 
you after you have ma-
stered the 
fundamentals.
 
It 
is
 actually better to invest
 
VAUGHN
 
FAMOUS
 
CHRISTMAS
 
GIFT  
SPORTCOAT
 
SALE  
Now
 1h 
Price  
DANA CREDIT 
SUDS  WELCOME 
5. 
Vaughn entire stock of natur-
al shoulder sportcoats reduced 
to 1/2 price during 
our 
CHRISTMAS  GIFT 
SPORTCOAT  SALE 
For limited
 timebuy now! 
45.50 Tweeds ... . Now 22.75 
49.50 Shetlands ... Now 24.75 
55.50 Mohair/Wool .. Now 27.75 
59.50 Tweeds .... Now 29.75 
65.00 Harris 
Tweeds.
 Now 32.50 
69.50 British Imports Now 34.75 
ESTABLISHED  1927 
ACIVA.0"0, 
ISCOUNT
 
ON 
ALL 
MFRCHA
 
MIII
 
."-AT SATHER 
GATE 
'SE
 
Un,vvn,m 
Mini SHOPS 
MO
 WO OR JO. 
CORKKOR 
oR 
125
 
SOUTH  4TH 
STREET
  
 
in a 
cheaper
 but more practical
 
ski. The best ski
 for the
 
beginner
 
Is
 perhaps
 the Head standard or 
the Hart ski. These
 offer excellent 
flexibility and 
good  carving abili-
ties. These are 
not recommended 
for more advanced skiers 
however, 
because they 
do not allow the bet-
ter skier to press 
himself. 
Metal skis offer long life, which 
is important, if you can't afford 
a 
new 
pair of skis every year. Head 
and Hart have really perfected 
these skis within the last five 
years. 
METAL CHATTER 
Skiers used to complain of 
"chatter." This occurs with metal 
skis,  because as you build up speed, 
your skis shimmy 
and  shake. Now 
technology has incorporated rub-
ber insulation and new construc-
tion, to alleviate this. 
Epoxy skis when new are very 
stiff. A stiff ski will improve your 
turning ability but make you hop 
all over the 
hill.  Epoxy will in-
crease the performance of the ski. 
Unless you are confident in ne-
gotiating 
parellel christies and 
SK I 
RENTALS
 
LONGEST
 WEEKEND 
AT LOWEST
 PRICES 
PICK-UP
 
ANYTIME
 THURS.,
 
FRI., 
SAT.  RETURN 
MONDAY 
PRIOR TO 
9 P.M. 
Rates  per 
WEEK -END 
Wood 
Skis  
and 
Poles  
$3 
Wood 
Skis, 
Boots  and 
Poles 
$4.50 
Famous
 HART METAL
 
Skis and Poles 
Mercurys  
$5 
Standards
 
$6 
Holidays
 
$7 
Ski Boots 
$2.50 
Buckle  Ski 
Boots 
$4 
Stretch  Ski 
Pants 
$3 
Quilted 
Parkas
 
$2 
Lift Coats   
$4 
Ski Racks   
$1.50-$2-$3 
Toboggans 
$2.50
 
up 
Toboggan
 Boots $2 
Flying
 Sno Saucers 
$1-$1.50  
Tire Chains 
$4.50
 
up
 
Phone 
298-3177
 
SHOP
 
iw)*l
 VYI
 
U 
Will. 
9p,4
 
1 OM, 
NOW 
A:1'EN 
sumPay
 
/26b
 W, 
CLS 
29
 5 
- 
4798
 
working moguls
 (a bunch 
of big 
bumps on a 
hill side) then
 don't 
buy 
epoxy  skis. 
KNEISSEL BEST
 EPDXY 
Kneissl  skis 
are perhaps 
the 
best  of all the epoxys.  I 
say  that 
because
 I own some. They 
are  very 
stiff 
and have short 
life,  but are 
filled 
with speed, kick,
 and ease 
of handling. 
Stiffer combinations of 
epoxy 
and 
metal, such as the 
Fischer ski, 
give the
 skier a fast, 
very  fine 
handling ski, 
hut they are difficult
 
for a beginner 
to handle. 
If you 
are  experienced and look-
ing for an excellent 
ski, look into 
the VR 17, Fischer 
Presidents,  or 
Kneissel 
White  Star. They offer 
fast, very stiff skiing, but perhaps 
the most 
exiciting. 
Remember when you , buy  your 
first pair of 
skis, to buy them 
shorter than
 would be your normal 
size. They are 
easier to work 
with.  I 
And be 
sure to add a good pair of 
bindings. "Think Snow!" 
Thursday, December 
14, 1967 
SPARTAN
 
DATLT-811
 
Public
 
Relations 'Plus' 
Highlights
 PAN 
Banquet 
The Imperative 
Plus  in Public 
Relations,"
 was the keynote 
speech  
given by Kaiser
 Representative Ro-
bert A. 
Sandberg
 at last
 night's 
third
 Annual Pi Alpha 
Nu 
(PAN)  
 Public Relations 
Society  Society 
(PRSA)
 
Christmas 
banquet.  
Sandberg, vice 
president of pub-
lic relations and 
advertising  for 
the Aluminum and Chemical Div-
ision of Kaiser, told 100 students 
and 
professionals  that  the
 potential
 
of public relations has not yet been 
recognized by today's 
business 
management
 
A professional, 
academically
 and 
professionally, he 
has authorized 
two college texts and instructed 
at the University of Illinois. An ac-
tive member 
in the
 Bay Area 
of 
PRSA,
 he is also on the national 
Accreditation
 Board 
for  the So-
ciety. 
Sandberg's 
speech 
followed  din-
ner and musical entertainment by 
the New 
Liberty Singe -Is,
 a local 
folksinging group. 
Matt Ropy, 
PAN  president and 
recently elected
 member of a 
PRSA national 
board to accredit 
college public 
relations
 organiza-
tions reviewed 
results
 of the na-
tional PRSA meeting
 in Philadel-
phia, Nov. 13-15, 
 
4 
FOR A 
THOROUGHLY
 ' 
MERRY  
HOLIDAY!
 
k 
"Another 
'Sound Of 
Music'!" 
Ch,cago
 Tribune 
UNIVERSAL 
11011 
Julie
 
Andrews
 
MarY
 
Tyler
 
Moore
 
Carol
 
Charming
 
James
 
Fox  
Gavin
 
-Bear.=
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MATINEES  DAILY
 1:30 P.M.  
DE):. la TO 
JAN.
 I 
BO 
XOFFICE
 OPEN 
MON.-SAT. 
12 to 9: St 
DAYS 12 
to
 8 
CENTURY
 
L.
 
TA1
 
SAN 
IASI  
gg,gAg,,..gAggg,gg
 gHig g Hogg, g 
EVEN' ,S Mi 
N..SAT
 
8:00 
FRI.-S VE..1101.. r 1:S. 
8:30
 
SUN.
 & 1.101.11) 
YS 
7:00 
GIFT CERTIFIC 
%TES
 
NOW ON 
S k LE!! 
HARSHEN
 
MOCCASINS
 
'249.5
 
Florsheim
 enhances the classic 
genuine
 
moccasin
 
with
 butter
-soft 
premium leathers, superbly 
hand
-
sewn fronts. Long wearing, com-
fortable. 
The 
YUMA ... $14.98 
Most 
Flomhtim  'Mr% 81995
 to 
82795  
/Most
 
Imperial
 ay/es 
$3795  
FLORSHEIM
 SHOE SHOP 
DOWNTOWN
 71 
S.
 1st St. 
9 
a.m. to 9 
p.m. Mon.
 & Thurs. 
9 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
other
 days 
VALIDATED PARKING 
Stevens  
Creek
 Plana
 
3059 
Stevens Creek 
Blvd.  
9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays 
9:30  a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sat. 
SIDSPARTAN
 
DAM? 
Thursday.  
December
 14. IOW 
Seasonal
 Recipes
 
(Coatinne,11
 
From 
Page 
:Hs) 
poutt..1  
roasting  
tittle. 
Syne  
sviery  ; 
and 
onion 
Knitting
 with
 
turkey.
 
11101.1DAt
 Pt 
Nt'll 
Lit 
small  
bolt le 
lime
 
juice  
2 
bottles  
ginger
 
ale
 
1 
bottle 
orange 
juice 
Juice 
from  a small 
cherry 
bottle  
Pour 
all the 
above 
ingredients
 
Into a 
punch 
bowl 
and  stir 
well. 
(Add
 sugar 
to taste.)
 Chop 
up
 two 
Ls -pint
 orange
 sherbet
 into 
punch.  
Mix 
with 
electric
 mixer
 and place
 
cherries
 
on 
the 
top of the 
punch 
and 
ch11L 
lulling  
for
 a ieW 
minutes.
 
ser.,  
NO
-COOK  CHOCOLATE 
CHEWS 
2 tablespoons butter 
2 sq. 
unsweetened 
chocolate, 
melted  
3 copes. confec-
tioners' 
sugar  
'a 
cup 
corn syrup 
1 
teaspoon  vanilla 
extract  
")s 
cup dry 
non-fat 
milk 
Blend butter
 and corn
 syrup, 
then
 stir in 
chocolate  and 
vanilla. 
Mix  sugar 
and
 dry milk.
 Gradually 
stir
 into first
 mixture, 
then knead 
!until
 thoroughly
 blended. 
Shape  in 
rolls and 
cut into 1 
inch
 pieces. 
\lake, at...ut P 
pounds 
SPECIALIZING
 
IN THE
 REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE
 CARS: 
PORSCHE  
MEsICEDLS  
AND
 
VOLKSWAGEN.
 
GARAGE
 
EUROPA
 
ISO
 
LINCOLN AVENUE 
291-40112  
SKI
 
AREAS
 
I. 
WEAL  
nroea
 
2,
 
SODA
 
SPRING.
 
3,
 
DONNER
 
SW
 
RANCH
 
4. /BOAR
 spun_
 
squAto
 
VALLAWDAIVOie
 
6, 
ALPINE
 
MEADOWS
 
d 
RAMA
 
BAKKEN  
MONS
 
WOOD
 
s 
TZNOMA
 
IOi 
Ncuria
 
mime
 
THE 
MAMAS  
AND
 
THE  
PAPAS  
"FAREWELL
 
TO 
THE 
FIRST
 
GOLDEN
 
ERA"  
Includes
 
12
 
great  
selections
 
In 
this 
great
 
group.
 
Dunhill
 
M-50025
 
RAY 
CHARLES
 
YESTERDAY"
 
Includes  
the
 hit single
 "Yes-
terday"
 and
 other 
greats. 
Li 
ABC 
ABCS-595
 
VIKKI 
CARR  
"IT 
MUST  BE 
HIM"  
Nikki's
 
latest  
and  
biggest  
album.
 
Includes
 11 
great 
songs.
 
liberty  
1,51 
7533
 
THE JOHNNY
 MANN 
SING EL 
'DON'T
 LOOK BACK' 
Includes 12 
great songs. 
Liberty 
1,ST-7535  
A WORLD
 OF 
HITS
 
FROM
 
LONDON,
 
LIBERTY, 
IMPERIAL,  
ABC 
& 
IMPULSE
 
RECORDS!
 
"THE WORLD OF 
GOOD & PLENTY" 
Brand
 nets
 release from 
S. nate Records. 
,natc 21001
 
ULIATION  
THE 
SALVATION  
"SALVATION"
 
.1 
great nest lp 
release  that's 
sure to 
hit. 
kti( ,k1ICS-623 
THE 
VENTURES  
11 000.000 00 WEEKEND" 
Includes 12 great selections. 
1.ihert  BST 8054 
THE  
VENTURES
 
"SUPER  
PSYCHEDELICS"  
Happy
 Together
 / Straw
-
ben,
 Fields. 
and other
 
greats.
 
Liberty
 
851-8052 
EXPREabION,
 
JOHN
 
COITRA,NE
 
JOHN COLTRANE 
"EXPRESSION"  
Includes four selections of 
Coltrane's original works. 
1- Impulse 
AS
-9120 
JOHN COLTRANE 
"LIVE AT THE VILLAGE 
VANGUARD AGAIN" 
Includes: Naima; 
My Fa-
vorite Things. 
LT 
Impulse
 :%S-9124 
ENGELBERT 
HUMPERDINCK  
"THE
 
LAST
 
WALTZ"  
His 
second hit 
album on 
l'arrot 
Records.  
Li Parrot
 71015 
COMP 
THE SUNSHINE COMPANY 
"HAPPY IS" 
The New  group with that 
Happy Sound. 
Imperial 12359 
SALE
 
PRICED
 
88
 
REG. 4.79 
add
 
1.00
 
for  
reg.
 
5.79  
Ip's  
GABOR  
SZABO 
"THE 
SORCERER"
 
A great
 new 
sure
-to -hit 
album  
recorded 
use at the jazz 
work-
shop 
in
 Boston. 
I 
Impulse
 AS
-9157  
GABOR SZABO 
"JAZZ RAGA" 
A best selling lp. Includes 
11 selections.
 
0 
Impulse AS -9146 
THE ROLLING 
STONES 
"THEIR 
SATANIC
 
MAJESTIES  
REQUEST"  
Their newest album. Now 
In Stock.
 
LI I.ondon NPS-2 
CHER 
"WITH
 LOVE"
 
('her's
 newest
 and 
biggest  
on
 Imperial 
Records.  
_ Imperial 12358 
 
MUSIC
 
BOX
 
4.; 
San 
Jose's
 
Largest
 
Record  
Selections,  Over
 50,000 LP's 
98 
SOUTH
 
THIRD
 ST. 
(Corner
 of 
San 
Fernando)
 
Open Evenings 
Until 9 p.m. 
1 
'Mame
 
 
HEAVENLY 
VALLEY
 
55 
°SIERRA
 
S 
1110 eft, 1 
FEDIXER 
_ HILL
 
fEAR
 
mu. 
vALLEy
 
Wool
 
n*)  
SAN 
JOSE
 
4400  
DOME
 
R104rE 
Friendly  Noel
 
Extended
 
(Continued 
From
 
Page
 ER)
 
news 
patients  a happier one. 
Phrateres,
 women's service organ-
ization, will hold a party today. 
Activities include decorateing the 
ward, serving refreshments and en-
tertaining the patients. Phrateres 
hopes to make this an annual 
service 
project.  
Dorm dwellers, too, are in the 
Christmas
 spii it. Royce 
Hall do-
nated
 $25 to 
CARE
 and all
 trees 
in the dorm will 
be donated to  the 
Elks Club for distribution to needy 
families in the San Jose area. 
One Christmas
 
project  in which 
the 
entire  campus takes part is 
the Christmas Tree Lighting Cere-
mony held yesterday in Seventh 
Street. 
The event was 
sponsored  
by Associated
 Women's 
Students  
(AWS I and Tau 
Beta
 Pi, engi-
neering honor society. 
The 
annual  event opens the col-
lege
 Christmas season with 
mes-
sages from Pres. 
Robert D. Clark, 
ASB
 President and 
AWS  Presi-
dent, and 
carols from the
 Men's 
Glee 
Club.  
Moderne Drug Co. 
Professional 
Pharmacists
 
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner 
OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT 
 PHONE 293.7500 
 SECOND AND SANTA CLARA 
STREETS 
 
SAN JOSE 
ri45 
wiy,(113
 VO,Cf 
MUSICi
 
BOX
 
STORES 
\TN  
IIIISIC  
RCA
 
VICTOR
 
* 
ORIGINAL
 
SOUNDTRACK
 
"THE 
SOUND
 OF 
MUSIC"
 
* 
ELVIS 
PRESLEY
 
"CLAMBAKE"
 
* JOHN GARY 
"CARNEGIE
 HALL" 
* ED 
AMES  
"SNOW IS ON THE ROSES" 
* JEFFERSON
 AIRPLANE
 
"AFTER
 
BATHING  
AT 
BAXTER'S"
 
 
JACK  
JONES  
"WITHOUT 
HER" 
-pc
 EDDY 
ARNOLD
 
"TURN
 
THE  
WORLD
 
AROUND"
 
 
HENRY  MANCINI
 
"ENCORE"
 
* 
ROD  
McKUEN
 
"LISTEN 
TO THE WARM"
 
* GLEN 
YARBROUGH
 
"HONEY
 & 
WINE"  
47 
REG 
4.79 
447 
G 
5 79 
47 
dr REG 
679
 
The 
Per 
fee:
 Christmas GO 
 A 
MUSIC  
BOX  
GIFT
 
CERTIFICATE
 
um/ethic 
ht .4 itv 
,-Intoiott
 id 
Your  
Choice 
44514,ie
 
The 
John 
Gary
 
carnegie Hail Mit 
Co/1cm 
,e 
I s t o
 
modisoaq
 
winotn-
St 
MUSIC
 
BOX
 
te, 
San 
Jose's
 
Largest
 
Record
 Selections,
 
Over  50,000 LP's 
98 
SOUTH
 
THIRD ST. 
 
(Corner 
of 
San 
Fernando) 
Open  
Evenings  
Until 9 p.m. 
 
